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Abstract

A time-resolved C0 2/diode laser double resonance technique is used to study energy transfer processes in
CHD 3. Both the rates of ground state recovery (GSR) and total depopulation (TD) from a single
rovibrational level are measured. Comparison of these rates to pressure broadening measurements
indicates that inelastic collisions underestimate the broadening coefficient by 30%-40%. GSR and TD
rates with other collision partners (H2 , He, Ar, CH4, NH3, and CHF 3 ) are 0.5 to 1.0 times Lennard-Jones
collision rates. Vibration-vibration (V-V) energy transfer between the Coriolis coupled v3 /v 6

vibrational levels is measured at -0.8 jrsec- 1 torr-1 with no indication of rotational state specificity.
Vibrational swap between a V3 vibrationally excited molecule and a ground state molecule is observed as
an apparent symmetry changing process (A-*E) at 0.17 psec- 1 torr- 1. A Frster type mechanism
quantitatively explains this effect. State-resolved rotational energy transfer (R.E.T.) in the v3 vibrational
level is studied for two different initially prepared rotational levels, V3 J' = 12, K' = 7, "E" and
V3 J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". R.E.T. is analyzed using a kinetic master equation model. A strong propensity
rule, AK = + 3n, similar to that found previously in polar C3v molecules also applies to CHD3.

A Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire I.R. source is described and characterized. This source provides completely
tunable pump radiation from 3.3 m to 740 nm. This source is suitable as a pump laser for double
resonance studies, both spectroscopic and energy transfer, of numerous molecular systems which have
previously been inaccessible. We describe initial experiments of fluorescence-detected I.R./U.V. double
resonance in HCCH.

Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire/diode laser double resonance is used to study energy transfer processes in
CH4 . The 2 nd Stokes in H2 of the Ti:sapphire laser is used to directly pump the CH4 v3+v 4 combination
band at 2.3 gim. Transient gain on v3+v4 -v4 hotband transitions at 3.3 m is measured with a liquid
nitrogen cooled diode laser. A model of vibrational energy transfer among the CH4 octad, pentad, and
dyad levels is described. This model is used as a basis for analysis of R.E.T. in v3+v 4 . The A(R-J) = 0
propensity rule found in earlier experiments on high J levels of spherical top molecules also applies for
the low J levels measured in these experiments. A strong propensity for parity preserving collisions is
also observed. State-to-state R.E.T. rates in the ground vibrational state for J" = 0 A 1-,J" = 3 A2,
J" = 0 Ai-J" = 4 A1 , and J" = 3 A2 -- J" = 4 Al are directly determined from a least squares fit to the
kinetic data. A propensity for parity conserving collisions is observed. The polarization dependence of
GSR and TD rates is measured. The large difference (-35%) in GSR rates between the cases when the
probe laser samples an mj distribution similar or dissimilar to that created by the pump laser illustrates
the significance of elastic reorientation.

Thesis supervisor: Jeffrey I. Steinfeld
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Experimental results for energy transfer studies in two isotopes of methane, CHD3 and CH4 , are

presented in this thesis. The motivation for the present work originates in earlier studies of rotational

energy transfer (R.E.T.) in the spherical top molecules 13 CD4 [FOY88] and SiH4 [HETZLER89]. These

highly symmetric molecules lack permanent dipole moments and have very complex rotational energy

level structure. R.E.T. in these molecules proceeds by highly selective "principal pathways" in which

only a few of the possible final states receive significant population from the parent level.

There is also much interest in methane because of its importance as a greenhouse gas in the Earth's

atmosphere [SLANINA94] and as an important constituent of the atmospheres of the giant gas planets

and many of their moons [ATREYA89]. Laboratory studies of the spectral parameters, transition

frequency, intensity, and pressure broadening coefficient, are essential to interpreting remote sensing data

[STRONG93]. Studies of rotational energy transfer have bearing on this applied field as the experimental

measurements of state-to-state inelastic R.E.T. rates provide an excellent check on the theories which are

used in the calculation of pressure broadening [FLANNERY93].

The isotope of methane that is of interest in terrestrial and extraterrestrial atmospheres is, of course, the

most abundant, 1 2 CH4. That this isotope of methane has not been studied previously is not due to the

lack of recognition of its importance, but rather because the experimental techniques necessary to

investigate this molecule were previously nonexistent. The 13 CD4 and CHD 3 isotopes of methane could

be studied by double resonance techniques because lines in their absorption bands happen to be in

coincidence with fixed frequency CO2 laser transitions. In this thesis, we describe the use of a Raman-

shifted Titanium-doped sapphire laser as a source of continuously tunable laser radiation in the mid and

near I.R. As a first application of this I.R. source, we have studied energy transfer processes in 12 CH4.

This is exciting new work which is relevant both for the more fundamental aspect of investigating the

effect of molecular symmetry on R.E.T. and for providing important spectral data.

As a large part of this thesis deals with rotational energy transfer, it is important to recognize the

significant contribution made to this field more than twenty years ago when Oka wrote his seminal

review of collision induced transitions between the rotational levels of small molecules [OKA73A]. In

this work, Oka addressed the issue of the disparity in understanding of the fundamental selection rules for

collision induced rotational transitions as compared to those for radiative transitions. He developed a set

of approximate selection rules, or propensity rules, on AJ, Ak, and parity for rotational state changing

collisions. These propensity rules were based on consideration of the leading terms in a multipole

expansion of the intermolecular potential and also on consideration of the symmetry of the collision
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process. The propensity rules for AJ changing collisions follow from the nonvanishing terms in an electric

multipole expansion of the interaction potential. For a dipole interaction, the AJ propensity rule is AJ = +

1, 0, and the parity propensity rule is +e*--. For quadrupole interaction the AJ and parity propensity rules

are AJ = +2, +1, 0 and +< + / -- 4-. For octupole interaction there is the addition of AJ = +3 processes

and the parity propensity rule is +<-*-. The propensity rule for Ak changing collisions follows from the

symmetry of the molecule. For a molecule with an p-fold rotation axis, the propensity rule on Ak is Ak =

pn, where n is an integer.

These propensity rules are in good agreement with many experimental studies, particularly for polar,

symmetric top molecules. Oka cautions in his paper that the collisional propensity rules are really only

applicable for weak collisions, the classic example being NH3 -NH 3 collisions at room temperature. In

Appendix 1 we present the results of energy transfer experiments that were carried out in this laboratory

on NH 3 . These results are included here as an example of rotational energy transfer in a highly polar,

C3 v molecule where weak collisions dominate. The results of the kinetic analysis for R.E.T. in the v2 = 1

state of NH 3 showed that the primary R.E.T. pathways were those that follow dipole-like propensity

rules, AJ = +1,0 and +<-->- and the only k-changing collisions observed were Ak = 3n , as predicted by

Oka's theory. The rates for the dipole-like pathways accounted for -50% of the total rate. In addition to

these processes following dipole-like propensity rules, smaller but significant rates were also observed for

nondipole-like processes. This indicates that even for this prototypical case of a weak collision

interaction, higher order terms in the interaction potential are significant.

Unlike NH 3, both CHD3 and CH4 are closer to the strong collision limit. Propensity rules based on the

multipole expansion of the intermolecular potential are not likely to be applicable for either, but

propensity rules based on the overall symmetry of the collision process will still apply. In Oka's work the

overall symmetry propensity rule is expressed by the Ak = pn rule. The application of this rule to

symmetric top molecules is straightforward, but for spherical top molecules it is not clear how this rule

applies since k is not at all a good quantum number for these. Parson [PARSON90, PARSON91] has

tackled this problem with a synthesis of the Ak = pn propensity rule with the Harter-Patterson theory of

spectral clustering [HARTER78]. Harter-Patterson theory describes the clustering seen in high rotational

states of spherical top molecules as a distortion of the molecule along one of its symmetry axes. In this

distorted form it is like a symmetric top. A "cluster quantum number", kR, which represents the

projection of the total angular momentum on the unique symmetry axis created by the distortion, can be

assigned to these clusters. Parson's argument was that for impulsive collisions the Ak = pn propensity rule

should apply to kR. He applied this analysis to the 1 3CD 4 and SiH 4 data and was extremely successful

in describing the fine structure selectivity seen for both.
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Parson's analysis illustrated that because vibration-rotation interaction causes distortion about their

symmetry axes, spherical top molecules behave like symmetric tops during collisions. The study of

R.E.T. in CHD 3 presented here was done to further expose the role of molecular symmetry on energy

transfer processes. CHD 3 is a symmetric top molecule, like NH 3, but with essentially no dipole moment

(, - 0.006 D) [DUBAL89, MEERTS81]. In terms of its intermolecular potential it resembles a spherical

top. However, its rotational energy level structure is that of an oblate symmetric top. Because of these

properties, CHD3 is an ideal test case for separating the effect of molecular symmetry from the dynamics

of the collision process.

The complete tunability of our Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire I.R. source allows us to examine any rotational

state we choose. For the R.E.T. studies in CH4 presented here, we have concentrated on low J states.

This is particularly interesting because the other studies of R.E.T. in spherical tops were done with

relatively high J, J > 10. The prediction of Parson's theory for low J states is not at all clear, since spectral

clustering is a high J property. These studies of R.E.T. for low J provide still more insight into the role of

molecular symmetry on the energy transfer process.

13



Chapter 2. CHD3 Spectroscopy

2.1 Introduction

A necessary prerequisite for the study of collisional energy transfer on a detailed state-to-state basis is

knowledge of the spectroscopy of the system to be studied. Spectroscopy is the blueprint which allows us

to effectively use our lasers as tools for the study of collisional interactions. Practical limitations based on

the availability of suitable laser sources dictate which vibrational levels may be studied. The

experimental technique used for the energy transfer experiments in CHD 3 , which will be described in

Chapter 3, is C02 /infrared diode laser double resonance. The vibrational levels of interest in these

experiments are those near 1000 cm -1 which can be efficiently pumped with a CO2 laser. These are the

V3 and v6 fundamentals. A necessity for double resonance experiments are probe transitions which can

be used to monitor energy transfer. For CHD 3 these are the hot bands originating from 3 and v6. Often

the systems which are the most amenable for kinetic studies are not the same as those which have been

subject to extensive spectroscopic work. Fortunately, the v3 and v6 vibrational bands have been well

studied and accurate spectroscopic assignments are known [DUPRE-MAQUAIRE82, ROCHE92]. While

there has been extensive work on many of the overtone and combination bands of CHD 3,

[LEWERENZ88], previous to this work there had been no spectroscopic studies of the hotbands of v3

and v6 nor of the binary overtone and combination bands of these two low-lying fundamentals. As the

spectroscopy of these levels was essential for the initially proposed energy transfer studies, we partially

analyzed the 2{v3, v6 ) overtone and combination bands at 2000 cm -1. This analysis* was extremely

valuable for predicting hot band transitions which were vital to the success of the energy transfer

experiments presented in Chapter 3. The results of this analysis have been published in the Journal of

Chemical Physics 100, 5508 (1994) and are reproduced here as Appendix 2.

2.2 Energy Level Structure of v3 /v 6 Dyad

CHD3 is a symmetric top molecule belonging to the C3v point group. It has six normal modes, three

nondegenerate (A) and three doubly degenerate (E). The two lowest energy vibrations are the Coriolis-

coupled v3 /v6 dyad at -1000 cm-1. These levels are correlated to the triply degenerate v4 vibration of

CD4 [HERZBERG45, GRAY79]. Replacing a deuterium atom of CD4 with with a hydrogen atom

reduces the Td symmetry of CD4 to the C3v symmetry of CHD3. The triply degenerate v4 vibration of

CD4 splits into a nondegenerate (A1) and a doubly degenerate (E) vibration in CHD 3. These are,

respectively, V3 and v6. A reduced energy level diagram for v3 and v6 is shown in Figure 2.1. It can be

seen from this figure that the splitting in the vibrational structure caused by the reduction in symmetry is

not large. The band centers of v3 and v6 are only separated by 31.3 cm -1 [DUPRE-MAQUAIRE82].

* Dr. Christine Roche is gratefully acknowledged for her substantial work on this analysis.
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Figure 2.1
Reduced energy level diagram for the CHD3 v3 /v6 dyad

While the splitting in the vibrational structure caused by the change in symmetry in going from CD4 to

CHD 3 is not large, the effect on the rotational structure is pronounced. CHD3 is an oblate symmetric top

and its rotational level structure is completely consistent with this. Since CHD3 belongs to the point

group C3v, the species of its total wavefunction is either A or E with respect to the rotational subgroup

C3 . This is quite different from CD4 which has its wavefunctions classified in Td as either A, E or F.

There can be no spectroscopic transitions linking the A and E levels of CHD 3 , nor can they interact

through collisions, though in Chapter 3 we describe a vibrational swap process which causes an apparent

exchange between A and E levels. The species of a rovibrational level is determined by IK-I. Only

levels which have IK-1I =(0 mod 3n) are of A type symmetry. All others are of E symmetry.

2.3 2{v3 , v6} Overtone and Combination Bands

CHD3 spectra were recorded in the range of 1850-2150 cm-1. The bands falling within this range consist

of the 2v3, v3+v6 , and 2v6 overtone and combination bands and the QP and QQ branches of the v2

fundamental. These spectra were obtained on the modified BOMEM DA3.002 at the Herzberg Institute

for Astrophysics, NRCC, Ottawa, Canada. A temperature adjustable, multipass cell with a base

pathlength of 2 m was used. Two high quality spectra were obtained. Both covered the same frequency
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range but were recorded at different pressure paths and temperatures. A low temperature, 103 °K,

spectrum was recorded at a pressure of 330 mtorr and a total pathlength of 24 m. A warmer temperature

spectrum, 264 K, was taken at 360 mtorr with a 48 m pathlength. Absolute calibration of the spectra was

made by reference to CO transitions [HITRAN92], CO being a trace impurity in the CHD3 sample.

The overtone spectra are quite complicated. The same Coriolis interaction that affects the v3 and v6

fundamentals is even more pronounced in the overtones and combination band. The majority of

transitions are not assignable simply by inspection. Through the use of combination differences and the

relative intensities of the two different temperature spectra, which allows an estimate of the ground state

energy to be made, assignments and isolated band fits have been made for the 2v3 and partial

assignments for 2v6 (E), 2v 6 (A), and v3 +v6 = +1. The P-branch of 2v 3 was the only part of the spectra

that could easily be assigned by inspection alone. A stick spectrum of the 2v3 band is shown in Figure

3.3. Fortunately, assignment of this band was sufficient to allow us to make enough hotband assignments

to do a substantial amount of energy transfer work in the v3/v 6 dyad. Using the assignments for 2v 3 and

the well known parameters for the ground state [ROCHE93] and the v3 /v6 dyad [ROCHE92] we were

able to calculate 2v3 -v3 hotband transitions with great accuracy. A high resolution FTIR spectrum of

CHD3 in the 10 jim region was very useful in identifying these hotbands as was the diode laser

spectroscopy we did in our own lab.

Figure 2.2
Stick spectrum of the CHD3 2v3 overtone. The intensities and line positions have been taken from the
103 K spectrum. The P-branch is strong and regular, but the Q- and R-branches are weak and have many

missing lines.
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Chapter 3. CHD3 Energy Transfer

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the description and results of all the energy transfer experiments that were carried

out with CHD 3. Measurements of total depopulation rates from a single rotational level in a vibrationally

excited state have been carried out for three different initial states for both self collisions and collisions

with noble gases and simple polyatomic partners. The corresponding process of the total rate of

population refilling a depleted level in the vibrational ground state has also been measured. The fast

process of vibrational energy transfer between two nearly degenerate and strongly Coriolis coupled

vibrations has been measured, as has also the slower rate of vibrational excitation exchange between a

vibrationally excited molecule and a ground state molecule as evidenced by an apparent nuclear spin

changing process. This latter process is neatly explained by invoking a very simple, zero-adjustable-

parameter Forster mechanism. Finally, we present the results of a detailed master equation analysis of

rotational energy transfer in a vibrationally excited state for two initially excited levels having different

nuclear spin symmetry.

The results of this work have been published in the Journal of Chemical Physics 100, 5519 (1994). A

preprint of this article is included as Appendix 3. The reader is directed to this Appendix for the

conclusions of this work which will only be summarized here. This chapter will focus more on the details

of the experimental setup and data reduction techniques than were presented in the paper in Appendix 3.

3.2 Previous Experimental Studies

Previous studies of energy transfer in CHD 3 complement the work presented here. Two early studies of

V-T,R and V-V processes used a Q-switched CO2 laser to populate the v3/v 6 vibrational levels and

time-resolved I.R. fluorescence to monitor energy transfer [DROZDOSKI77] and [DROZDOSKI78]. In

this work the VT,R rate for CHD3 self collisions was measured as 8.4 x 10-4 gsec- 1 torr- 1. The rates

for V-*T,R for CHD3 with other collision partners was found to scale exponentially with the square root

of the reduced mass of the collision partners. V---V rates were measured for the v3/v 6 vibrational levels

to other vibrational levels. From the rise time of the I.R. fluorescence the V-V energy transfer rates

from v3 /v6 to V5 and V2 /V4 were determined as 0.18 + 0.03 sec- 1 torr-1 and 0.30 + 0.05 gsec- 1 torr- 1 ,

respectively. The rate to the v1 fundamental could not be determined although a lower bound was set at

0.25 pgsec- 1 torr - 1.

In more recent experiments [MENNARD-BOURCIN88] time resolved infrared double resonance

(TRIRDR) was used to investigate V-T,R, V--V, and A--E vibrational swap processes. Menard-

Bourcin and Doyennette used two CO2 lasers, Q-switched and c.w., to pump and probe coincident
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transitions in the v3/v 6 dyad. Their determination of V-->T,R of 1.16 ± 0.35 x 10- 3 secl torr -1 is in

good agreement with the work of Drozdoski et. al [DROZDOSKI77]. An apparent A-E symmetry

changing rate of 0.23 ± 0.02 gsec- 1 torr-1 was found. A V--V rate between the coriolis coupled v3 and

V6 vibrations could not be determined. It was estimated that the process is very fast, on the order of 10

gsec 1 torr- 1.

In the work presented here, the availability of a high power, short pulse length TEA CO 2 laser and

narrow bandwidth, tunable diode lasers along with the new spectroscopic information about the overtone,

combination bands, and particularly hot bands of v3 and v6 allowed a detailed study of rotational energy

transfer in the v3 /v6 dyad of CHD 3 which was not possible in these earlier studies.

3.3 Experimental Arrangement for Time-resolved C0 2-Infrared Diode Laser Double Resonance

For the energy transfer experiments in CHD 3, the CO2 /diode laser double resonance technique that is

well developed in this laboratory was used with great success. The experimental apparatus has been

described a number of times [FOY88] and [HETZLER89]. The cumulative experience of several

generations now of graduate students has made this system, although not trivial to use, very reliable and

extremely fruitful. We review here the basic components of the experimental setup and the minor

enhancements that were used to advantage in the CHD3 work. A schematic diagram of the experimental

setup is shown in Figure 3.1.

In its earlier configuration, the pump and probe beams in this double resonance setup were

counterpropagated and spatially crossed at a small angle in order to combine and separate the two. As the

setup was used for most of the measurements described here, slight modifications were made in order to

achieve better beam overlap and hence improve the signal amplitude. The pump and probe beams were

linearly polarized and perpendicular to one another. This crossed polarization was advantageous both for

combining the beams and for discriminating against the much more intense CO 2 laser radiation which

wreaks havoc when it falls on the sensitive diode laser source and detection equipment. The

perpendicular relative polarization of the pump and probe was also used to good advantage to achieve

completely collinear overlap of the two beams. Dichroic mirrors cannot be advantageously used as beam

combiners when both sources are nearly the same wavelength. However, the difference in reflectivity and

transmission for s- and p-polarized light on a substrate of high refractive index at large incident angles

can be used effectively to combine beams of the same wavelength, see Fig. 3.2. A ZnSe plate (n10m =

2.41) was placed in the diode laser beam plane at an angle of 75 ° . At this angle, transmission of the diode

laser beam, which was p-polarized with respect to the ZnSe plate, was high, -96%. However, the CO2

laser beam, which was s-polarized with respect to the ZnSe plate was highly reflective at this angle,

-60%. With 20-30 mJ of CO2 laser pulse energy available, the loss in pump power was more than offset
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Figure 3.1
Experimental arrangement for CO?-diode laser time-resolved double resonance as it was used for state-

to-state R.E.T. measurements in CHDI
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Figure 3.2

Schematic of optics used to combine perpendicularly polarized CO2 pump and diode laser probe.

by the increase in interaction length from having the beams completely collinear over the entire length of

the cell.

After the beams were combined, they were copropagated through a 1.8 m double resonance cell. The cell

was constructed from pieces of stainless steel tubing fitted with 3.5" Conflat flanges which were sealed

with Viton o-rings. This construction made the cell very easy to assemble and disassemble and allowed

use to be made of many high quality pieces of standard UHV plumbing. It also proved to be a very

vacuum-tight arrangement. Leak rates of 1 mtorr/hr or less were achieved with careful assembly. The

windows on the cell were BaF2 which has fairly good transmission characteristics, -90%, at 9.5-10 gm.

These were mounted onto conflat blanks which had o-ring grooves machined onto the outside and were

held in place with a retaining ring. Sample pressures inside the cell were measured with a 1.0 torr

capacitance manometers (MKS baratron Model 127).

Exiting the double resonance cell, the pump and probe beams were separated by a diffraction grating.

The CO2 laser beam was sent to a beam dump and the diode laser beam was directed through a

monochromator (Bausch & Lomb, 0.5 m). This served both to further isolate the weak diode laser probe

from scattered light due to the CO2 laser and to allow only one mode of the diode laser to reach the

detector. The detector used was a liquid nitrogen cooled photoconductive MCT (Kolmar Technologies).
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This was a high sensitivity (0.77 quantum efficiency at 10 gm, 7.27 amp/watt responsivity), low noise

(D* = 1.94 x 101 0 at 10.6 glm), and fast response (rise time 18 nsec) detector/amplifier combination. The

transient diode laser absorption signals monitored with this detector were recorded and averaged on a

digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9400A). Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, several hundred to several

thousand transients were averaged on the scope. These averaged signals were then transferred to a PC for

storage and analysis. A software package (MASP) was provided by LeCroy to interface its 9400A

oscilloscope via GPIB to a PC. The code for a C program (SIGNAL) which converts the LeCroy .tra

formatted data files to an ASCII format that can be read directly into MATLAB is given in Appendix 4.

The pump laser used in the double resonance experiments was an LSI PRF 150S TEA CO2 laser. The

laser was operated on a 8:3 mix of helium and CO2 with essentially no N2 in the mix. In practice the N2

flow into the laser cavity was adjusted so that the ball in the flow meter just barely lifted out of its seat.

This low percentage of N2 in the gas mix was done to prevent the long after pulse or "nitrogen tail"

which was present with higher percentages of N2. The presence of the after pulse would have made

interpretation of time resolved kinetic data difficult. The pulse width under the conditions used for these

experiments was 120 nsec. Displayed in Figure 3.3 is the time profile of the CO2 pulse recorded when

the laser was operating on the 10OR(24) transition. Curve a is the pulse recorded with a fast response (-1

nsec) photon drag detector (Rofin Optics and Electronics). Axial mode beating is clearly evident in curve

a. Axial mode beating occurs when there is lasing action on two or more of the longitudinal cavity modes

at the same time [SIEGMAN86]. These modes are separated in frequency by the amount c/2L.

Multimode operation broadens the spectral width of the laser pulse and causes complications in some

double resonance cases since more than one transition may be effectively pumped by the broad

bandwidth pulse. The laser bandwidth can be reduced by running on a single longitudinal mode (SLM).

This is conveniently accomplished for a TEA CO2 laser by introducing a low-pressure, narrow bandwidth

gain cell within the laser cavity. For the LSI PRF 150S this was a short (-25 cm) discharge cell through

which a CO2 gas mix was run at a pressure of approximately 10 torr. There was no lasing action in this

cell. Instead it provided a region of narrowband preferential gain. Curve b in Fig. 3.2 shows the pulse

profile when the laser was run with the gain cell on. The laser pulse was recorded with the same photon

drag detector used to observe the mode beating shown in curve a. The smooth temporal profile in curve b

indicates that the laser was operating on a single longitudinal mode. Curve c shows the multimode pulse

as detected by the same fast MCT detector (Kolmar Technologies) used in the energy transfer

experiments to monitor the diode laser transient absorption. This detector followed the overall temporal

profile of the laser pulse, but was not fast enough to resolve the mode beating.
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Figure 3.3
Temporal profile of LSI PRF 150S CO? laser at 10OR(24). a) multimode operation recorded with photon
drag detector; b) single longitudinal mode operation recorded with photon drag detector; c) multimode
operation recorded with fast MCT.

The probe lasers used in these double resonance experiments were lead salt tunable diode lasers (Laser

Photonics, Analytics Division 10 gm diodes: S/N 9081-16 and 9094-05; 7.8 m diode: 270-03). The

diodes operating near 10 gm were specifically selected to have good lasing characteristics at 1020 cm-1 .

This is the center of the region containing the best probe transitions for CHD3 double resonance with a

CO2 pump laser. The diode lasers output frequency could be adjusted from about -950 cm -1 to -1060

cm -1 with more than 50% of this range being covered by good modes. The diode 9081-16 was an

exceptionally good performer. The output of these diodes was always multimode. Typically 5-6 modes

lase simultaneously each being separated in frequency from its nearest neighboring mode by a few cm-].

The relative power in the mode of interest could be maximized by adjusting the diode laser temperature.

Shorter wavelengths required warmer temperatures; longer, cooler. Single modes were easily isolated

with a monochromator. Isolated, single, diode laser modes have very narrow bandwidth, on the order of 5

x 10- 4 cm-1 , and output powers of 10-100 gW.

Infrared diode lasers systems exhibit some quirky behavior which makes them different from other laser

systems. First, they have extremely divergent output. A 2" f.l. Irtran lens mounted on an XYZ stage was
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used to collimate the beam and to provide some steering of it down the optical table. A wire grid

polarizer was placed after this lens. The diode laser beam was already linearly polarized. The polarizer

was used to prevent scattered CO2 light from reaching and transiently warming the diode. Such slight

heating would change the diode laser frequency sufficiently to cause the laser to go off resonance. The

beam profile of the diode lasers was far from gaussian, having instead an elliptical shape. A pair of irises,

one immediately in front of the laser and another some 40-50 cm down the table, was used to select only

the central portion of this elliptical beam. This not only created a more gaussian beam profile, it also was

essential for beam stability. The outer portions of the beam were much more sensitive to minor

temperature and mechanical fluctuations. These lasers operated at cryogenic temperatures, -20-60 K,

and so they were mounted in a closed-cycle helium refrigeration unit, a cold head. A mechanical piston

delivered a charge of cold helium to the tip of the refrigeration unit which is in thermal contact with the

brass heat sink on which the diode lasers were mounted. Unfortunately, this mechanical cooling system

also adversely affected the power and pointing stability of the diode lasers. In the worst case mechanical

vibrations transmitted to the diode lasers by the cooling system would cause power fluctuations of 100%,

complete on/off behavior at three Hz, making any time resolved experiment hopeless. Under such

conditions the only solution is to replace the cold head motor. Cold head motors last for approximately

one year of continuous service before needing to be reconditioned.

The trideuteromethane (CHD 3) gas samples used in all experiments was obtained from MSD Isotopes.

These samples were 98 atom % deuterium. Trace quantities of other gases (CO and NO) from the

synthesis process were also present. These trace gases were not easily removed and so the samples were

used as delivered. Methane does not completely freeze out in liquid nitrogen; it has a sublimation

pressure of - 13 torr at 77 °K [CRC93]. Extensive use of freeze/pump/thaw cycles was not practical. In

daily use, such quantities of CHD 3 gas as were possible were frozen out in liquid nitrogen. The gas bulb

was then briefly opened to vacuum to remove air that may have entered. Before resuming experiments

after extended periods of nonuse, new samples of CHD 3 were purchased.

3.4 Pump-Probe Double Resonance Scheme

A double resonance experiment which uses a CO2 laser as a pump source necessitates a coincidence

between the strong CO2 laser transitions and molecular rovibration transitions. For CHD3 this means that

the vibrational states that can be populated belong to the v3/v 6 dyad near 1000 cm-1 . There are a number

of possible coincidences which are listed in Table 3.1. For rotationally resolved energy transfer

experiments the pump transition should be a strong CO2 laser line, be closely coincident with a strong

molecular transition, and should populate only a single rovibrational level. The CO2 O1R(22), 10OR(24),

and 10R(34) transitions most closely meet these criteria.
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In Table 3.1 the intensity is given as molecular line strengths, S, with units of cm molecule -1 , or

equivalently cm -1 cm2 molecule -1 [SMITH88, PUGH76]. From dimensional analysis, it can be seen that

S has units of molecular cross section (cm2 molecule- 1 ) times frequency (cm-1 ). S is just the absorption

cross section integrated over the molecular lineshape. It is related to the more familiar extinction

coefficient in the Beer-Lambert law, a (V).

a (v) = S g(v - vo)N Eq. 3.1

In Eq. 3.1, g(v - v ) is the normalized line shape function having units of cm and N is the number

density of the absorbing gas per atmosphere (molecule cm-3 atm-1 ). Under the experimental conditions

employed for the work presented here, g(v - v )can always be accurately estimated as a Doppler or

Gaussian line profile.

The molecular line strength is an important indicator of the effectiveness with which a transition can be

pumped, and so it is also an indication of how successful an experiment may be. Knowing the molecular

line strength and the pulse energy and bandwidth of the pump laser, it is possible to estimate the amount

of population which will be moved by the pump laser. This is important information for the

experimentalist. The double resonance signals observed for the experiments described here all depend on

changing the equilibrium population of some particular state with the pump laser. Once a transition is

saturated, no further enhancement of the signal would be acheived by increasing the pump laser power.

Any improvement in the signal must then come from the probe side of the double resonance scheme. On

the other hand, if the amount of population moved is less than that detectable by the probe technique, no

amount of perseverence in the lab will produce data. In either case, it is to the experimenter's advantage

to have some a priori knowledge of the effectiveness of the pump laser/molecular transition combination.

The amount of population moved by the pump laser can be successfully modeled using a simple, two-

level rate equation kinetic model [STEINFELD74]. The rate equation model provides an intuitive picture

of the dynamics occuring between molecules and high power, pulsed laser radiation, and within the limits

of its validity, it can also provide quantitatively correct results of the degree of saturation which can be

achieved with a particular pump transition. In the two-level rate equation model, induced transitions from

the lower level of the pump transition, II), to the upper level, 12), occur at a rate k12 , and stimulated

emission from 12) to II) occurs at a rate given by k2 1 = (g l/g 2)k1 2 , where g and g2 are the

degeneracies of I 1) and 12) respectively. Level 12) can also return to I 1) through spontaneous emission

at a rate given by the Einstein A2 1 coefficient. Using these constants, the kinetic equations for the

population in levels I 1) and 12) are given in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3.
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CO2 line Frequency Transition Sym. Frequency Intensity Detuning
cm- 1 cm- 1 cm molecule ' 1 cm '1

10P(4) 957.8005 Rp(1 2 ,3 ) A 957.8051 8.83x10-2 3 -0.0046

10OR(6) 966.2504 Rp(1 8 ,3 ) A2 966.2633 1.62x 10-2 2 -0.0129

10 OR(8) 967.7072 PP(ll,10) E 967.7381 4.70x10 - 21 -0.0309

10 R(10) 969.1395 Rp(10,7) E 969.1588 6.36x10-2 2 -0.0193

1 OR(12) 970.5472 Rp(1 7,0 ) A2 970.5282 2.64x 10-2 2 0.0190

PP(16 ,5) E 970.5411 6.33x10-2 2 0.0061

10OR(16) 973.2885 PP(16 ,2 ) E 973.2656 6.17x10 -2 2 0.0229

10OR(18) 974.6219 QQ(20,17) E 974.6324 1.02x10-2 2 -0.0105

10OR(22)* 977.2139 Rp(9 ,3) A 977.2236 2.91 x 10-2 2 -0.0097

10OR(24)* 978.4723 QQ(12,7) E 978.4702 9.56x 10-2 2 0.0021

QQ(11,5) E 978.4365 7.23x10 -2 2 0.0358

1OR(30) 982.0955 PP(13 ,3 ) A 982.0689 1.39x10-21 0.0266

QQ(9,2) E 982.0980 2.66x 10-2 2 -0.0025

10OR(34)* 984.3832 QQ(12,9) A 984.3804 2.55x10 -21 0.0028

QQ(16,14) E 984.3969 7.56x10-2 2 -0.0137

9P(36) 1031.4774 RQ(1 8 ,1 3 ) E 1031.4824 2.24x 10- 22 0.0050

9P(32) 1035.4736 RQ( 14, 6 ) A 1035.4729 1.85x10-2 1 0.0007

RQ( 16 ,6 ) A 1035.4786 8.50x 10- 2 2 0.0050

9P(22) 1045.0217 PQ(5,2) E 1045.0440 4.86x 10-2 3 -0.0223

9P(8) 1057.3002 PQ(16,13) E 1057.2865 1.82x10-2 2 0.0137

9P(6) 1058.9487 QR(14,3) A 1058.9392 2.53x10-2 1 0.0095

9R(12) 1073.2785 RQ(18 ,11) E 1073.2614 4.70x10- 2 3 0.0171

9R(26) 1082.2962 QR(17,12) A 1082.2767 7.81x10 2 2 0.0195

9R(28) 1083.4788 QR(20,10) E 1083.4910 1.17x10 -2 2 -0.0122

Table 3.1

CO2 laser/CHD 3 absorption coincidence table. CO2 laser frequencies are from the Handbook of Infrared
Standards [GUELACHVILI86] and the CHD3 assignments and intensities are from the analysis by
Dupre-Maquaire and Tarrago [DUPRE-MAQUAIRE82]. The transitions marked with an asterisk are the
ones used in energy transfer experiments.
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dN /dt = -kl2N + (k 21 +A 21)N 2

dN2 /dt = -(k 21 +A 21)N 2 + k2N, Eq. 3.3

These two coupled differential equations can be solved to yield expressisions for the time evolution of the

population in levels I 1) and 2) subject to the initial conditions that N1(0) = 1 and N2(0) = 0.

N,(t) = k 2 + A21 - k 2 1 e(k 2+k2+A 2 )t Eq. 3.4
k1 2 + k21 + A 21 [ kI2 + k 2 +A 2 1

N 2 (t) = k 2+k 2 [1 - e 1
- ( k '2+ k2

1 +A2 )t] Eq. 3.5
k12 + k2 + A23

From these equations it is possible to estimate the amount of population moved by the pump laser pulse

once the rate constants k 12, k2 1, and A2 1 are derived from molecular and experimental parameters. The

rate constants are all related to the molecular line strength. A very nice discussion of the conversion

between the various measures of molecular absorption strength is given in the paper by Hilborn

[HILBORN82]. The spontaneous emission rate, A2 1, is found from S (in units of cm2 cm-1 molecule -l)

by the relationship

A 2 1 = g 8 C) 2 S. Eq. 3.6.
g2

The rate constants for induced absorption, k 12, and stimulated emission, k2 1 , are the product of the

Einstein B coefficients and the pump laser spectral irradiance (power per unit area per unit frequency

interval),

k12 = B 12I(O). Eq. 3.7

The conversion between the B12 and S depends on how one describes the "intensity" of the pump laser.

Using spectral irradiance, units of W/(cm 2 cm-1), as the measure of "intensity", B 1 2 in terms of S is

given in Eq 3.8.
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WB~'= S Eq. 3.8
12 hc

Using the CHD3 v3 QQ(12,9) "A" transition at 984.3804 cm-1 as an example, the Einstein A and B

coefficients can be calculated from Eqs. 3.6 and 3.8 using the measured line strength of 2.55 x 10-21 cm

molecule -1, and the relative population of the upper and lower levels can be predicted from Eqs. 3.4 and

3.5 as a function of the pump laser energy . The degeneracies of the upper and lower levels of the v3

QQ(12,9) "A" transition are the same, so g1/g 2 = 1 and k1 2 = k2 1 . From Eq. 3.6, the spontaneous

emission rate at this transition is 1.86 x 103 sec- 1. From Eq. 3.8, BU2 is 0.130 cm/J. The induced

absorption and stimulated emission rate, k12 = k2 1, can be found from Eq. 3.7 after evaluation of the

pump laser's spectral irradiance. This is estimated by assuming that the pulse profile in both the time and

frequency domains is rectangular. Assuming a rectangular laser bandwidth is a fair assumption as long as

it is much larger than the molecular linewidth. The spectral irradiance is then estimated as

I E pulse
t A Eq. 3.9

Epulse is the laser pulse energy in Joules, At is the temporal FWHM of the pulse in seconds, is the beam

cross section in cm2 , and AL) is the laser bandwidth (FWHM) in cm - l. Using some typical parmeters,

Epulse = 0.015 J, At = 120 ns, 0 = (d/2) 2 = 0.071 cm2 (d = 0.3 cm), and Al = 1GHz = 0.033 cm -1, the

induced absorption and stimulated emission rates, k1 2 and k21 , are 7.0 x 106 s- 1 . The contribution of

these two rate constants to the time evolution of the population in levels I 1) and 12) as given in Eqs. 3.4

and 3.5 is -4 orders of magnitude greater than the effect of A2 1. Because it is so much smaller than the

induced absorption and stimulated emission rates, the spontaneous emission rate can be ignored for

calculating the extent of saturation.

The predicted relative population in the upper level of the V3 QQ(12,9) "A" transition plotted as a

function of the CO2 laser pulse energy is shown as the solid curve in Figure 3.4. Since the degeneracies

of the upper and lower levels are the same, the upper state population at saturation approaches 50% of the

initial population in the lower level. The individual points are experimental measurements of the relative

upper state population. They are the increase in diode laser absorption immediately following the laser

pulse when the diode laser was tuned to a transition originating in the upper level of the pump transition.

The experimental points have been adjusted by an overall scale factor to fall onto the predicted curve, but

the predicted curve has not been in any way fit to the experimental data. The predicted curve is derived

entirely from the measured line strength and the laser pulse parameters as given in the example above.
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The good agreement between the relative variations in the measured and calculated values is justification

for the validity of the rate equation model in this double resonance scheme. Also, this calculation informs

us that at the pulse energy typical for the measurements reported here, -15 mJ/pulse, the V3 QQ(12,9)

"A" transition is about 60% saturated.
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Figure 3.4

The solid curve is the amount of population transfered to the upper level of the v3 QQ(12,9) "A"

transition relative to the lower level predicted from Eq. 3.5 using the molecular and laser parameters

described in the text. The symbols are scaled values of the measured change in diode laser absorption on

a 3-level transition at various CO2 laser pulse energies.

The line strengths of the CHD 3 transitions used for double resonance are fairly weak when compared

with those of some other molecules studied in this lab. For example, the ozone v3 174,13<--164,12 and

v3 105,6+-95,5 transitions, which were used as pump transitions for state-resolved energy transfer

[FLANNERY93], have line strengths of 3.11 x 10-20 cm molecule-1 and 1.86 x 10-20 cm molecule- l,

respectively. These are about an order of magnitude stronger than the CHD 3 pump transitions. The

ammonia transition used for double resonance[APPENDIX1], v2 Qa(5,3), is another order of magnitude
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stronger. Its very impressive line strength is 1.36 x 10-1 9 cm molecule-1. The much weaker pump and

probe transitions for CHD3 necessitated optimizing the experimental setup to have state-to-state energy

transfer measurements of the similar quality to those obtained in previous work.

Figure 3.5 shows schematically the pump/probe combinations that were used in the energy

transfer experiments. Because most of the hotband assignments known for the v3 /v6 dyad originate in v3 ,

extensive use was made of the 10OR(24) and 10R(34) CO2 laser lines, both of which populated rotational

levels in V3 = 1. Both of these transitions were used for studying rotational energy transfer in V3. The

10R(34) pump transition populated the v3 (12,9) "A" rovibrational level and also, within the laser's

multimode bandwidth, the v3(16,14) "E" level, although this level was not as greatly populated as the

v3(12,9) "A" due to the coincidence mismatch. This did not cause any problems in the analysis of

rotational energy transfer since the "A" and "E" levels do not interconvert on the time scale of RET, as

will be shown later. The 10R(24) pump is in near perfect coincidence with the v3(12,7) "E" transition,

Av = 2.1 x 10
-4 cm- 1. Just barely within the CO2 laser multimode bandwidth, the 10R(24) transition also

populated the v3(11,5) "E" level, Av = 0.033 cm- 1. These two levels are both the same nuclear spin

species and are very close in energy. Simultaneously populating both of these levels would have made

the interpretation of rotational energy transfer very difficult. Fortunately, running the C0 2 laser on a

single longitudinal mode sufficiently narrowed the laser bandwidth so that only the very near coincident

v3 (12,7) "E" level was pumped. SLM operation was used for all rotationally resolved energy transfer

experiments with the 10R(24) pump. The 10R(22) laser line populated the v6(8,4,1) "A" rotational level.

This transition was used for measurement of the total depopulation rate in v6 and also for V--V

measurements between v3 and v6 .

The probe transitions used for total depopulation measurements and rotational and vibrational energy

transfer experiments are listed in Table I.B.i. of Appendix 3 for transitions which access levels of "A"

symmetry and in Table I.B.ii. of the same for levels of "E" symmetry. With one exception, all the

hotband probe transitions belong to the QR branch of the 2v 3-v3 hotband. For the total depopulation

measurement of the v6 (8,4,1) "A" level ( 10R(22) pump ), the 2v6
0 -v6

1 PQ(8,4) transition at 1027.762

cm-1 was used. This transition was initially identified by double resonance as originating in the v6 (8,4,1)

"A" level. Later analysis of the CHD3 overtone and hot-band spectra [Appendix 2] confirmed the identity

of the transition and produced the assignment. Ground state recovery measurements were made by

monitoring fundamental transitions in the V5 band centered at 1292.5 cm -1 .
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3.5 Upper State Total Depopulation and Ground State Recovery Measurements

An important first step in the study of state-to-state rotational energy transfer is the measurement of the

total rate at which population is removed from an initially pumped level. The 3-level double resonance

scheme used for this measurement is shown in Fig. 3.5. This is both a conceptually and experimentally

simple measurement. Population is moved from a ground vibrational level by the pulsed pump laser to a

single rotational level in the v = 1 state. The c.w. probe laser monitors a hot band transition between v =

1 and v = 2 which originates in the same v = 1 rotational level that is populated by the pump laser. The

ground state, v = 1, and v = 2 energy levels are linked by the pump and probe lasers, thus the designation

"3-level" double resonance. Spectroscopic assignment of the pump transition defines the initial

vibrational, rotational, and nuclear spin quantum labels of the prepared state. Because of the very much

larger room temperature equilibrium population in the ground state, a large increase in the population of

the v = 1 rotational level is created, particularly when the pump transition is saturated. By fixing the

probe laser to a hot band transition originating from this initially populated rovibrational level, the excess

population can be monitored as an increase in probe laser absorption. The absorption of the probe laser is

proportional to the difference in population between the v = 2 and v = 1 levels, viz.:
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Caprobe(t) = [N(v=l, J", K")] - [N(v=2), J', K')]

The v = 2 level of the probe transition is -1000 cm -1 higher than the v = 1 level, or about 5 kT

endothermic. Collisions will not transfer any significant population up to this third level so that transient

absorption of the hot band transition is a measure of only the total rate at which collisions remove

population from the pumped level. Inelastic collisions cause molecules initially prepared in this one state

to change to other states. The fastest state changing process is energy transfer to other rotational levels in

v = 1. The total depopulation rate is dominated by rotational equilibration in v = 1. Note that these

experiments are only sensitive to state changing collisions. Elastic collisions, which reorient the space

fixed projection of J or the translational velocity of the molecule or the phase of the wavefunction, but do

not change the molecular rovibrational state, are not detectable in this experimental scheme.

Ground state recovery (GSR) rates provide information similar to total depopulation rates about the

collisional dynamics occurring in the ground vibrational state. The pump laser that moves population into

the vibrationally excited state creates a "hole", or less than equilibrium Boltzmann distribution in the

ground state rotational level of the pump transition. Collisions will "fill in" this "hole" and return the

population to its equilibrium value. The rate for this process can be measured by monitoring the decrease

in population of another transition which originates in the pumped level. For CHD3 , transitions in the v5

band were used. The V5 vibrational level is -300 cm -1 higher than v3 /v6 dyad. Because the probe

transitions belonged to a different vibrational band more than kBT endothermic than those being pumped,

complications from population arriving in the upper level of the probe transitions were minimized.

The GSR measurements were made before the other work on CHD 3 energy transfer. There were a few

minor differences in the experimental setup that are worth noting. Both the pump and probe beams were

copropagated through the cell, but instead of being collinearly combined on the ZnSe plate, the beams

were spatially separated in front of the cell and were crossed within it. The diffraction grating after the

cell was not used for separating the beams. Instead a MgF2 plate which was 75% transmissive for the 7.8

gm diode laser and completely absorptive for the CO2 laser was used as a very effective filter. Also, the

MCT detector in use at this time was an older unit (Santa Barbara, Model 40742). This MCT was similar,

though not as fast or sensitive, to the Kolmar unit described previously.

TD and GSR rates were both measured for three CHD3 pump transitions: v6 RP(9 ,3 ) "A", v3 QQ(12,7)

"E", and v3 QQ(12,9) "A". In addition, the GSR rate for the V3 QQ(16,14) "E" was also measured.

Shown in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 are examples of the transient curves obtained as raw data in these experiments

and the fit of the decaying portion of the signal to a single exponential.
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For both of these figures the CO2 laser pump transition was the 10OR(34). The CHD 3 V3 QQ(12,9) "A"

transition is coincident with this laser line. Fig 3.6 shows the decrease in absorption caused by population

being moved from the ground state by the CO2 pump and transient recovery as collisions return the

Figure 3.6

Ground state recovery transient decay curve for CHD3 self-relaxation at 50 mtorr. The pump transition

was v3 QQ(12,9) "A" and the probe was v5 RR(12,9) "A". The solid line through the data points is a fit

of the transient decay to a single exponential. The residuals between the fit and the data are offset at the

bottom of the plot.

population to the Boltzmann equilibrium. The probe laser was fixed to the center of the v5 RR(12,9)

ground state transition for this measurement. In Fig. 3.7 the increase in population in the v3(12,9) "A"

level caused by the C0 2 pump was monitored by the increase in absorption of the hotband transition 2v 3-

v3 QR(12,9). The pressure for both of these curves was 50 mtorr CHD 3.

The physical process being monitored by 3-level double resonance, such as the total depopulation shown

in Fig. 3.7 is the evolution of population in a particular level which is initially perturbed from its

Boltzmann equilibrium by the action of the pump laser. The rate at which population initially moves into

this level is proportional to the intensity/time profile of the pump laser pulse, I(t). (This is strictly true

only in the limit of linear absorption, i.e., when the pump transition is not being saturated.) The

population moved by the pump laser into the upper level of the pumped transition, Ni , can be transferred

by inelastic collisions to a set of all other accessible levels, Nf. The rate at which population in Ni is
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transferred to each of these levels is quantified by a set of first order rate constants, kf,;. Similarly,

population in each of the levels Nf can be transferred by collisions back to Ni at a set of rates kjf4 . The

pairs of rates, kf, / k ,f , are related to one another by detailed balance which will
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Figure 3.7

Total depopulation transient decay curve for CHD 3 self-relaxation at 50 mtorr. The pump transition was

v3 QQ(12,9) "A" and the probe was 2v 3-v 3 QR(12,9) "A". The solid line through the data points is the

best fit of the transient decay to a single exponential. The residuals are shown in a magnified scale at the

bottom of the plot.

be described in the section

note that the time evolution

dealing with state-to-state rotational energy transfer. Here it is important to

of the initial level, Ni , is described by the rate equation

dNi /dt = -kf<iN + ki+fNf + aI(t)

or by setting Xkf<iNi = ktot

f

dN1 /dt = -ktotN + XkifNf + I(t).
f

Eq. 3.11
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To simulate the evolution of the population in the initially prepared level for a system of N interacting

levels would require knowing all N-1 individual state-to-state rate constants. This is not quite all that is

necessary. For a detailed kinetic analysis, the rates which interconnect all the final states must also be

considered. This means that N(N-1)/2 individual rate constants would be necessary to rigorously model

one piece of data. Fortunately, for modeling 3-level total depopulation rates two assumptions can be

made which drastically simplify Eq. 3.11. The first is to set the summation over final states term in Eq.

3.3 equal to zero. This is to ignore the population which feeds back into the initial level, Ni , from all

other levels, Nf. This simplification can be justified for total depopulation measurements by considering

the difference in magnitude of the population in the initial level to all other levels. There is essentially no

population in the vibrationally excited state compared to that transferred by the pump laser to the initial

level, Ni . All Nf then are small compared to N, and the summation over final states term can be

legitimately dropped. With this simplification the rate equation for the initial level becomes

dNi /dt = -kto N + I(t) Eq. 3.12

The solution to this differential equation is a single, decaying exponential with a time constant ktot

convoluted with a pulse shape function, I(t). In principle the CO2 pulse profile is known and could be

accounted for by convolving it with an exponential decay. In practice it is simpler to make a second

simplifying assumption that the pulse shape function is sufficiently narrow that it can be treated as a delta

function. This assumption is valid at pressures for which the collisional relaxation time is long compared

to the CO2 pulse width.

For ground state recovery measurements, the transients which are recorded are qualitatively very similar

to those for total depopulation, however the physical picture is different. In total depopulation

measurements in a vibrationally excited state, an initial level with population greater than its Boltzmann

equilibrium value relaxes to a set of essentially empty states. For ground state recovery measurements, a

decrease in the equilibrium Boltzmann population of the pumped ground state level is restored from the

bath. The argument used for neglecting the summation over final states term in total depopulation

measurements, namely, that the rotational levels in the excited state other than the one pumped have very

little population, is not valid when considering ground state recovery since the other ground state levels

certainly are populated. Nevertheless, the GSR transients recorded in these experiments have also been fit

to single exponentials. The GSR rates obtained from these fits must then be viewed as a lower limit.

All of the total depopulation and ground state recovery transients were fit as a single decaying

exponential using the functional form given in Eq. 3.13.
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S(t) = p()e-P( 2 )t + p(3)

As discussed earlier, for the TD measurements, the population feedback into the initial level from all

other accessible levels causes the transient decay to deviate from strictly exponential behavior. As the

population in the initial level approaches that of the other levels it is feeding into, ignoring the feedback

into the initial level caused by the 2f kifNf term in Eq. 3.11 is no longer valid, and the exponentially

decaying behavior is lost. To account for this behavior, a constant offset was added to the exponential

decay in the fitting procedure (parameter p(3) in Eq. 3.13). It is possible to justify this by by considering

the time scales for different types of energy transfer processes. The largest rates for single step processes

are for rotational relaxation in the vibrationally excited state. Other relaxation processes which change

the vibrational excitation occur much more slowly. The fastest of these, near resonant V->V, is an order

of magnitude slower than rotational relaxation. A quasi-equilibrium is reached wherein the relative

populations of the rotational levels in the vibrationally excited state return to a Boltzmann distribution,

but with a greater overall population in the excited state than at room temperature. This excess population

is returned to room temperature equilibrium by the much slower vibrational relaxation which is the same

irregardless of the rotational level probed. At times long compared to rotational equilibration, but shorter

than vibrational relaxation, the transient absorption of a hot-band transition is greater than zero and can

be adequately modeled as a baseline offset. In this regard, the total depopulation rate obtained from a fit

to Eq. 3.13 may be more adequately described as a rotational equilibration rate.

Eq. 3.5 was fit to the experimental data using the nonlinear fitting routine LEASTSQ provided in the

MATLAB Optimization Toolbox. The LEASTSQ routine used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for

nonlinear minimization. MATLAB proved to be a very powerful and convenient environment in which to

manipulate, analyze, and display the data.

As can be seen in the traces shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, the peak of the transient absorption curve arrives

approximately 0.5 gsec after the beginning of the laser pump pulse. This delay was due to the length of

the CO2 laser pulse. The fitting of the transient decay was begun at or after the signal peak. Experience

showed that where the fit began somewhat affected the decay rate. Beginning exactly at the peak often

led to fits with unacceptably large residuals. Beginning far after the peak always gave a better looking fit,

but led to doubts about the accuracy of the rate constant obtained. To be able to fit all data in a consistent

manner, a method was devised where the fit to each transient decay curve was begun at three different

times after the peak; 100, 200, and 500 nsec. The best fit parameters were taken as the mean of those

obtained for each of the three starting points and their standard deviation gave a good semi-quantitative

estimate of how good the piece of data was. The point at which the fit is begun becomes increasingly
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more important for higher pressure, faster decaying transients. At higher pressures the amount of

relaxation which occurs during the laser pulse becomes significant. In effect one is seeing less of the

early time behavior where ignoring the feedback into the initial level caused by the Yf ki._fNf term in

Eq. 3.11 is justifiable. The rate constants for higher pressure data always systematically deviate lower

than the value which would be predicted by linear extrapolation from the behavior at lower pressures.

The effect already becomes significant at pressures which cause transient decay rates which are a factor

of 10 or less slower than the decay of the C0 2 pulse itself. For the experiments described here, this

translates into a limit on the fastest decay rates which can be accurately measured of approximately 1.5

ptsec- 1 . The decreased validity of fitting transient decays at high pressure to a single exponential is

uncovered by the method of determining and weighting rate constants by systematically adjusting the

point at where the fit is begun. Data recorded at higher pressures always have larger error estimates. The

obvious solution to the problem of significant relaxation occurring during the laser pulse is to develop a

pump laser system which has a much shorter pulse length. Such a system has been developed using a

Nd:YAG pumped Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser which is described in Chapter 4. For the C0 2 laser

experiments described here, careful work in fitting and analyzing the data has also led to well determined

TD and GSR rates.

Transient curves were recorded at pressures ranging from 5.0 to 100.0 mtorr for both TD and GSR

measurements using the v6 Rp(9, 3 ) "A", v3 QQ(12,7) "E", and v3 QQ(12,9) "A" pump transitions. Also,

the V3 QQ(16,14) "E" transition, which is also pumped by the O1R(34) C0 2 laser transition along with

the V3 QQ(12,9) "A", was used for GSR measurement. In the standard way, the inverse relaxation times

obtained from the fit to Eq. 3.13 were plotted versus pressure. The resulting plot was fit to a straight line

to obtain the TD and GSR rates in sec- 1 torr- 1. Figs 3.8-3.14 show these pt plots for self-relaxation

using these pump transitions. In cases where more than one TD or GSR measurement was made at the

same pressure, weighted averaging was used to combine those measurements.
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1.4

Figure 3.8
pT plot for GSR of J" = 9, K" = 3, "A". CO2 10R(22) pump. GSR rate = 8.4 + 1.0 gsec-l torr- 1.
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Figure 3.9
pr plot for TD of v6 = 1, J' = 8, K' = 4, = +1, "A". C0 2 10OR(22) pump. TD rate = 13.3 + 0.9 Jgsec 1

torr- 1
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Figure 3.10
pt plot for GSR of J" = 12, K" = 7, "E". CO2 10R(24) pump. GSR rate =

1.5

c 1.0
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n n
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mtorr

8.7 ± 0.3 tsec- 1 torr-1 .

80 100 120

pr plot for TD of v3 = 1, J' = 12, K' =
Figure 3.11

7, "E". C 2 10R(24) pump. TD rate = 13.6 + 0.2 sec- 1 torr- 1.
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1.4

Figure 3.12
px plot for GSR of J" = 12, K" = 9, "A". CO2 10OR(34) pump. GSR rate = 9.4 + 0.6 gsec -1 torr- .
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Figure 3.13
pt plot for v3 = 1: J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". C0 2 10OR(34) pump. TD rate = 12.73 + 0.04 sec 1 torr- 1.
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1 A

Figure 3.14
pt plot for v3 = 1: J' = 16, K' = 14, "E". CO2 10R(34) pump. TD rate = 11.88 + 0.60 gsec-l torr -1 .

All of the pt plots displayed in Figures 3.8-3.14 have small, positive y-intercepts of approximately 0.1

gsec' 1. This implies that in the limit of zero pressure there is still a mechanism for removing molecules

from the state which is being probed. Spontaneous emission limits the lifetime of vibrationally excited

states, but as was demonstrated in the example given in the previous section, the lifetime of low energy

vibrational states is very long, and the corresponding spontaneous emission rates are very small, on the

order of 10- 3 gtsec- 1. The process which can account for a significant decay rate in the zero pressure

limit is beam flyout, simple ballistic transport out of the probe laser volume. Analytical solutions to the

mass transport equation in the ballistic transport limit have been derived in the paper by Bialkowski et.

al. [BIALKOWSKI80]. Their equation for the time evolution of transport out of the probe volume in the

low pressure limit for collinear pump and probe beams is

2 R2

gpump probe
S(t) = S R2 +R 2 +C2 t2 Eq. 3.14.

pump probe

In this equation S is the probe signal, Rpump and Rprobe are the radii of the pump and probe beams, and c*

is the most probable molecular speed.
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The 1/e time for Eq. 3.14 can be calculated from the measured cross sections of the pump and probe

beams and the molecular velocity of CHD3. Using the parameters Rpump = 0.15 cm, Rprobe = 0..25 cm,

and c* = 5.1 x 104 cm/s, Eq. 3.14 gives a /e time of 13 Rsec and a corresponding effective decay rate of

0.075 sec- 1, which is in fair agreement with the experimental zero pressure intercept.

In addition to the TD and GSR measurements for CHD 3 self-collisions, TD rates for the V3 J' = 12, K' = 9

"A" and v6 J' = 8, K' = 4, 1 = +1 "A" levels were measured with other collision partners; H2, He, Ar,

CH4 , CHF 3, and NH 3. These measurements were made by using a constant base pressure of 20.0 or

25.0 mtorr of CHD3 and systematically increasing the partial pressure of the collison partner. Mixing of

the gases was carried out in the double resonance cell. The collision partner was leaked into the cell from

a much higher pressure reservoir (-10 torr) on the vacuum line. Transient decay curves were obtained

and fit to single exponentials in the same way as for self-collisions. The pt plots for these data are shown

in Figures 3.15-3.21. The abscissae of these plots are the total pressure, CHD 3 + collision partner, of the

gases in the double resonance cell.

Figure 3.15
pT plot for V3 = 1: J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". CO2 10OR(34) pump. Total depopulation rate of 25.0 mtorr CHD 3
with Hydrogen (H2 ) as collision partner. TD rate = 10.52 0.46 gsec- 1 torr- 1.
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Figure 3.16
pt plot for V3 = 1: J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". C0 2 10 OR(34) pump. Total depopulation rate of 25.0 mtorr CHD 3
with Helium as collision partner. TD rate = 7.58 + 0.27 gsec-l torr- 1.

Figure 3.17
ptc plot for v3 = 1: J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". C0 2 10R(34) pump. Total depopulation rate of 25.0 mtorr CHD 3
with Argon as collision partner. TD rate = 8.14 ± 0.27 gsec-1 torr 1 .
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Figure 3.18
pt plot for v3 = 1: J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". CO2 10R(34) pump. Total depopulation rate of 25.0 mtorr CHD3

with Methane (CH4 ) as collision partner. TD rate = 13.38 + 0.21 psec 1 torr -1 .
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Figure 3.19
pt plot for v3 = 1: J' = 12, K' = 9, "A". CO2 O1R(34) pump. Total depopulation rate of
with Fluoroform (CHF 3) as collision partner. TD rate = 13.38 ± 0.22 Jtsec-l torrl.

25.0 mtorr CHD 3
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Figure 3.20
pt plot for v6 = 1: J' = 8, K' = 4, 1 = 1 "A". CO2 10OR(22) pump. Total depopulation rate of 20.0 mtorr
CHD3 with Hydrogen (H2) as collision partner. TD rate = 11.43 ± 0.97 Cpsec-1 torr 1 .
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Figure 3.21
pt plot for v6 = 1: J' = 8, K' = 4, 1 = 1 "A". CO2 10R(22) pump. Total depopulation rate of 20.0 mtorr
CHD 3 with Ammonia (NH 3) as collision partner. TD rate = 15.3 + 1.4 hsec -1 torr-1 .
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TD and GSR rates can provide some important insights into molecular collision dynamics. The sum of

individual rates for all processes that take population out of the pumped level must equal the

independently determined TD rate. This rate then serves as an important check on the more detailed

state-to-state kinetics. The magnitude of the TD rate also provides insight about the types of

intermolecular forces which are dominant in the collision dynamics. In this regard, it is insightful to

express the TD rate as an effective hard sphere collision cross section [YARD80]. This conversion is

accomplished by dividing the TDR, in cm3 molecules s 1, by the mean relative velocity of the collision

partners:

ac = k(n/8kT)2 Eq. 3.15.

TD and GSR rates when expressed as effective cross section give an easily visualized range to the

intermolecular forces. This form is also convenient for comparing the measured rates to those predicted

by kinetic theory, such as the collision cross sections derived from Lennard-Jones (L-J) parameters. L-J

cross sections are found from the potential parameters using the expression [HIRSCHFELDER54]

GI = 47(A +aB)2 (2'2) Eq. 3.16.

aA and oB are the L-J diameters for the colliding species. Q(2,2)* is the reduced collision integral which

provides a correction to the hard sphere collision rate due to attractive intermolecular forces, as expressed

by the L-J well depth £, and the temperature of the gas [STEINFELD89]. For binary mixtures, the well

depth EAB for the interaction between species A and B is estimated as the square root of the product of

the £ values for the pure gases.

CAB = SACB Eq. 3.17

Tables of Q(
2

,
2)* are given in [HIRSCHFELDER54] as a function of the reduced temperature, T*.

T* = TkB/E Eq. 3.18

Close similarity between the experimental effective cross section and hard sphere cross sections

calculated from theory indicates that short-range forces are more important, as for 13 CD4 and SiH4 ,

whereas effective cross sections much larger than hard sphere cross sections indicate that long-range

forces, e.g. dipole-dipole, are dominant in the collision dynamics. Such is the case for formaldehyde self-

collisions [TEMPS88]. Other molecular or atomic collision partners are useful for evaluating the
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importance of near resonant V-V energy transfer, rotational quanta exchange, and other types of forces

like dipole-induced dipole.

The results for all the TD and GSR measurements for CHD3 are summarized in Table II of Appendix 3.

The measured rates are expressed as thermally averaged cross sections as defined by Eq. 3.15, and for

comparison the Lennard-Jones cross sections have also been calculated from potential parameters in

[HIRSCHFELDER54] and [NASA61].

GSR rates for self-collisions have been measured for four different ground state levels. These rates are all

very similar and are also comparable to the GSR rate measured for the 1 3CD4 J = 12, F,' of 10.5 gsec-1

torr-1 [FOY85]. The GSR rates for self-collisions are all somewhat lower than the corresponding rates for

the vibrationally excited states. As discussed earlier this is most likely due to the greater population

feedback occurring in the ground state. The GSR rates must be viewed as a lower limit.

The total depopulation rates for self-collisions measured for the three levels in the v3 /v6 dyad are all the

same within experimental error. The CHD 3 TD rate of -13 sec-1 torr- l is also comparable to that for

13CD4 V4 = 1, J = 11, F7 of 16.6 psec 1 torr -1 The CHD3 experimental cross section of 50±1 A2 is in

good agreement with the L-J cross section of 54 A2 . There is no apparent difference in the TD rates for

the "A" and "E" symmetry levels, unlike the case for SiH4 where there was a distinct ordering to total

depopulation rates with respect to nuclear spin symmetry [HETZLER89]. Also, there is no significant

difference in TD rates based on whether the level belongs to V3 or to v6.

The cross sections for CHD 3 collisions with other molecular are all of the same order as the L-J cross

sections. The largest deviations occur for the monatomic or very light collision partners, He and H2. This

is likely because of the impossibility of intermolecular rotational energy transfer with He and the

improbability of such a process with H2 because of its large rotational spacing. Similar observations have

been made for energy transfer of other polyatomic species with H2 and light noble gases [FOY85],

[FROST92]. The cross sections for collisions with other polyatomic molecules are all nearly equal to the

L-J cross sections. Of particular note, the highly polar species, NH 3 and CHF 3 , are not more effective

collision partners than nonpolar species.

The close similarity between the measured thermally averaged cross sections to the L-J cross sections

indicates that short range, repulsive forces of the intermolecular potential dominate in energy transfer.

These results for TD and GSR measurements indicate that the overall magnitude of energy transfer in

CHD3 is more like the spherical top form of methane, 1 3CD 4 , than like other C3v molecules with larger

dipole moments, see Table 3.2 for a few examples. This gives part of the answer to the questions initially
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raised in this work as to how energy transfer in the symmetric top form of methane compares to spherical

methane. With its miniscule dipole moment, long range forces are not significant in CHD 3, so short

range interactions dominate in collisional processes. The details of these interactions on R.E.T. must be

deduced from the state-to-state measurements, as will be described in sections 3.10 and 3.11.

Molecule [ eff I L. /oLl Reference

&2 A2

CHD3 32-45 54 0.55-0.74 this work

NH 3 123 58 2.1 [ABEL92]

CH3Cl 590 95 6.2 [PAPE94]

CDF3 170 84 2.0 [HARRADINE84]

Table 3.2

Comparison of eff with CYLJ for several C3 v type molecules.

3.6 Connection Between Inelastic Collisions and Pressure Broadening

Total depopulation rates and ground state recovery rates can be related to the pressure-broadening

coefficient of a spectroscopic transition according to the expression [FLANNERY92] [DEPRISTO78]

-(ku +k l)/2 Eq. 3.19.

This relation is based on the assumption that the pressure-broadening coefficient is the average of the

total inelastic collision rates of the upper and lower levels of the spectroscopic transition. For CHD 3 we

have measured total depopulation and ground state recovery rates for three pairs of transitions. We have

also measured the pressure broadening coefficient for two CHD 3 transitons. These are reported in

Appendix 3.

The measured self-broadening coeffiecients are 30-40% larger than the averaged relaxation rate. This can

be understood if we interpret the the discrepancy as the contribution of elastic collisions to the pressure

broadened width. Our time resolved measurements for CHD 3 are sensitive only to population changes,

whereas frequency domain measurements are sensitive to both inelastic and elastic collisions. A possible

experimental technique to directly study the effect of eleastic reorientation on the TD and GSR rates is to

measure the polarization dependence of these rates. For CHD3 we always had the case where the relative

polarization of the pump and probe lasers were perpendicular and the pump and probe transitions were
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either Q's with R probes or a P with a Q probe. In these cases the mj distribution created by the pump

laser was always similar to that sampled by the probe laser. For the energy transfer experiments in CH 4

presented in Chapter 5 we have explicitly studied the polarization dependence of the TD and GSR rates.

We find a very significant polarization dependence, as discussed in section 5.7.

In addition to the self-broadening measurements reported in Appendix 3, we have measured pressure-

broadening for CHD 3 v3 QQ(J=K) transitions with CH4 as a collision partner. The pressure-broadening

coefficients are recorded in Table 3.2. The CHD 3/CH 4 pressure-broadening coefficients are quite

consistent with the previously reported values for CHD 3 self-broadening.

CHD3 transition Measured y/p (MHz/torr)

v3 QQ(2,2) 4.0 (0.9)

v3 QQ(4,4) 2.5 (0.7)

v3 QQ(5,5) 3.8 (1.3)

v3 QQ(6,6) 3.2 (0.4)

v3 QQ(7,7) 3.2 (0.8)

v3 QQ(8,8) 2.1 (0.4)

v3 QQ(9,9) 1.7 (0.5)

v3 QQ(10,10) 2.6 (0.3)

v3 QQ(11,11) 2.2 (0.4)

V3 QQ(12,12) 2.4 (0.3)

V3 QQ(14,14) 2.5 (0.4)

Table 3.3

Presure-broadening coefficients for CHD3 with CH4 as collision partner.

3.7 Vibrational Energy Transfer in the Coriolis-coupled v3 /v6 Dyad

An important relaxation pathway for the CHD3 dyad is vibrational energy transfer between v3 and v6.

V3 and v6 are nearly degenerate (AE = 31.3 cm- 1) and are strongly Coriolis-coupled. V--V energy

transfer between Coriolis-coupled vibrational states has been shown to be of importance in other small

polyatomics [HAUB87] [DOYENNETTE88]. In their experiments with CHD3, Menard-Bourcin and

Doyennette [MENARD-BOURCIN88] reported a preliminary rate for vibrational energy transfer between

v3 and v6 of -10 jgsec-l torr-1 . This is the same magnitude as total depopulation. An important

preliminary step in our measurements of state-resolved rotational energy transfer was to obtain a more

accurate value for this rate and to evaluate its rotational state dependence.
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We made our measurements of v3 /v6 vibrational energy transfer by pumping the v6 Rp(9,3) "A"

transition with the CO2 10R(22) laser line. We probed a range of J and K values of "A" type symmetry in

v3 using the 2v 3 -v3 QR hotband transitions. We observed a signal with an exponential rise and an

exponential decay which is consistent with the type of signal that has been observed in other

measurements of fast V-->V energy transfer [FOY88] [HAUB87].

Figure 3.22

Schematic of processes included in the model of v3/v6 vibrational energy transfer.

The analysis of these signals was accomplished with a simplified model of vibrational energy transfer,

see Figure 3.2. This model assumes that the rotational levels are equilibrated on the time scale of

vibrational energy transfer [YARDLEY80] [FOY88]. In this approximation the model consists of three

levels, v3, v6 , and the ground vibrational state and analytic solutions can be found for the time

dependence of the populations in v3 and v6 (see Appendix 3).

From our data, we find a rate constant k 3 _,6 of -1 sec-1 torr-l with no dependence on final J or K.

This rate is significantly larger than other vibrational energy transfer rates in CHD 3 which are on the

order of 0.1 gsec- 1 torr- 1 [DROZDOSKI78], but is still an order of magnitude less than the total

depopulation rate. This is an important point for the analysis of R.E.T. in v3. We expect (and observe)

fast rotational energy transfer in v3 followed by non-rotational state specific equilibration with v6.
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3.8 Symmetry Changing Collisions: A Simple Forster Mechanism

An additional important vibrational energy transfer process was studied. This was the apparent nuclear

spin changing, A<-*E, process which is observed when a vibrationally excited molecule of one symmetry

type transfers its vibrational excitation to a ground state molecule of different symmetry, viz.:

CHD3*(E) + CHD3 (A) X:* CHD3 (E) + CHD3 *(A) Eq. 3.20.

We observed this process by pumping the v3 QQ(12,7) "E" and QQ(11,5) "E" transitions with CO2 laser

10P(24) line and monitoring the increase in absorption of the 2v3 -v3 QR(11,9) "A" hotband. A typical

signal is shown in Figure3.23.

Figure 3.23
Transient signal showing vibrational swap process between "E" and "A" type nuclear spin species. The

CO2 pump laser was tuned to the 10R(24) transition which populates the V3 J' = 12, K' = 7 "E" level. The

probe laser was tuned to the 2v 3 -v3 QR(11,9) "A" transition. The signal shows an inital increase, which

indicates an equilibration between the "E" and "A" species, followed by a decay as molecules move out

of the probe beam and relax to the ground state. The pressure of CHD3 was 550 mtorr.

These signals were modeled using the same formalism used for the analysis of v3 /v6 vibrational energy

transfer. Signals like that shown in Figure 3.23 were recorded at a series of pressures between 225 and

1000 mtorr. They were fit to biexponential curves, Eq. 4 of Appendix 3, and the psuedo-first-order rates
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for the rise of the signals were plotted against pressure, Figure 3.24. The rates show a linear dependence

on pressure. The slope of the straight line fit through this plot is the rate constant for the process A<-E,

which we find to be 0.17+0.02 psec-l torr- 1. This is in good agreement with the number reported by

Mennard-Bourcin and Doyennette of 0.23+0.02 Jisec-1 torr- I [MENNARD-BOURCIN88].

Figure 3.24
px plot for vibrational swap in V3. CHD3 (v3,E) + CHD3 (g.s.,A) - CHD3 (g.s.,E) + CHD 3 (v3,A)

An interesting aspect of the vibrational swap process in CHD3 , and similar symmetry changing processes

in other symmetric top molecules [DOYENNETTE88, EVERITT89], is that the rates for these processes

are in quantitative agreement with the predictions of a simple model of vibrational exchange

[MELTON73, MELTON73, SHARMA69] based on Frster theory of electronic energy transfer in large

molecules [FORSTER60], as shown in Section V Appendix 3. That this simple theory works so well is

even more impressive because it has no adjustable parameters. The vibrational swap rate is determined

from the magnitude of the transition dipole moment of the vibration being exchanged.

3.9 Master Equation Kinetics

We turn now to the analysis of 4-level state-to-state rotational energy transfer measurements in the CHD 3

V3 vibrational state. These are the most detailed measurements we have made, and they provide the

greatest insight into the nature of the dynamics of collisional interactions in CHD3. Our overall objective
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is to elucidate the propensity rules for rotational energy transfer. We will do this by extracting from our

measurements a set of state-to-state rates. Here is the difficulty in the analysis of the data. Our

experiment allows us to selectively overpopulate a single rotational level in the v3 vibrational state and to

monitor the time evolution of the populations of other rotational levels in V3 as the excess population is

distributed among the v3 rotational levels. What we cannot tell from our experiment is what pathway

population follows in going from the initially populated level to the level being monitored. Ours is a bulb

experiment where the effects of multiple collisions are significant. A single step process with a low

probability may have a similar effect as a multi-step process with high probability for each step. For a

satisfactory treatment of the data we must use kinetic master equation analysis [STEINFELD89,

Appendix 1, Appendix 3].

In kinetic master equation analysis, a set of coupled first order differential equations is written for the

time evolution of the population in each level in the system. In principle, each state i) can be connected

to any other state j) with a rate constant kji. For the time evolution of the population in each

state i) there is a differential equation

dNi
- kijN j Eq. 3.21.

dt j

Conservation of population requires that the sum of all rates from other states into i) must equal the

sum of rates from i) to all other levels, i.e.

kii= -ki Eq. 3.22.
J*l

If N is a vector of level populations, and K is a matrix of rates connecting these levels, i.e. the matrix

element Kij is the rate kij, then the set of coupled first order differential equations may be succinctly

written as

N = KN Eq 3.23.

An additional requirement on the rate matrix K is that when the elements of the elements of the

population vector N are proportional to the Boltzmann distribution, all elements of N are zero. This is the

requirement of detailed balance. The ratio of rates between states i) and I j) must equal the ratio of their

Boltzmann factors.

kij (2J + 1) - EE/kT

k -E /kT Eq. 3.24
(2Jj + 1)e
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For modeling energy transfer, the differential equation for the state directly populated must be modified

to account for the time dependence of the pump laser, viz.:

dNp
P = IXkpjN - a I(t) Eq. 3.25

dt j

I(t) is the temporal intensity profile of the pump pulse, and a is a scaling parameter.

There are two possible approaches to solving the master equation, numerical integration and eigenvalue

decomposition [STEINFELD89]. Numerical integration was used for all the analyses presented here. The

numerical integration routine in the MATLAB, ODE45, which utilizes automatic step size Runge-Kutta-

Fehlberg integration, was used in all cases. Numerical integration simplifies the inclusion of the pump

pulse profile, and the automatic step-size integration routine is quite efficient. However, in cases where

the pump pulse can be treated as a delta function, the eigenvalue approach to solving the master equation

may be more efficient. The master equation written in its matrix form, Eq. 3.?, has the formal solution

N(t) = exp[Kt] * N(0) Eq. 3.26.

N(0) is the initial population vector, and N(t) is the population vector at time t. The matrix exponential,

exp[Kt], is handled very efficiently in MATLABTM . The population vector N(t) can be found

immediately for any time using the eigenvalue technique unlike numerical integration where one must

always begin integration from time zero.

Regardless of how the mechanics of solving the master equation is handled, the real difficulty in using

master equation analysis to model state-to-state rotational energy transfer is in finding the rate matrix.

The rate matrix contains all the state-to-state rates we wish to extract from the data. Given a rate matrix

we can compute simulated transient signals and compare these with the experimental data. The difficulty

is in going from the experimental data back to the rate matrix. For a system of N levels there are

N(N-1)/2 independent state-to-state rates in the rate matrix. Even for very modest systems this can be a

formidable number of independent parameters. For example, for CHD3 we have used the CO2 10R(24)

pump to populate the V3 J' = 12, K' = 7 "E" rovibrational level. Including only energetically accessible

levels in v3 of the same nuclear spin symmetry there are still a total of 96 levels that mut be included in

the rate matrix. This means that there are 4,560 independent state-to-state rates in the matrix. In

comparison we have only 30 pieces of data. The situation is not completely hopeless although it is far

from ideal. The details of the master equation modeling for CHD3 have been published in the paper

reproduced as Appendix 3 of this thesis and the reader should refer to it for more disscussion. The point

we wish to emphasize here is that for CHD3 we are limited to pumping only transitions which are

coincident with CO2 laser lines. In an ideal world we would have both tunable pump and tunable probe

lasers for our double resonance experiments. This limitation was the motivation for the Raman-shifted
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Ti:sapphire I.R. source described in Chapter 4 and resulted in the CH4 energy transfer experiments

presented in Chapter 5.

3.10 State-to-state R.E.T. in V3 "A" and "E" Rotational Levels

The state-to-state rotational energy transfer measurements in the CHD3 v3 vibrational level using the

CO2 10R(34) and 10R(24) laser lines to pump respectively the CHD3 v3 QQ(12,9) "A" and v3 QQ(12,7)

"E" transitions have been described in detail in the paper reproduced as Appendix 3. The reader should

refer to this Appendix for the thorough discussion of this material. Here, we summarize the principal

conclusions.

The state-to-state R.E.T. measurements in CHD3 were modeled using master equation analysis. The

results of this analysis show that the individual rates span a broad distribution in both energy and angular

momentum. Non-zero rates are found for changes in AE as large as 400 cm-1 and for AJ and AK by as

much as nine units. The falloff of the rates with AE or angular momentum is reasonably well fit with

exponential energy-gap or angular momentum power gap laws. However, superimposed on the broad

distribution of state-to-state rates are a few rates which are distinctly faster. These correspond to dipolar

processes AJ = + , AK = 0. The broad distribution of rates in AE and angular momentum is consistent

with previous work on collisions between nonpolar, spherical tops 13 CD4 [FOY88] and SiH4

[HETZLER89]. The dipole-like processes observed in CHD3 are more surprising. The CHD3 dipole

moment of 0.006 D gives an interaction energy in self-collisions of only 0.02 cm -1 , which is far less than

the CHD3 rotational spacing. The propensity for dipole-like collisional transitions even though the

interaction potential does not posess a leading dipole-dipole term, suggests that the symmetric-top level

structure of the molecule plays a dominant role in determining inelastic collision propensity rules.
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Chapter 4. Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire I.R. Source

4.1 Incentive for Broadly Tunable I.R. Laser Source

In studying molecular energy transfer, the systems that are investigated depend as much on the

availability of suitable laser sources for double resonance as on the intrinsic interest in the molecule

itself. For a molecule like CH4 , for which there is much interest in studying energy transfer both from the

theoretical viewpoint because of its small size and high symmetry and practically because of its

importance as a constituent of Earth's and other planetary atmospheres, it has been impossible to make

detailed measurements of state-to-state energy transfer simply because to date suitable laser sources have

not been available in the regions where this molecule has its vibrational transitions. It has been possible

to study energy transfer in methane by using rare isotopes that happen to have coincidences with CO2

laser lines, an example of "tuning the molecule to the laser." While CO2 lasers have proven excellent

pump lasers for energy transfer measurements of those molecules that have coincidence with a laser

transition, they are extremely limited in which molecules are amenable to study and the choice (or no

choice) of which ro-vibrational state is populated. It is the experimentalist desire to have a laser source

of such versatility that the important features of the molecular system itself dictate what the appropriate

experimental measurements should be and to not be limited by the deficiencies of the experimental setup.

We present in this chapter a Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire I.R. source which can provide high pulse energy,

narrow bandwidth radiation completely tunable over the mid and near I.R. This source is ideally suited

for double resonance experiments with many molecular systems which have previously been

inaccessible.

4.2 Basic Principles of Stimulated Raman Scattering

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) has been widely used as a means of extending the tunability of dye

lasers into the near infrared [BIERRY77, FREY77, GRASIUK78, DEMARTINO80]. With the increased

commercial availability of high power, tunable paramagnetic-ion solid-state lasers, in particular,

Titanium doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire), already operating in the near infrared, SRS becomes a very

powerful, general technique for efficiently and easily generating tunable infrared radiation to

wavelengths as long as 3.7 im.

The physics of stimulated Raman scattering has been discussed in many sources [MAIER76, SHEN84,

STEINFELD85, WHITE87]. The basic principles of SRS are quite straightforward, although the details

can become quite complex. What we present here is not a treatise on SRS, but rather the application of

SRS as a tool for spectroscopic and energy transfer studies. The schematic diagram in Figure 4.1

illustrates the most common process involved in SRS, Stokes scattering. Photons of the fundamental laser

frequency Of are converted to photons of frequency Os by inelastic scattering off molecules initially in
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Figure 4.1

Energy level diagram for stimulated Raman scattering

state i). The molecules which undergo a scattering event are promoted from state i) to state If), and

the frequency of the scattered light, is, is shifted down in frequency by an amount corresponding to the

energy spacing between levels i) and If),

v = r - Eq. 4.1.
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v is the Raman transtion frequency between states i) and If). When the final state of the Raman

transition is higher in energy than the initial state, vi is red-shifted from bi and is called the 1 st Stokes

component of Of. Under our experimental conditions the photon number in the 1
St Stokes can become

very large, exceeding that in the depleted fundamental. The 1 t Stokes photons can undergo a second

scattering event which results in the production of photons shifted in frequency from the fundamental by

twice the Raman transition. This is called the 2 nd Stokes. It is also possible to scatter off molecules in an

initially excited state with a Raman transition to a final state lower in energy. In this case the photons

generated are called the Is t anti-Stokes of ,f. The frequency of the 1St anti-Stokesas, is blue-shifted

from Jf,

°a = °f + bv, Eq. 4.2.

The intensity of the 1 st anti-Stokes is always much less than the 1 t Stokes since there are essentially no

molecules in the excited state. However, 1St and 2 nd Stokes production involves promotion to the excited

state. The number of molecules moved to the excited state can become significant (although we are

always two to three orders of magnitude away from depleting the sample) and we do observe

measureable power in the 1st anti-Stokes, see Figure 4.6.

The Stokes and anti-Stokes production described above arises from the amplification of spontaneous

Raman scattering by the intense laser fundamental. The spontaneous Raman photons scattered along the

laser fundamental wavevector are the most strongly amplified. Almost all of the power in the 1 st and 2 nd

Stokes and in the 1 st anti-Stokes comes out collinear with the fundamental laser beam. It is important to

note, however, that the Raman medium itself oscillates coherently [SHEN84, STEINFELD85,

WHITE87] and that photons can scatter off these oscillations in a parametric type of process. The Stokes

and anti-Stokes beams produced by this parametric process must obey a phase-matching requirement.

The spontaneously scattered Raman photons which obey this phase-matching requirement are the most

strongly amplified by this process. The Stokes and anti-Stokes beams produced by this parametric process

are not collinear with fundamental beam, insead they propagate on a cone centered on it (see

[STEINFELD85, p. 434] for more detail.) The central feature in the photograph shown in Figure 4.2 is

the 1St anti-Stokes of the Ti:sapphire laser in H2 . The bright spot in the center of the ring is the 1st anti-

Stokes produced by scattering off vibrationally excited H2. The ring itself is the 1St anti-Stokes produced

by the parametric process. While for the purpose of our experiments the production of anti-Stokes lines is

an unimportant secondary process, it is hard to dismiss the aesthetic appeal of the rainbow of colors that

can be produced from an invisible infrared laser beam.
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.2 is a photograph of the 1st anti-Stokes in H2 of the Ti:sapphire laser, which is operating at 794

nm. The central feature is the Q(1) line. The other spots are rotational Raman transitions.
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The power gain of the 1 st Stokes component [MAIER76, HANNA86] under the approximation of a plane

wave pump source is

gain = exp(yRIpI) Eq. 4.3.

In this equation YR (cm/MW) is the Raman gain coefficient, Ip (MW/cm 2) is the laser irradiance and

l(cm) is the interaction length. The Raman gain coefficient is derived from molecular parameters

according to [HANNA86]

16nc2 AN ( do
YR - h(n)o AoR( ) Eq. 4.4.

AN is the population difference between states i) and If), n is the refractive index of the Raman

medium at the Stokes frequency oS, AcoR is the Raman linewidth (FWHM), and (do/dM) is the Raman

scattering cross section in intensity units. Equation 4.3 is too simple to adequately describe the processes

ocurring for our experimental arrangement. A more detailed model which accounts for the coupling

between the fundamental, 1
s t and 2 nd Stokes such as that described by von der Linde et. al.

[VONDERLINDE69] would be necessary. Our purpose here is only to present the main points which are

of concern for efficient Raman-shifting.

Eq. 4.3 shows that Stokes production is favored by long interaction lengths, high laser irradiance, and a

Raman medium with a large gain coefficient. In our experimental arrangement, we use a 2 m Raman cell

to make the interaction length as long as possible while still keeping it to reasonable dimensions. We use

a very small diameter (-2mm) laser beam to maximize the irradiance over the entire length of the Raman

cell, and we focus this beam to increase the irradiance even more when it is necessary to maximize the

2 nd Stokes. For the Raman gain medium we have used H2 and D2 gas. H2 is perhaps the best Raman-

shifting medium. It has a large Raman shift of 4155.10 cm-1 [STOICHEFF57, HUBER79] on the v1 Q(1)

vibrational Raman transition and a large Raman scattering cross section [SCHROTTER79]. It has no

significant absorption in the infrared [FINK65], and it is cheap and rugged (one can hardly do laser

damage to H2 gas).

There are two points worth noting in the equation for Raman gain, Eq. 4.4. The first is that the gain is

inversely proportional to the generated Stokes frequency cubed. This means that generating radiation far

into the infrared becomes exceedingly difficult as the Raman gain at these low frequencies is very small.

The other point is that the Raman gain is directly proportional to the number of molecules in the lower

level of the Raman transition and inversely proportional to the Raman linewidth. The Raman gain will
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increase with increasing pressure as the number density increases until pressure broadening begins to

increase the Raman linewidth. Dicke narrowing [DICKE53] in both H2 [MURRAY72] and D2

[MURRAY72, VOLKOV88] causes linewidth to reach its minimum value at a maximum number

density. Increasing the pressure beyond this point does not increase the Raman gain, nor does it diminish

the Raman gain since both the number density and the line width are increasing linearly and their effects

cancel one another. For H2 , the pressure at which the Q(1) linewidth is at a minimum is between 10 and

20 atmospheres. For the D2 Q(2) transition, the linewidth is at a minimum at -I1 atmosphere. Some of the

important parameters of H2 and D2 related to the use of these gases as Raman-shifting media are listed in

Table 4.1.

Raman mediumI Raman Transition 1%pop. in i) do/dO @ 800nm Y/P
m2 /sr Mhz/atm.

H? Q(1) 4155.10 cm-1 (a) 66 % 9.1 x 10-36 (b,c) 51 (c)

D? Q(2) 2987.33 cm-l(a) 39 % 9.8 x 10-36 (b,c) 138 (d)

Table 4.1

SRS parameters for H2 and D2. (a) [STOICHEFF57, HUBER79], (b) [SCHROTTER79],

(c) [HANNA86], (d) [VOLKOV88].

4.3 Experimental Arrangement

The Ti:sapphire laser used in the work presented here was an HRL-100 (Spectra Technology, Inc). It

consists of a single-logitudinal-mode (SLM) oscillator in a Littman type cavity and three amplifier stages.

The oscillator and amplifiers are pumped with the doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum NY61-

20). The tuning range of the Ti:sapphire laser is between 730 and 940 nm.

As was mentioned in the previous section, the generation of Stokes radiation becomes increasingly more

difficult farther into the infrared due to the falloff of the Raman gain with decreasing Stokes frequency.

Efficient production of 1st Stokes at wavelengths as long as 1.4 mm can be easily acheived, but in order

to generate significant pulse energies in the 2 nd Stokes at wavelengths as long as 3.3 gm, it is necessary

to maximize the conditions which enhance Stokes production, namely high pulse energies, tight laser

beams and long interaction lengths. We experimented with many different configurations of the Raman

shifter, some of which used consecutive focussing of the Ti:sapphire beam and the generated Stokes

beams two or three times, and in other cases total Raman-shifter lengths up to three meters long were

tried. The best configuration for the generation of 2 nd Stokes of all those tried was found to be a 2 m

long cell divided into two sections, Fig 4.2. A well collimated, small diameter (-2 mm) Ti:sapphire beam

was sent through the first meter of the cell. Enclosed within the center of the cell, in a mount which

allowed gas to pass through it, was a 50 cm f.l. BaF 2 lens. This lens focussed the Ti:sapphire
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Pressure guage

Figure 4.3

Schematic of the 2 m internal lens Raman-shifter

fundamental and the 1 st Stokes generated in the first half of the cell to a gentle focus in the second half of

the cell. Focussing the Ti:sapphire beam after significant 1st Stokes had been generated seemed to be key

to the efficient production of 2 nd Stokes. Focussing the Ti:sapphire beam in the first half of the cell was

detrimental to the 2 nd Stokes. The problem with this was that significant amounts of power were lost to

rotational Raman.

In rotational Raman in H2 , the Raman transitions are the S(1) and 0(3) rotational transitions in the

ground vibrational state. These pure rotational transitions have an important effect on the efficiency of

the Raman conversion process because rotational Raman robs power from the vibrational Raman process.

The rotational Raman is very evident in the anti-Stokes lines. The additional spots to either side of the 1St

vibrational anti-Stokes in Figure 3.2 are rotational Raman. The most significant power loss to rotational

Raman comes from the fundamental and 1St Stokes. Figures 4.4 shows the spectra of the output of the

Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser in the wavelength region near the Ti:sapphire fundamental dispersed

through a monochromator. Two consecutive rotational Raman transitions are seen on either side of the

fundamental. The spacing between these lines is 10 times the rotational constant for H2 . Figure 4.5 shows

a similar spectrum recorded near the 1st anti-Stokes lines.

4.4 Characterization of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire I.R. Source

In this section we present some measurements which characterize the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire I.R.

source.
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Figure 4.4

The figure shows the dispersed output of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser in the wavelength region

near the fundamental at 794 nm, which is offscale. The additional lines are successive rotational Raman

shifts of the Ti:sapphire fundamental. They are all separated by 10B. B is the rotational constant of the

ground vibrational state of H2, 59.30 cm'.

Figure 4.5

The figure shows the dispersed output of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser (794 nm) in the wavelength
region near the 1St anti-Stokes in H2. The additional strong lines are rotational Raman. The small line at
617 nm corresponds to the 1St anti-Stokes of HD.
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Figure 4.6 shows the pulse energies of the Stokes components and the depleted fundamental as a function

of the Ti:sapphire input energy. At low pulse energies the only output is the Ti:sapphire fundamental.

There is approximately 25% loss of the fundamental passing through the Raman-shifter. This is

consistent with the total reflection losses for all the optical elements in the beam path. The threshold for

Stokes production is -2 mJ. The 1st Stokes grows in rapidly and exceeds the depleted Ti:sapphire

fundamental at an input pulse energy of 7 mJ. The 1st Stokes reaches a plateau between 10 and 15 mJ

input while the energy in the 2nd Stokes rapidly increases. At the highest input energy measured, both the

1st and 2nd Stokes pulse energies exceed the depleted fundamental. 2.8 mJ of 2nd Stokes is obtained with

an input energy of 23.5 mJ. This is an impressive 12% energy conversion efficiency and a 35% photon

Figure 4.6
Output power of the main Raman lines in H2 as a function of input power. The Ti:sapphire fundamental
was at 794 nm.

conversion efficiency. From the slope of the 2nd Stokes curve at the highest input energy measured it

appears that the 2 nd Stokes will increase even more at higher input energies, becoming the dominant

output at high Ti:sapphire input energies: compare with the similar measurements in [HARTIG79] and
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the analysis presented in [VONDERLINDE69]. Somewhat higher energies, -40 mJ, are possible with this

laser in its current configuration with careful attention to the alignment, but significantly higher energies

can only be achieved by having more energy in the 532 nm pump laser.

Figure 4.7 shows the the temporal profiles for a single pulse of the doubled Nd:YAG pump laser and

Ti:sapphire laser recorded simultaneously on a fast photodiode. There is -30 nsec of delay between the

532 nm pump and the generation of the Ti:sapphire pulse. The FWHM of the 532 nm pulse is -9.5 nsec

while the Ti:sapphire pulse is -4 nsec FWHM. A shot-to-shot jitter of -2-4 nsec was observed between

the 532 nm pump pulse and the Ti:sapphire pulse. The Ti:sapphire laser was operating at 835 nm.

Figure 4.7

Temporal profile of the 532 nm Nd:YAG laser and the Ti:sapphire laser at 835 nm

Figure 4.8 shows the temporal profiles of the depleted fundamental and the main Raman lines in D2 at

the output of the Raman shifter. The Ti:sapphire laser was operating at 835 nm. All of the peak heights

have been scaled to 1.0 for convenience of comparison, they do not represent pulse energies. The

duration of the fundamental is shortened due to energy flow into the 1 st and 2 nd Stokes. It is interesting

to note that the 1st Stokes continues after the fundamental is depleted.
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Figure 4.8
Pulse widths and delays of the Raman shifted Ti:sapphire
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Figure 4.9

2 nd Stokes bandwidth measured at the CH4 2v 3 R(O) transition
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The FWHM bandwidth of the 2 nd Stokes of the Ti:sapphire laser in D2 was measured by recording the

photoacoustic spectrum of the CH4 2v 3 R(0) transition at 6015.6643 cm- 1. The pressure of methane in

the photoacoustic cell was 1 torr to reduce pressure broadening effects. The doppler width for CH 4 at this

frequency is 0.018 cm- 1. The observed width of the transition is primarily the 2 nd Stokes bandwidth.

4.5 Fluorescence-detected double resonance in HCCH

As an initial test of the applicability of our tunable I.R. pump source, we* performed some I.R./U.V.

double resonance experiments in acetylene. The 2 nd Stokes of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire at 3.3 gm

was used to pump individual rotational transitions in the V3 fundamental of acetylene. The frequency

doubled output of an excimer pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik LPX 200 and FL2002 EC) was used to

probe v3 hotbands to the ungerade vibrational levels of the A state [UTZ93, TOBIASON93]. Acetylene

was a good candidate for the initial tests of the efficiency of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire as a pump

source in a double resonance scheme for two reasons. First, the transition dipole moment for the v3

fundamental of acetylene at 3300 cm- I is very large. Individual line strengths are on the order of lx10-1 9

cm molecule -1 [HITRAN92]. Since we were not sure how much population could be moved with the 2 nd

Stokes pump, strong I.R. transitions were likely to give the best chance for success. The second reason

that acetylene was a good choice for the initial experiments is that the means of detection of double

resonance was U.V. fluorescence from the A state. This is a very sensitive technique which would assure

the greatest chance for success.

Our concerns about the efficacy of the experimental setup turned out to be for naught. We observed very

large double resonance signals. An initial search for the v5 Bu fundamental [TOBIASON93] in the A

state revealed two previously unrecorded bands, the Coriolis-coupled 2v3+v 6 and 2v 3+v 4. These were

much stronger in double resonance than the V5 fundamental. In Figure 4.10 we show an example of the

double resonance spectrum recorded with the 2nd Stokes pump fixed to the v3 R(2) transition while the

doubled dye laser was scanned through the A state bands. The marked transitions are from 3-level double

resonance. The unmarked features are 4-level double resonance due to collisional energy transfer in v3.

The intensity of the V5 Q(3) line is more than an order of magnitude less the Q(3) line for 2v3 +v6. From

this initial work we have obtained spectroscopic terms for the 2v 3+v6 /2v 3 +v4/v 5 bands.

Having had great success in observing I.R./U.V. double resonance in acetylene, we undertook a series of

state-to-state energy transfer measurements in the HCCH v3 fundamental using this technique. The

results of this work will be presented elsewhere, but here we list some of the total depopulation rates

which were measured in Table 4.2. These rates are in good agreement with other total depopulation

* Stephani Solina and Jon O'brien are gratefully acknowledged for their considerable assistance with these
experiments.
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measurements in HCCH [DOPHEIDE94, FROST93, TOBIASON92, UTZ91, CARRASQUILLO88,

CHADWICK93].

v3 rotational level px / psec' 1 torr'

J=6 26(3)

J = 8 26 (4)

J = 10 30 (6)

Table 4.2

Total depopulation rates in the acetylene V3 vibrational level.
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Figure 4.10

The figure shows an example of I.R./U.V. double resonance in acetylene. The I.R. pump was fixed to the

v3 R(2) transition and the U.V. probe was scanned through the 2v3 +v6/2v 3+v4 /v5 A state vibrational

bands.
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Chapter 5. CH4 Energy Transfer

5.1 Introduction

The Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser system described in Chapter 4 is an excellent solution to the

difficulty of studying energy transfer in CH4 . The 2 nd Stokes shift of the Ti:sapphire in H2 and D2 falls

favorably across several of the low overtone bands and the infrared active v3 fundamental. In the

experiments described here, this tunable laser source has been used to directly pump specific rotational

levels in the overtone and combination bands v3+v4 and 2v3 . These bands are sufficiently strong to

allow a significant amount of population to be moved to the excited state with the 2-5 mJ available in the

2 nd Stokes. An experimental arrangement analogous to that described for the C0 2/diode laser double

resonance experiments with CHD3 has been used for the study of energy transfer in CH4. The principal

differences were that the CO2 laser has been replaced by the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser and an

ultrastable liquid nitrogen cooled 3.3 gm c.w. infrared diode laser was used instead of the noisier diode

lasers cooled by closed-cycle helium refrigeration units.

Several preliminary investigations of energy transfer processes in CH4 are presented in this chapter. GSR

rates have been measured for self-collisions for several transitions. Similar measurements have been

made of TD rates in the v3 +v4 combination band. These experiments are the first direct, time-resolved

measurements of rotational relaxation in CH4 . The total rates allow us to make a comparison with the

extensive work that exists about pressure broadening in CH4 . We have also studied the polarization

dependence the GSR and TD rates, since this dependence is indicative of the importance of reorientation

collisions, which are often neglected in pressure broadening theory. A very significant difference (-35%)

was observed for the GSR rates measured with perpendicular or parallel relative polarization of the pump

and probe lasers. Vibrational energy transfer among the methane overtone levels has been measured and

is compared here to a simplified model of V-V. We also present a detailed analysis of state-to-state

rotational energy transfer at low J in the v3+v4 vibrationally excited state and in the ground state. These

data have been analyzed using kinetic master equation analysis. We find strong propensity rules for parity

and vibrational angular momentum conserving collisions in v3 +v4. The parity conservation propensity

rule is also evident in the ground vibrational state. For the ground state, we have determined the state-to-

state R.E.T. rates connecting the three lowest J states of A symmetry.

5.2 Overview of CH4 Spectroscopy

Before discussing the energy transfer studies in CH4 we briefly outline some of the important aspects of

its rovibrational structure and spectroscopy. More detail can be found in the books by Herzberg and

Papousek and Aliev [HERZBERG45, PAPOUSEK82]. Bobin and Moret-Bailly have recently written an
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historical review of the important theoretical and experimental work on the spectroscopy of Td molecules

with an emphasis on CH4 [BOBIN94].

CH4 is a spherical top molecule belonging to the point group Td. There are four normal modes for

tetrahedral XY4 molecules [HERZBERG45]. For CH4 they are: vl (A1), the symmetric CH stretch; v2

(E), the doubly degenerate deformation; V3 (F2 ), the triply degenerate asymmetric CH stretch; and v4

(F2 ), the triply degenerate deformation.

The v3 and v4 F2 states have a vibrational angular momentum Iv = 1. The three-fold degeneracy of F2

states, however, is removed by Coriolis interaction. Coriolis interaction between J and I in the rotating

molecule causes a splitting of the F2 states into three Coriolis components. A pure rotational quantum

number R is defined as R = J - I [HECHT60]. R can have the values J, J1. The three Coriolis

components are designated as F+, FO, or F according to the value of (R - J) = +1, 0, or -1. The energies

of the Coriolis components are

F+(J) = BJ(J + 1) + 2BrJ

F0 (J) = BJ(J + 1)- 2BCJ Eqs. 5.1

F-(J) = BJ(J + 1) + 2Br(J + 1).

B is the rotational constant and is the Coriolis constant. Both v3 and v4 are split by this Coriolis

interaction, but the splitting for V4 is much larger than for V3 as expressed by the larger value of the r4

constant. The vibrational degeneracy of the other degenerate CH4 fundamental, the v2 (E), can not be

removed by Coriolis interactions, because by Jahn's rule [JAHN39], the E X E product does not contain

F1 , the species of the rotation.

The vibrational spacing of CH4 is such that the fundamentals and overtones are clustered in groups of

closely spaced levels, as is illustrated in the vibrational energy level diagram shown in Figure 5.1. A

common and convenient terminology is to refer to the sets of closely spaced vibrational levels as polyads.

The lowest energy set of levels is the Coriolis-coupled V4 and V2 pair. These are referred to as the dyad.

The next higher set is the group of five levels formed from the three binary combinations of the dyad

levels and the v1 and V3 fundamentals. These form the pentad. In a similar fashion, the binary

combination of the dyad with the pentad results in a set of eight levels which are known as the octad. The

vibrational levels within a polyad interact strongly with each other but are more or less isolated from

other polyads. Because of the strong interaction between the vibrational levels in a polyad, the standard

spectroscopic analysis of CH4 is to simultaneously analyze all vibrational levels within a polyad

[CHAMPION92].
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Vibrational energy level diagram for CH4 .

A spherical top molecule would have a very simple rotational structure if the effects of centrifugal

distortion and Coriolis interaction could be neglected. If this were the case, the rotational energy levels

would be given by Ej = BjJ(J+I). Each Ej would have a 2J+1 degeneracy in addition to the mj

degeneracy. For the ground state of CH4 [CHAMPION89] this degeneracy is removed by centrifugal

distortion and in vibrationally excited states by both centrifugal distortion and Coriolis interaction

[BUNKER79, p.300]. With these interactions, the molecule fixed 2J+l rotational degeneracy is split into

tetrahedral fine structure components which are classified by the irreducible representations of Td, Al,

A2 , E, F1 , F2 . The variation of the number and type of fine structure components for each J can be

calculated from group theory [WILSON35, BUNKER79], but in general is quite complicated. In the

ground state the splitting between the different tetrahedral fine structure components for low J is only a

few mK. For the low J levels, not all symmetry species are present for each J. Some rotational levels are

very isolated from others of the same symmetry. This has a significant effect on rotational energy transfer

in the ground state, since only the same species can interconvert through collisions.

The transition dipole moment of CH4 is of species F2, thus dipole transitions are only allowed between

vibrational states whose cross product contains F2 [HERZBERG45, p.252]. Only vibrational states of

species F2 can be observed for transitions from the ground state. The rotational selection rules are

AJ = 0, +1 (except J = 0 <- J = 0 is forbidden) and A<-A 2, E<->E, and Fi<-F 2. For triply degenerate
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vibrations there is an additional approximate selection rule, AR = 0. In the ground state R = J, so this

selection rule means that P transitions access the F+ Coriolis component, Q transitions, the F0 , and R

transitions, the F-. This prevents using combination differences for help in assigning spectra, which only

adds to the complexity of methane spectroscopy.

In the energy transfer experiments presented here we utilized five different vibrational bands for pump

and probe transitions. The overtone and combination bands 2v3 [RANK60, BOBIN72, FOX80], v3 +v4

[HUNT81A], and vl+v4 [BROWN82] were used for pump transitions and the v3 [PINE75] fundamental

and v3 +v4 -v4 [HUNT81B] hotband were used for probe transitions. The HITRAN spectroscopic data

base [HITRAN92] was a very reliable and convenient source for transition frequencies and intensities.

Spectra simulated from the listings in the data base were valuable in identifying the correct pump and

probe transitions.

The most extensive use was made of the v3+v 4 vibrational level for pump transitions. Because rotational

energy transfer was also studied in this level, some additional comment is necessary to describe the

structure of this band and to establish the spectroscopic notation. The v3 +v4 combination has three

vibrational components, Al, E, and F2. In our work we are only involved with the infrared active

component, F2 . Both 13 and 14 contribute to the vibrational angular momentum of v3 +v4 . Because r4 is

approximately an order of magnitude larger than r3, the most significant Coriolis splitting is determined

by 14. In each of the Coriolis components determined by the value of 14, there is an additional, smaller

splitting due to the v3 Coriolis interaction. This results in the v3 +v4 vibrational level being split into nine

different Coriolis components. An intermediate quantum number, S, is introduced for the major Coriolis

splitting, where S = J - 14 and S = J, J+l [BOBIN78]. The pure rotational quantum number R is defined by

R = S - 13. R can have values of S, S±+. Confusion can arise here because the R quantum number defined

for the v3 +v4 vibrational level is not the same as R in V4. It is the S quantum number in v3 +v4 which is

the same as R in v4.

For the full designation of a rotational level in v3 +v4 it is necessary to specify J, S, R, and Cn. J, S, and

R are as described above. C is the overall symmetry species of the state and n is a running index of states

of the same symmetry species with the same J. We use the level notation convention used by Hunt et. al.

[HUNT81A] where J will be followed by a +, 0, or - and another +, 0, or - depending on the value of S

with respect to J and the value of R with respect to S. For example, The designation 2-- Al corresponds

to the J = 2, S = 1, R = 0, Al level. Also, if there is only one state of a particular symmetry species with a

JSR designation, the running index, n, is dropped.
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5.3 Experimental Arrangement for Time-resolved Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire-Infrared Diode Laser

Double Resonance

The double resonance experiments in CH4 were made using the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser system

described in Chapter 4 to pump the 2v 3 and v3 +v4 overtone transitions. A 3.3gm diode laser was used to

probe the v3 fundamental for the ground state experiments and v3+v4 -v4 hotband transitions for excited

state. The diode laser (Laser Photonics, Analytics Division L5621) used in these experiments is of a fairly

new variety that can operate at temperatures >77 K. Because these lasers are cooled with liquid nitrogen,

they do not suffer from the instability due to mechanical vibrations which has always plagued diode

lasers cooled by closed cycle helium compressors. This particular diode laser also had the unique

property of running on a single mode. This is not a normal feature of diode lasers, although it was

immensely convenient. Single mode operation eliminated the need for a monochromator to separate the

modes and greatly simplified the setup of the experiment.

The experimental arrangement for the double resonance measurements is shown in Fig. 5.2. The pump

beam was generated as the 2nd sequential Stokes shift of the Ti:sapphire laser. Hydrogen (A D Raman =

4155 cm -1 ) was used as the Raman medium for reaching the v3 +v4 combination band at 2.3 gim and

deuterium (A i Raman = 2987 cm-1) was used for the 2v 3 overtone at 1.7 gm. The Ti:sapphire laser and

internal lens Raman shifter has been described in Chapter 4. The 2 nd Stokes pump beam was collimated

with a 50 cm BaF2 lens after generation in the Raman shifter to a beam diameter of -2-3 mm. A small

percentage of the 2 nd Stokes was separated with a MgF2 flat and directed to a photoacoustic cell

containing -1 torr of methane. The photoacoustic spectrum of the 2v3 and v3 +v4 bands was used to

identify the overtone pump transitions and also to fix and monitor the pump transition resonance for the

time resolved experiments. The diode laser probe beam was collimated with an off-axis paraboloidal

mirror to a diameter slightly greater than 1 cm. To achieve a better match to the pump beam, a 1 m BaF2

lens was used to reduce the probe beam to 5-10 mm through the cell. The 2 nd Stokes pump and diode

laser probe beams were counterpropagated through the double resonance cell. Both lasers were linearly

polarized. In the usual configuration the relative polarizations were chosen to be perpendicular. With

perpendicular polarization, a MgF2 Rochon polarizer placed in front of the diode laser detector was used

to help prevent scattered pump radiation from falling onto the detector and interfering with the double

resonance signal. For reorientation studies, when it was necessary to have the relative polarizations

parallel, a Fresnel rhomb prism placed in the 2 nd Stokes beam was used to rotate its polarization.

Alternatively, when the 2nd Stokes was so far in the infrared as to not pass with little loss through the

Fresnel rhomb, a waveplate in the Ti:sapphire fundamental was used to rotate its polarization before

entering the Raman shifter. The pump and probe beams were crossed at a small angle at the pump

entrance to the double resonance cell. For the experiments utilizing the v3+v 4 pump transitions at 2.3

gm, a dichroic mirror which was transmissive for the 2.3 gm pump and reflective for the 3.3 m probe
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was advantageously used here to obtain closer overlap between the beams. At the probe end of the cell

the beams were spatially separated. When pumping with 1.7 gm radiation, a small pick-off mirror was

used at this end of the cell to direct the pump beam back on itself for a second pass through the double

resonance cell. With the 2.3 Jgm pump this was not possible because the scattered pump radiation

reaching the diode laser detector was not adequately blocked with the infrared filters. For this pump

wavelength the beam was directed to a beam dump. The diode laser probe was detected by a photovoltaic

InSb detector (EG&G Judson, J1OD) which has a rise time of 100 nsec. Both the InSb detector and the

diode laser were extremely sensitive to scattered pump radiation. Several longpass infrared filters were

used to reduce the scattered pump light into these devices.

Figure 5.2

Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire/diode laser double resonance experimental arrangement used for CH4 energy

transfer experiments.

The double resonance cell was made of sections of stainless steel tubing fitted with 3.5" Conflat flanges.

The length of the cell was varied to best suit the measurements being made. For transient gain

measurements using the v3 +v4-v 4 hotbands as the probe transitions, a long path length was preferable, so
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a 1 m cell was used. For ground state recovery measurements using the v3 fundamental for the probe

transitions a long pathlength was not desirable since these transitions would be completely absorbing

even at very low pressures. For these measurements the cell length was reduced to 50 cm. The cell

windows were of CaF2.

The methane gas used in the experiments was from Matheson, U.H.P. grade. It was used directly from the

cylinder. The cell was refilled with each new measurement. Pressures were measured with a 1.0 torr

capacitance baratron (MKS).

The time-resolved transient gain and ground state recovery signals were made by averaging 1000 to

20,000 shots on a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9400A). The number of shots averaged depended on the

type of measurement being made. For the transient gain measurements in v3+v4, the signals were

reasonably large and averaging 1000 shots produced an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. For the state-to-

state measurements in the ground state, the signals were exceedingly small and long averaging times

were needed for each measurement. A baseline was recorded for each measurement by detuning the

Raman shifted Ti:sapphire laser from resonance. By subtracting the baseline from the signal, small

scattered light peaks and electrical pickup were removed from the signal.

A lockin circuit was constructed to keep the diode laser exactly on resonance-when the Ti:sapphire laser

was fired. For measuring energy transfer in the ground state the process being monitored was the

decrease in absorption of a fundamental transition due to the removal of population in the ground state by

the pump laser. The difficulty in making these measurements was that the probe transitions were narrow

lines which have substantial absorption of the diode laser power. If during the course of the measurement

the diode laser were to drift even slightly off resonance, there was a much larger change in the diode laser

power on the detector than the signal itself. To make good measurements with long averaging times the

diode laser must be exactly on resonance when the pump laser is fired. This is accomplished by using an

external trigger circuit both to create a lock modulation frequency for the diode laser and to control the

firing of the YAG laser to occur only when the diode laser is exactly on resonance.

The circuitry described in Appendix 5 and utilized for the fluorescence detected HCCH double resonance

experiments mentioned in Section 4.5 was utilized here as part of the electronics used to actively lock the

diode laser to a probe transition and to control the flashlamp and Q-switch firing of the YAG laser. To

lock the diode laser to an absorption feature it was necessary to use a lockin amplifier (PAR 122) and to

modulate the diode laser frequency with a small amplitude sine wave. The small amplitude sine wave

was applied as the reference signal to a lockin amplifier and the output of the diode laser detector was

applied as the signal. The output of the lockin amplifier when the modulated diode laser scanned through

a transition was the 1St derivative of the absorption which crossed zero when the diode laser was centered
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on the transition. This first derivative output of the lockin amplifier was used to provide a correction

signal to keep the diode laser on the center of the line.

Figure 5.3

Schematic of the circuitry used to lock the diode laser to the center of an absorption peak and to control

the phase of the lock modulation to be in sync with the Ti:sapphire pump laser.

A schematic of the lock circuit is shown in Fig. 5.3. In addition to locking the diode laser to an

absorption, it is important to synchronize the diode laser modulation frequency and the repetition rate of

the pump laser. This done by taking a 500 Hz square wave from the same clock which generates the 20

Hz YAG trigger. The 500 Hz square wave is taken to the External Trigger of an HP 3310B function

generator. The HP 3310B creates a synchronous 500 Hz sine wave with phase adjustable by a front panel

control. This signal is fed to the Reference input of the PAR 122 lockin amplifier and to one half of a

variable mixer box. From the mixer box it goes to the External In input of the diode laser control module

(LCM). The output of the InSb detector is buffered through a Keithley 105 Pulse Amplifier (xlO) and is

provided as the Signal input to the PAR 122 lockin. When the diode laser is on resonance, a connection

is made between the Output of the PAR 122 lockin and the second half of the variable mixer box closing

the lock loop and locking the diode to the probe line. An important feature of this arrangement is that the
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diode laser modulation is synchronous with the firing of the YAG laser. The phase control provided by

the HP 3310B function generator allows the modulation to be adjusted so that the laser will fire exactly

when the diode laser is centered on the absorption. The sweep modulation amplitude is very small,

approximately one tenth the absorption linewidth, and the sweep period is one thousand times longer than

the time duration for energy transfer, so the change in frequency during the measurement is insignificant.

5.4 Vibrational Energy Transfer from the Octad*

A number of studies of V-V and V-T processes in methane have been reported. Perrin and coworkers

[JOLICARD83, PERRIN84, PERRIN86] used a modulated I.R. beam/photoacoustic experimental

technique to study the relaxation of the dyad levels of CH4 over a broad range of temperatures and with

several collision partners. This work demonstrated that the vibrational deactivation of the dyad in pure

methane mixtures occurs on a very slow time scale; the rate constant for the deactivation is 0.86 x 10- 3

gsec-l torr -1 at 300 °K. In a series of early I.R. laser excitation experiments (modulated I.R. HeNe, HCI

chemical laser, and LiNbO 3 OPO), Moore and coworkers [YARDLEY68, YARDLEY70, ZITTEL73,

HESS76] also studied V<-V and V<-T processes in methane. Using laser excitation of the v3

fundamental in the pentad and detecting I.R. fluorescence from both V3 and v4 , they were able to

measure the total vibrational deactivation rate of V3 and the rate of vibrational energy transfer from the

pentad to the dyad. They reported a total deactivation rate constant for v3 of 0.26 gsec-1 torr-1 in pure

methane and a surprising result of a somewhat faster rate constant of 0.36 gsec- 1 torr-1 for the rise of the

v4 fluorescence. They draw the conclusions from their kinetic analysis that the v3 population flows

through other pentad levels, such as 2v4 and v2+v4 , to V4 where it becomes trapped until the much

slower V<-T processes relax v4.

In this work we have studied vibrational energy transfer processes out of the CH4 octad vibrational

levels. This work provided new information about vibrational relaxation processes in polyatomic

molecules with multiple quanta of excitation and was also a necessary preliminary step in our studies of

rotational relaxation in v3 +v4 and in the methane ground vibrational state. Vibrational energy transfer in

CH4 was studied by directly pumping overtone transitions in the octad and observing the the change in

absorption of an octad-dyad hotband transition. A schematic diagram of the pump and probe scheme is

shown in Figure 5.4. Pump transitions for two different vibrational levels in the octad were used. v3+v4

was pumped using the P(3) A2 transition at 4272.8266 cm-1. The upper state of this transition is the

v3 +V4 2-- A1 . Vl+V 4 was pumped at the R(6) Al transition at 4253.5180 cm - 1. The vl+v4 vibrational

band has F2 symmetry and has rovibrational structure analogous to the v4 fundamental. The vl+v4 level

populated was the J' = 7 A2 of the F- Coriolis component. For both cases, the probe transition was the

* Dr. Stephen L. Coy is gratefully acknowledged for his considerable work on this analysis.
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v3+v4 -v4 R(1) A2 hotband transition at 3024.2728 cm- 1. The lower level of this probe transition was the

V4 J" = 1 A2 of the F Coriolis component. The upper level of the probe was the same as that of the

v3+v4 pump, the v3+v 4 2-- A1 . Only CH4 self relaxation was studied. Signals were recorded at

pressures were between 200 and 1200 mtorr.

F

Figure 5.4

Schematic diagram of pump and probe transitions and vibrational energy transfer processes

This v3 +v4 -v4 hotband probe transition produces a signal which contains a great deal of information

about energy transfer in CH4 , however, the features of this signal need some explanation. A typical

signal, recorded with 800 mtorr CH4 , is shown in Figure 5.5. The pump transition used in this case was

the v3+v4 P(3) A2. In Figure 5.5 the diode laser signal at negative time is the equilibrium absorption of

the v3+v4 -v4 hotband transition and is proportional to the equilibrium population in the v4 J = 1 A2

rotational level. The signal has been scaled so that the equilibrium absorption value is zero. Since the

pump transition directly populates the upper level of the probe transition, immediately after the pump,

which occurs at t = 0, there is more population in the upper level of the hotband probe transition than in

the lower level. This population inversion results in a gain signal which is shown as negative absorption.

We observed real gain, not just a reduction in absorption. The gain signal quickly disappears as rotational

energy transfer redistributes the population which was initially all in the upper level of the probe
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transition to all other rotational levels of A symmetry in v3 +v4 . The diode laser absorption signal passes

through zero and then begins to increase as vibrational energy transfer causes population to cascade down

into v4. After passing through a maximum the absorption of the diode laser at the v3+v4-v 4 hotband

transition slowly begins to decrease as slower processes remove population excited state population from

the probe beam.

Figure 5.5
Example of transient gain and absorption on CH4 v3 +v4 -v 4 hotband transition

There are many V--V processes which are involved in the relaxation of v3 +v4 and vl+v4 . A complete

kinetic analysis would have to include distinct state-to-state rates between every vibrational level in the

octad, pentad, and dyad. Our experiments are not sensitive to all of these individual rates. Our signals are

only proportional to the population difference between v3 +v4 and v4. In order to model our data, we

have developed a simplified model of vibrational energy transfer in CH4 which accurately reproduces our

experimental results and also provides insight into the important vibrational relaxation mechanisms. In

this model it is assumed that the population initially delivered to a single rotational level rapidly

equilibrates with the other rotational levels in the same vibrational state. Rotational equilibration is

maintained during subsequent vibrational energy transfer. We assume that the primary deactivation

process from the octad in pure methane is a vibrational exchange mechanism which minimizes the

amount of energy going into translation. In collisions with a ground state (g.s.) CH4 molecule, an excited

state molecule in v3+v 4 or vl+v4 transfers a quantum of v4 vibrational excitation to the g.s. molecule
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and is reduced in energy to a pentad level, Eq. 5.2. The symmetry species of both the octad molecule and

the g.s. molecule are preserved in the collision.

CH 4 (octad, A) + CH4 (g.s. A,E,F) - CH4 (pentad, A) + CH4 (v4 , A,E,F) Eq. 5.2

In a similar fashion, an excited state molecule in the pentad is deactivated to V4 in a collision with a g.s.

molecule, also promoting it to v4.

CH4 (pentad, A) + CH4(g.s. A,E,F) -e CH4 (v4 , A) + CH4 (v4 , A,E,F) Eq. 5.3

After reaching the V4 vibrational level, population becomes trapped there as V---T processes are very

slow [PERRIN86, YARDLEY70]. Under our experimental conditions these slow processes are a

combination of diffusion, ballistic transport, and V-T.

A very important fact that arises from this model of vibrational deactivation of octad and pentad states

accompanied by vibrational excitation v4 is that the states of A symmetry in V4 are overpopulated in

comparison with the E and F states. This is because the initially excited molecules are of A symmetry

and they remain in A symmetry as their quanta of vibrational excitation are reduced to v4 . After the

collisional deactivation of the octad and pentad, the proportion of population in V4 A symmetry levels is

greater than that of the ground state. A mechanism which can equilibrate the excess vibrationally excited

V4 population in A symmetry states with the E and F states is the Frster-type vibrational swap

mechanism [Appendix 3, Section V]. In this process a V4 molecule of one symmetry type exchanges its

vibrational excitation with a g.s. molecule of any symmetry type. The result is an apparent nuclear spin

changing process.

CH4 (v4 , A) + CH4 (g.s. A,E,F) - CH4(g.s., A) + CH4 (v4 , A,E,F)

CH4 (v4 , E) + CH4 (g.s. A,E,F) - CH4 (g.s., E) + CH4 (v4 , A,E,F) Eqs. 5.4

CH4 (v4 , F) + CH4 (g.s. A,E,F) - CH4 (g.s., F) + CH4 (v4, A,E,F)

This equilibration between symmetry species is an important part of the model. In all of our signals, we

observe a decrease in the V4 population after reaching its maximum which is far too rapid to be

accounted for by V-+T, diffusion, beam flyout or even equilibration of V4 with v2 . This effect can only

be adequately modeled by allowing an equilibration between the different symmetry species by the

vibrational swap mechanism.
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An important vibrational relaxation process to which we are not completely sensitive is the vibrational

equilibration among the levels in the octad. In the process of modeling the data with for which the initial

level was the vl+v 4 vibrational mode, we discovered that it was necessary to include a direct rate to

v3+v4 . Our probe laser is sensitive to this process since the upper level of the probe is in v3+v4 . We do

Figure 5.6

Vibrational relaxation transient for vl+v 4 pump at 800 mtorr CH4 monitored at the v3 +v4 -v4 hotband

transition. The dashed line shows the best fit to the curve for a model which does not include a

vibrational relaxation pathway connecting v1 +v4 with v3 +v4 . The solid curve is the best fit for a model

which does include this pathway.

not observe any gain on the v3 +v4 -v 4 hotband probe when we pump into Vl +V4, but in order to model

the data we must assume some reduction in absorption due to population flow into v3+v 4. In Figure 5.6

we show an example of an experimental transient for the vl+v4 pump at a pressure of 800 mtorr CH4

and two fits, one for no energy transfer to v3+v4 and one with this process allowed. Including a kinetic

process between v1 +V4 and v3 +v4 clearly improves the fit of the model simulation to the data. It is

possible that facile V--V also occurs between v1+v4 and other vibrational states of the octad such as

2v4 +v2 and 3v4 , but our data do not give information about these processes. For the purpose of

interpreting the data currently in hand, we do not include V-->V processes among any vibrational states

in the octad other than between v1 +v4 and v3+v4 .
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There are several other processes about which our experiments do not contain information. We do not

know which pentad levels are populated by the vibrational deactivation of the octad levels. In our model

we simply treat the pentad as a single state. We do not know how much population is transferred to the

v2 vibrational level. We have left it out since previous experiments of relaxation from the pentad

[HESS76] indicate that transfer is primarily to V4. We also do not have direct evidence that a Forster-type

mechanism for vibrational exchange is not ocurring with the v3 vibrational state. This may be an

important process, but we have not included it because we have no direct evidence to support it.

With this interpretation of the vibrational relaxation processes from the octad, we have created a kinetic

model with five states, v1 +v4 , v3 +v4, the pentad, V4 A symmetry levels, and V4 E and F symmetry

levels. The kinetic equations for vibrational energy transfer between these levels are given below.

CH 4 (V1+V4 , A)+ CH4 (g.s.) - CH4 (v3 +v4 , A) + CH4 (g.s.) - 97 cm -1 Eq. 5.6

CH4 (v3 +v4 , A)+ CH4 (g.s.) - CH4 (vl+v4 , A) + CH4 (g.s.) + 97 cm-1 Eq. 5.7

CH4 (V1 +V4 ,A) + CH4 (g.s. A,E,F)-CH 4(p.,A) + (5/16)CH4 (v4 ,A) + (11/16)CH 4 (v4 ,E,F) Eq.5.8

CH4 (v3 +v4 , A)+ CH4 (g.s. A,E,F)--CH 4(p., A) + (5/16)CH4 (v4, A) + (11/16)CH4 (v4, E, F) Eq. 5.9

CH4(P., A)+ CH4 (g.s. A,E,F) - CH4 (v4 , A) + (5/16)CH 4 (v4 , A) + (11/16)CH4 (v4 , E, F) Eq. 5.10

CH4 (v4 , A)+ CH4 (g.s. A,E,F) -- CH4 (g.s., A) + (5/16)CH4 (v4, A) + (11/16)CH4 (v4, E, F) Eq. 5.11

CH4 (v4, E, F)+ CH4 (g.s. A,E,F)-*CH 4(g.s., E, F)+(5/16)CH4 (v4, A) + (11/16)CH4 (v4, E, F) Eq. 5.12

From the analysis of our data using this model we have determined rates for V---V exchange between

v3 +V4 and v1+v4 (k14 3 4 ), for vibrational deactivation from the octad to the pentad (kpo), for vibrational

deactivation from the pentad to v4 (k4 p), and the vibrational swap rate for V4 (kvs4). The rate constants

for these processes are listed in Table 5.1.

Vibrational process Rate / psec 1 torr'l

vl+V4 <- v3+v 4 , k1 4 34 0.4

pentad - octad, ko 0.5

V4 -- pentad, k4n 0.6

v4 vib. swap, kvs4 0.35

Table 5.1

Rate constants for the vibrational energy transfer processes among the CH4 octad, pentad, and dyad

levels
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These are the first measurements of vibrational energy transfer from methane octad levels, so there are no

other studies with which to compare. Hess and Moore [HESS76] reported a rate constant of 0.25 jisec- l

torr- 1 for the total depopulation out of V3 . This process is comparable to our measurement of the v4 -

pentad relaxation. Their number is considerably less than the rate constant we find. A possible

explanation for this is that the Hess and Moore number was for population initially in V3. We do not

know which states in the pentad are populated in our experiments. It is possible that V3 is not greatly

populated, and that our number is more strongly dominated by energy transfer from other vibrations in

the pentad such as 2v4 and v2+v4 .

Finally, we can compare the v4 vibrational swap rate calculated from the model to that predicted by the

Forster mechanism described in Appendix 3, Section V. Using the v4 transition dipole moment of 0.0605

D [FOX76] we calculate a v4 vibrational swap cross section of 1.7 A2 which corresponds to a rate

constant of 0.47 sec-l torr- 1. This is remarkably good agreement with the experiment and provides

another piece of evidence for the validity of the Forster mechanism.

5.5 Rotational Energy Transfer in v3+V4

We have studied rotational energy transfer in the v3+v4 combination band by the technique of transient

gain double resonance spectroscopy. The double resonance scheme was similar to that described for the

vibrational energy transfer study. The 2 nd Stokes of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser was used to

directly pump overtone transitions in v3 +v4 . The 3.3 jim diode laser was tuned to v3+v 4-v4 hotband

transitions in order to monitor the time dependence of the transient gain signal. We observed both 3-level

and 4-level double resonance. The 3-level signals were recorded at pressures between 5 and 250 mtorr.

Using the same techniques described in Section 3.5 the 3-level signals were fit to single exponentials, the

rates plotted against pressure, and the resulting pt curves fit to straight lines to find the pressure

independent rate coefficients. A difference between this work and that described in Chapter 3 is that in

the present case, the pulse length was very short. There was no significant relaxation during the pulse,

even at the highest pressures, and the fits could be successfully begun at the very peak of the signal. Only

a single fit beginning at the peak of the signal was used to obtain the decay rate. Error estimates for each

point, necessary to obtain an estimate of the error of the (pc)-l coefficients, were the standard deviation

of the residuals for the straight line fit to the data. The results for the total depopulation rates in v3+V4

are listed in Table 5.2.
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For the study of state-to-state rotational energy transfer in v3+v4 , we also recorded 4-level double

resonance signals. For these measurements our probe transition was always the v3 +v4 -v4 R(1) hotband

transition at 3024.2728 cm' 1, the upper level of which is the v3 +v4 2-- A1. Using this one probe

transition we were able to study rotational energy transfer by pumping different transitions in the v3 +v4

combination band with the 2 nd Stokes of the Raman-shifted Ti:sapphire laser. We limited our study to

low J states, J < 5, of A symmetry since these would have the most significant rates to the J = 2-- Al

level. An energy level diagram for the v 3+v 4 rotational levels is shown in Figure 5.7. The rotational

levels that were pumped in these experiments are indicated. The rotational levels have been grouped

according to the value of 14+13, more for convenience in display than for any physically significant

reason.

Figure 5.7
Rotational energy level diagram for v3+v4 . The probed level was always the 2-- Al. The levels that were
pumped are indicated by their quantum labels above the corresponding level.

The signals we observed in the state-to-state R.E.T. measurements were the diode laser transient

gain/absorption on the v3+v 4-v4 R(1) hotband transition. The signals were initially gain as population

from the pumped level was transferred into the 2-- Al probe level. The signals went over to absorption as

vibrational energy transfer brought population down into the v4 vibrational level. The vibrational energy
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transfer model described in the previous section was an essential first step to analyzing these v3+v4

rotational energy transfer data, since the long time behavior of the signals was entirely vibrational energy

transfer.

We have used the fact that the long time behavior of the 4-level signals is entirely due to vibrational

energy transfer to assist in scaling their amplitude. At 400 mtorr, rotational equilibration is completed in

-2 gtsec. For times longer than this, all the signals look very much the same. They all show the same

increase in absorption as population flows down into the V4 vibrational level. At the longest time

recorded, 9 sec, the percentage of initial population that has reached V4 is the same regardless of the

initial rotational level populated in v3 +V4. Since the probe was always the v3+v4 -v4 R(1) hotband

transition, the 9 psec absorption value should be the same for all 4-level signals if the same amount of

population was initially pumped into v3+v4. All 4-level signals were scaled so that the average

absorption value between 8.75 and 9 gsec was 1.0. Figure 5.8 shows all the 4-level signals that were

measured in v3+v4 along with the transients calculated from the model.

The model for vibrational energy transfer included five states; vl+v4, v3+v4 , the pentad, v4 A symmetry

levels, and V4 E and F symmetry levels. For the analysis of rotational energy transfer in v3+v 4, we used

the same model including all these states, but with the v 3+v 4 vibrational state expanded into all the

rotational levels of A symmetry for J < 10. All of these individual rotational states couple to the pentad

and v1+v4 with the same rate as would v3+v4 in the vibrational model. v1+v4 coupled to each of these

rotational states by rates proportional to their Boltzmann factors and scaled so that the sum was equal to

the k3414 rate. At times long compared to rotational equilibration, this model is the same as the

vibrational model used earlier.

What we wish to determine from the model of rotational energy transfer in v3+v 4 are the state-to-state

rates connecting these levels. To do this we must couple a master equation analysis for the v3+v 4

rotational levels to the vibrational energy transfer model already developed. The basic description of the

master equation was presented in Section 3.9 and in Appendix 3, section IV.D. The same type of

formalism used for the analysis of rotational energy transfer in the v3 vibrational level of CHD3 was

applied here. All 4-level double resonance signals were simulated by setting up and solving the rate

matrix equation, Eq. 3.23.
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Figure 5.8
Experimental R.E.T. transient gain/absorption signals and model simulations for CH4 v3 +v4 A symmetry
levels at 400 mtorr CH4 . The time scale for all transients is -1 to 9 sec. The amplitude scale is -30 to 5
arb. units for the 3-level 2-- transient. For the 1++ and 2++ it is -3.5 to 1.5. For all others it is -1.5 to 1.5.
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A very simple approximation was used for initally setting up the rate matrix for the state-to-state rates in

v3+v4 . Only processes which changed J by 0, 1, 2, or 3 were allowed. All exothermic processes with the

same AJ were assigned the same rate. The reverse endothermic rates were calculated from detailed

balance, Eq. 3.24. These rates were adjusted using the criteria that 1) they should decrease monotonically

with AJ, 2) they should be in good agreement with the total depopulation rates found from the 3-level

double resonance experiments, and 3) they should cause reasonable agreement between the simulated and

experimental transients on visual inspection. The set of rates given in Table 5.3 satisfied these

requirements.

AJ k / psec' - torr'1

0 3.125

1 0.9375

2 0.625

3 0.500
Table 5.3

Initial estimates for rotational energy transfer rates in v3+v 4

Using this simple approximation gives qualitatively good agreement between the simulated and

experimental transients, but more quantitative values for the state-to-state rates are desireable. We obtain

these in a manner similar to that described in Appendix 3, section IV.D for the R.E.T. measurements in

the V3 fundamental of CHD 3 . The most important rate in the rate matrix for a particular 4-level signal is

that which directly connects the pumped and probed levels. If the rest of the rate matrix is approximately

correct, adjusting this direct rate to give the best possible fit to the experimental data is a reasonable

means of obtaining the direct state-to-state rate between the pumped and probed levels. We applied this

technique to the data shown in Figure 5.9. For each 4-level signal we allowed the rate constant in Table

5.3 which directly connected the pump and probe levels to be an adjustable parameter in a least squares

minimzation. All other rates constants were held to the values in Table 5.3. We also allowed the rate

constant for the vibrational deactivation rate from the octad to the pentad, kpo, to float in the least

squares minimization. This rate constant did not vary significantly from the value found in the vibrational

energy transfer measurements. Fixing it did not effect the value determined for the direct state-to-state

rate. Allowing it to float improved the quality of the fits. The best fit, direct state-to-state rates

determined from the least squares minimization are listed in Table 5.4.
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v3+V4 Level Pumped AJ Direct rate to 2-- A1 level

/ psec 1 torr'1

1++ A, +1 1.1

2++ A 0 3.1

30+ A -1 1.6

300 A? -1 0.76

3-+ A -1 0.78

4++ A -2 -0

40- A? -2 0.60

4-0 A -2 0.80

50- A -3 0.66

5-0 A -3 0.90

5-- A? -3 0.66

Table 5.4

Best fit, direct state-to-state rates between pumped level and 2-- A1 probed level in v3+v4

Two observations about the propensity rules for rotational energy transfer in v3 +v4 can be made from the

state-to-state rates. There is a strong propensity for parity preserving collisions, and there is a propensity

for maintaining the (S-J) quantum number in collisions. Oka has shown that the Al levels of CH4 are of

- parity and the A2 levels are of + parity [OKA73B], i.e. A symmetry levels with the same subscript have

the same parity. The probed level was of A1 symmetry. The pumped levels with the fastest rates, the 2++

Al and 30+ Al, also have the same parity. This propensity rule is clearly evident in the AJ = -1 rates. The

30+ Al and 30- A2 levels are nearly degenerate and are both have the same (S-J), yet the rate for the

parity preserving collision, Al to Al, is more than twice that of the parity changing process. The (S-J)

conservation rule can be clearly seen among the AJ of -2 rates. The rate for the 4-0 A2 level is significant

and larger than that for the 40- A2 level, and the rate for the 4++ A2 pump is -0. The transient for the

4++ A2 pump can be adequately modeled without a direct rate to the 2-- Al at all, multiple collisions

account for the observed transient gain. For AJ = -3 transitions both propensity rules become obvious.

There are two levels which have the same (S-J) as the probed level, the 5-0 Al and the 5-- A2. The faster

of these is again the parity conserving, Al to A1 process. Also worth note are the rates from the 40- A2

and the 50- Al, both of which have the same (S-J). Although the 40- A2 is closer to the 2-- Al probe

level in both AE and AJ, the rate for the parity conserving A1 to A1 process to the 50- A1 is greater.
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5.6 Energy Transfer in the CH4 Ground State

Rotational energy transfer in the CH4 ground vibrational state was measured by the double resonance

technique using the scheme shown in Figure 5.9 For these experiments the 2 nd Stokes of the Raman-

shifted Ti:sapphire laser was used to pump transitions from the ground state to either the 2v 3 overtone at

1.7 pm or the v3+v4 combination band at 2.3 gm. The 3.3 pm diode laser was used to probe transitions

from the ground state to V3. The observed signal was the decrease in absorption of the diode laser

absorption at these fundamental transitions due to population being moved out of the ground state by the

2nd Stokes pump. We were able to measure both 3-level double resonance (pump and probe transitions

having the same lower level) and 4-level double resonance (pump and probe transitions have different

lower levels; the observed signal is due to rotational relaxation.) The significance of the latter

measurements should be emphasized. That 4-level signals could be observed at all is testimony to the

efficacy of the experimental setup. Such 4-level double resonance was not observable with the C0 2/diode

laser double resonance technique used for the CHD3 experiments of Chapter 3. (I tried and was

unsuccessful.) This is primarily due to the improved performance of liquid nitrogen cooled diode lasers

over their mechanically cooled counterparts. It should also be noted that the ability to measure state-to-

state rotational energy transfer in the ground vibrational state with completely tunable pump and probe

lasers opens the possibility of obtaining inelastic state-to-state cross sections in a bulb experiment which

complement and even surpass that attainable in molecular beam experiments [BUCK85A, BUCK85B,

BROUGHTON85, NESBITT93].

The 2v3 and v3+v4 bands both provided useful pump transitions. There were advantages and

disadvantages for both. The fine structure components of the v3 +v4 band are well resolved whereas for

the 2v3 band the lines of a particular transition (P, Q, or R) which differ only in the Cn designation are

overlapping. The v3+v4 band is also somewhat stronger than 2v3. However, 2v3 is significantly more

"blue" than v3+v4 and slightly higher pulse energies (-25%) with better pulse-to-pulse stability were

obtainable with the 2 nd Stokes at 1.7 m. (Raman gain increases with frequency.) Also the I.R. filters

used to prevent scattered pump radiation from hitting the InSb detector and the diode laser were more

effective at blocking 1.7 gm than 2.3 tm. It was possible to reflect the 1.7 m pump radiation back on

itself for a second pass through the cell without increasing the observed scattered light on the InSb

detector. This was not possible with the 2.3 pgm pump.

Using pump transitions in either band, a significant amount of population could be moved out of the

ground state. To investigate the efficiency of our overtone pumping technique, we measured the change

in the ground state population of the J" = 6 A2 state using the 2 nd Stokes of the Raman-shifted

Ti:sapphire laser to pump the 2v3 R(6) A2 transition at 6076.9540 cm -1. The effect measured was the

change in the absorption of the diode laser power at the center of v3 Q(6) A2 fundamental at 2998.9940
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cm -1 . With 50 mtorr of CH 4 in a 50 cm cell the transmission at the peak center for this transition was

0.35. Immediately following the pump laser pulse the diode laser transmission increased to 0.37. This 2%

change in transmission corresponds to a 5% change in the population of the ground state 6 A2 level, i.e.

n2/n1 = A2 /A1 = In(T 2 /T1 ).

Figure 5.9

Pump-probe scheme used for CH4 ground state energy transfer.

The measured amount of population moved by the pump laser can be compared to that calculated with

the equations given in Chapter 3, Eq. 3.2-3.9. The relevant parameters for the pump laser are the pulse

energy, Epulse = 5 mJ, pulse duration, Atpulse = 2.5 nsec, bandwidth, A )puise= 0.045 cm-1 , and the

beam cross sectional area, ~ = 0.0314 cm 2 (d = 2mm). The line strength for the 2v 3 R(6) A2 transition

[HITRAN92] is 1.209 x 10-21 cm molecule-1. Being an R transition, the degeneracy of the upper state

differs from that of the lower state due to the 2J + 1 factor, g2 = 15 and g = 13. Using these parameters

to calculate Einstein B coefficients, Eq. 3.8, and the corresponding rate constants for induced absorption

and stimulated emission, Eq. 3.7, the calculated percentage of population moved is 2.6%. This is fair
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agreement with the experimental value considering the approximations in the calculation and the

uncertainties of the pulse laser parameters.

This calculation allows us to make an estimate of the line strength of the weakest transition that can be

detected with this experimental technique. A factor of -100 in S/N is possible with reasonable, though

not excessive, averaging. We then estimate that the weakest transitions detectable with the current

experimental setup would be those having line strengths on the order of 10-23 cm molecule-1. While the

work presented here has concentrated on using bands for which the spectroscopy is well known in order

to study energy transfer in methane, the possibility also exists for using this double resonance technique

to assign transitions in overtone and combination bands which are not well understood.

For the study of energy transfer in the ground state it did not matter which vibrational band was used for

pumping population out of the ground state, since the vibrationally excited population does not return to

the ground state on the timescale (-15 gtsec) of the measurements. Vibrationally excited molecules

become trapped primarily in the V4 vibrational state. However, from our study of vibrational energy

transfer from the octad we showed that the vibrational deactivation occurs primarily by a vibrational

exchange mechanism. This mechanism does have an effect on the ground state population. As overtone

population moved by the 2 nd Stokes pump cascades back down, vibrational exchange actually causes

more population to be removed from the ground state. We took this effect into account in the same

manner as was done for the R.E.T. measurements in v3 +v4 . The vibrational energy transfer model was

incorporated with the model of R.E.T. in the ground state. We found that the vibrational exchange

mechanism did have a measureable effect on our ground state R.E.T. signals, but this effect was only

evident in the long time behavior of the signals, not in the state-to-state rates. The vibrational exchange

part of the model only effected the beam flyout loss parameters.

Of more concern in these experiments is the interference that may be caused by the population moved by

the pump laser to 2v 3 and v3 +v4 cascading down to the upper level of the v3 probe transitions. Increased

population in v3 causes the same type of signal as decreased population in the ground state, a decrease in

absorption. With our experimental setup it is impossible to distinguish which of process causes the

observed effect, but the latter, population cascade into v3 from the overtone and combination bands, may

be justifiably ignored for several reasons. The population moved to a specific rotational level in 2v 3 or

v3 +v4 is spread out by rotational relaxation to all other rotational states of the same nuclear spin

symmetry in that vibrational state. It is further spread out by vibrational relaxation to the other vibrational

states. The net effect is that the increase of population of any v3 rotational level is significantly less than

the change in the ground state population. Also the rate for vibrational relaxation is more than an order of

magnitude smaller that for rotational relaxation. On the basis of these arguments for neglecting the effect
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of excited state population on the double resonance signals and the consistency of this interpretation with

the observed signals, we treat our data as measurements of rotational energy transfer in the ground

vibrational state.

Using this interpretation of the data as measurement of rotational energy transfer in the ground state, it is

important to carefully recognize the physical processes being measured. In the more common case of

double resonance measurements of rotational relaxation in a vibrationally excited state, the pump laser

delivers population to a specific excited state rotational level which is in great excess of its Boltzmann

equilibrium value. The excess population then rotationally relaxes to a set of levels which have

insignificant populations compared to that of the pumped level. In contrast, these ground state energy

transfer measurements were done in a room temperature cell where the rotational levels have significant

Boltzmann populations. The pump laser only creates a small decrease in the population of one of these

levels. Immediately after the pump laser removes a fraction of the population of the pumped level, it is

no longer in Boltzmann equilibrium with the other ground state levels. Collisonal energy transfer acts to

restore equilibrium, but now to a smaller total population. In both 3- and 4-level double resonance, the

signal which is observed is the time evolution of the probed level as the population distribution of the

rotational states returns to Boltzmann equilibrium. For 3-level double resonance, the signal is well

approximated as an exponential decay. The decay rate found from fitting 3-level signals to single

exponentials is a lower bound to the total rate of population flowing into that level.

We measured 3-level double resonance for several levels in the ground state at pressures between 5 and

100 mtorr. The resulting rate coefficients for ground state recovery (GSR) are compiled in Table 5.5

along with the pump and probe transitions and the relative polarization of the lasers. It is important to

note that the GSR rates obtained in this manner are not exactly the same as the sum of all rates from the

pumped/probed level. This is because population in the depleted 3-level level is feeding back into the

levels which are refilling it. The kinetics of rotational energy transfer is complex, particularly in the

present case of ground state rotational energy transfer where all levels have significant Boltzmann

populations. To correctly model 3-level double resonance and to interpret 4-level signals, it is necessary

to use master equation analysis.

What we wish to extract from our experiments are the individual state-to-state rates, kij. For a system of

N levels there are N(N-1)/2 independent rates. As the number of levels in the system increases, the

number of independent rates becomes extremely large. The advantage with the current experimental

arrangement is that the complete tunability of the pump laser allows us to obtain enough data to

determine some state-to-state rates directly. In the work described here, we have concentrated on low J"

levels of A-type symmetry. The level structure of the A symmetry fine structure components at low J" in
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The ground state is very sparse, see Fig 5.10. There is only one component each for J" = 0, 3, and 4.

There are no A levels for J" = 1, 2, or 5. For J" of 6 and greater there always exists at least one level of A

symmetry, but the total number of A levels for J" < 10 is only 11. This sparsity in the level structure for

the A symmetry components at low J" coupled with the fact that the different nuclear spin species do not

interconvert on the time scale of out experiments, greatly reduces the size of the rate matrix. Due to the

missing levels of A symmetry for J" = 1, 2, and 5, the J" = 0, 3, and 4 levels are fairly isolated. The only

levels within kT of J" = 0 are J" = 3 and 4. There are only three state-to-state rates connecting J" = 0, 3,

and 4. For this very limited, but important, set of levels the state-to-state rates have been determined

directly from a least squares analysis of the double resonance data.

Figure 5.10
Ground state energy level diagram for CH4. The rotational levels are grouped according to symmetry
species. The tetrahedral fine structure splitting has been magnified 100X.

The pump and probe transitions used for measuring state-to-state energy transfer are listed in Table 5.6.

In all cases we have taken care that the pump and probe transitions sample similar distributions of mj

levels. By this we take note that a linearly polarized pump laser creates an anisotropic disturbance in the

mj distribution. A linearly polarized probe laser will either sample a distribution of mj's like or unlike

that effected by the pump laser depending on the type of pump and probe transitions, (P, Q, or R), and the

relative polarization of the lasers. Taking care in this regard is particularly important in light of the
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depolarization measurements presented in Section 5.7. For all the cases presented here with one

exception, the pump transitions were either R's or P's, the probe transitions Q's, and the relative

polarization was perpendicular. These are all cases where the mj distribution created by the pump laser is

similar to that sampled by probe laser. The exception is for the total repopulation measurement of J" = 0

A1 for which the probe transition was the V3 R(0), but in this case it does not matter since J = 0 has only

mj = 0; the distribution is the same regardless of the pump and probe transitions and the relative

polarizations.

Pump transition Probe transition Relative polarization

v3+v 4 R(0) A1 4333.6695cm-1 V3 R(0) Al 3028.7522 cm -1 I (irrelevant)

v3 Q(3) A2 3018.5288 cm -1 I

v3 Q(4) A 1 3017.7112 cm -1 I

v3+v 4 P(3) A2 4272.8262 cm-1 v 3 Q(3) A2 3018.5288 cm -1 I

v3 +v4 Q(3) A2 4315.6846 cm-]1 v3 Q(4) A 1 3017.7112 cm - I
2v3 R(4) A 1 6057.0861 cm -1 v3 Q(4) A 1 3017.7112 cm -1

2v3 R(6) A2 6076.9540 cm -1 v3 Q(6) A2 3016.5656 cm -l I

v3 Q(4) Al 3017.7112 cm -1 I

2v3 R(6) A 1 6077.0636 cm 1 v3 Q(6) Al 3017.4669 cm- l I

v3 Q(4) Al 3017.7112 cm -1 I

Table 5.6
Pump and probe transitions and relative polarizations used for the ground state rotational
experiments.

energy transfer

It is not possible to model the J" = 0, 3, and 4 A levels as a completely isolated system. While energetic

constraints may justify limiting J" = 0 to interaction with only J" = 3 and 4, both J" = 3 and 4 interact

with higher J". These higher J" in turn interact with even higher J" and so on in an inverted pyramid sort

of way. An adequate model must be truncated at sufficiently high J" so that the omission of higher J"'s

does not effect the dynamics occurring at low J". We have truncated our model at J" = 10, which is more

than adequate in the present case, since we are primarily interested in the J" = 0, 3, and 4 levels.

For J" 10, there are 11 levels of A1 or A2 type symmetry. Only these levels were included in the

model. The initial population of each level, Nj, was proportional to its Boltzmann factor,

Nj(0) (2J + 1) e E j
'

kT Eq. 5.13

with the proportionality determined by normalizing the sum of populations of all the levels included in

the model to one.
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Initially, the rate matrix was set up according to a set of rates for upward going transitions, i.e.

endothermic, according to the change in J". Downward going rates were found from detailed balance.

The initial set of rates used is given in Table 5.7. It must be emphasized that these rates were not

determined from a fit to the data. They represent reasonable estimates of the state-to-state rates and were

based largely on reproducing total repopulation rates as determined from the GSR measurements. Also

valuable in estimating this initial set of rates was a measurement of the AJ = 1 process going from J" = 7

A2 to J" = 6 A2 which was not included in the final fit. The AJ = 3 rate was set largely by the need to

include a term between J" = 3 and J" = 6 to account for the observed time behavior of the signals

involving the J" = 3 A2 pump. The goal here was to have a reasonable representation of the rates which

connect levels not directly measured in the experiments.

AJ k(Ji; Jf) / sec'l torr'l

0 4.00

1 3.50

2 2.25

3 1.51
Table 5.7

State-to-state rates connecting levels not directly measured in the ground state energy transfer
experiments.

The set of rates we wish to determine from our experimental data are the five state-to-state rates

JO A J3 A2 ' J Al J4 A2 'J3 A2
"

J4 Al 1 J4 Al 
4

J6 A2 and J4 Al
-- J6 A The rates for these

processes are treated as independent parameters in our model. They are determined from a least squares

fit to the experimental data.

An additional feature necessary to model the experimental transients is to account for the long time (post-

rotational equilibration) behavior of the experimental transients. The pretrigger feature of the digital

oscilloscope used for recording the energy transfer signals allows us to measure the detector output

immediately before the pump laser pulse. This establishes an accurate zero level for each signal. The

long time behavior of the signals shows an overall decay back to this zero level. Longtime decay is

primarily due to ballistic transport of the pumped molecules and their collision partners out of the probe

beam. In the model, this ballistic transport out of the probe beam volume is simulated using the equation

for beam flyout given in Chapter 3, Eq. 3.14, i.e.
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2 R 2

S(t) = Rpump Rprobe
S(t) = SR2 +R 2 + 2 Eq. 5.14.

pump + probe + C

So and the sum of the squares of the pump and probe beam radii was allowed to be additional adjustable

parameters in the model. The value for the sum of the squares of the pump and probe beam radii

accounted for the long time decay of the transients, and So was an overall scaling factor. The time

dependences of the level populations, Nj(t), calculated from integrating the set of 1st order differential

rate equations, Eq. 3.21, were multiplied by the S(t) of Eq. 5.2 to obtain the curve which could be

directly compared with the experimental signals. The most probable speed, c*, for CH4 is 0.056 cm

,Lsec- 1.

It is also necessary in modeling the data to account for the finite duration of the laser pulse and the

response time of the diode laser detector. The pump pulse duration is only -4 nsec. This is essentially a

delta function on the time scale of our measurements. However, the InSb detector has a finite rise time of

-100 nsec. The pulse duration and response function of the detector are modeled by including an

additional time-dependent loss term in the rate equation for the pumped level.

dtP - akijNj - r I(t) Eq. 5.15

I(t) was well aproximated as a gaussian with a FWHM of 30 nsec centered at t = 100 nsec. a was

constrained to 1 since it is an overall scaling factor just like So in Eq. 5.14.

The magnitudes of the experimental data needed to all be on the same intensity scale. They were scaled

according to two rules. The peaks of the 3-level signals were all scaled to the same value which is

equivalent to imposing the condition that the amount of population moved out of the ground state is the

same irregardless of the pump transition. The "tails" of the 4-level signals (i.e. their mean value at 15

gsec) were scaled to the corresponding values calculated in the model. The assumption here was that the

rotational distribution will reach a quasi- Boltzmann equilibrium among the levels of the same nuclear

spin species long before vibrational relaxation returns the excited state population back to the ground

state. This is a good assumption, and it has been used many times in past experiments of modeling

rotational energy transfer in vibrationally excited states [FOY88, HETZLER89].
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Using the model described here, the numerical integration and least squares fitting were carried out in the

MATLAB software package. The best fit state-to-state rates among the lowest levels of A symmetry in

CH4 , J A - J3 A2 J J4 A2, 3 A2 J4 Al 4 Al J6 A2 , and J4 Al -
J6 A, are given in

Table 5.8. The errorbars on each rate were determined in the standard way from the square root of the

inverse diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix.

k(Ji , Jf) /gsec 1 torr'l k /10-10 cm 3 molec' 1 s' a /2
1

0 A 1 - 3 A2 8.8 (1.1) 2.72 30.6

O A 1 4 A 1 13.0 (1.4) 4.01 45.2

3 A2 - 4 A1 6.4 (0.8) 1.98 22.3

4 Al 6 A2 4.5 (1.1) 1.39 15.7

4 Al 6 A 3.4 (1.2) 1.05 11.8

Table 5.8
State-to-state rates for CH4 g.s. "A" symmetry levels

The experimental data recorded at a pressure of 50 mtorr CH4 are overlaid with the best fit simulations

from the model and are displayed in Fig 5.11. The data are laid out in the form of the rate matrix. All

elements in a row have the same pump; all elements in a column have the same probe. The diagonal

elements are the 3-level signals, and the off-diagonal elements are the 4-level signals. The diagonal

elements are on the same scale, as are the off-diagonal elements. The difference is that the scale for the

diagonal elements is a factor of three greater than that for the off-diagonal elements. Several calculated

curves are shown for which there were no experimental data for comparison. These transients would

depend primarily on the rates already measured. Measurement of these additional signals would help in

improving the accuracy of the rate constants.

The propensity rule for parity conserving collisions is evident in these data. The rate for the parity

conserving 0 A1 - 4 A1 process is more than 30% larger than the 0 A1 -- 3 A2 process even though it is

farther away in both AE and AJ. For the 4 Al - 6 A2 and 4 Al - 6 Al processes this propensity rule

seems to be reversed, although these rates could be the same within errorbar of the measurement.
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Figure 5.11
Experimental R.E.T. signals and model simulations for CH4 ground state A symmetry levels.
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5.7 Reorientation Measurements

To examine the significance of molecular reorientation in energy transfer processes, the polarization

dependence of the total depopulation and ground state recovery rates were measured for several

transitions. In the ground state, the J" = 2 E and J" = 6 E levels were studied and in the v3+v 4 vibrational

state, the J' = 2 A and J' = 4 A levels. The ground state E levels show very large differences (-35%) in

the GSR rates for the cases where the relative polarization of the pump and probe beams was parallel or

perpendicular. The differences for the v3 +v4 A levels are smaller (-5-10 %), but still significant.

As an example of the results of these experiments we will consider the case for the J" = 2 E ground state

level. The measurements of this level were done by pumping a Q transition (2v 3 Q(2) E, 6004.6527

cm-1 ) and probing a P transition (V3 P(2) E, 2999.0603 cm - 1) with the relative polarization of the two

lasers either parallel or perpendicular. The polarized pump laser removes population from the ground

state J" = 2 E level and creates a distribution of mj levels having less than the equilibrium Boltzmann

population. The distribution of mJ levels is found in the standard way from the 3-j coefficients

[TINKHAM64, p124; SATCHLER71, p.36]. For the Q(2) pump transition the relative mJ distribution is

found from evaluating Eq. 5.16.

m 2 1 m2 2mi 0 t-17' 0 m) Eq. 5.16

The evaluation of this equation shows that the deviation in the equilibrium population of the mJ levels is

proportional to m2 , as is shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12

Relative population deviations in the J" = 2 E level caused by the 2v3 Q(2) E pump.
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The distribution of mj's created by the Q(2) pump is sampled differently by the P(2) probe dependent on

whether the relative polarizations of the lasers are parallel or perpendicular. The polarization of the pump

laser defines the space-fixed axis. The absorption of the probe laser depends on the population in each mj

level times a weighting factor. For the case where the probe laser polarization is parallel to the pump, the

relative weights by which the J" = 2 mj levels are sampled is given by Eq. 5.17.

w11 1 2 2
WJ=2 -m'O m

Eq. 5.17

The selection rule on Am for parallel polarization is Am = 0. This is illustrated in Figure 5.13. There are

no transitions allowed for the mj = + 2 levels with parallel polarization. The relative weights by which

the m = 0, + 1 levels are sampled is indicated by the thickness of the transition arrows.

44AI

-2

Allowed transitions between the

pump and probe lasers.

For perpendicular polarization of

are sampled is given by Eq. 5.18.

I
w

J=

Figure 5.13
mj levels for the P(2) probe transition for parallel polarization of the

the pump and probe lasers, the weights by which the J" = 2 E mj levels

I ( 1 122 +- 1 1 2 2
2-m' -1 m 2 -m'+l my

Eq. 5.18
2
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Here the selection rule on Am is Am = + 1. The relative weights by which the m = 0, + 1, + 2 levels are

sampled is indicated by the thickness of the transition arrows. In Figure 5.14, we show the transition

diagram between the mj levels for P(2) probe. This figure is analogous to the one shown in Figure 5.13

for the case of parallel polarization.

Figure 5.14

Allowed transitions between the mj levels for the P(2) probe transition for perpendicular polarization of

the pump and probe lasers. The width of the transition arrows indicates the relative weight with which

that transition contributes to the total.

We can see from Figures 5.12 that the population of the mJ levels most strongly disturbed by the pump

laser are the m = + 2. The population of the m = + 1 levels is disturbed a factor of four less, and the

population of the m = 0 level is not affected at all. For the case of perpendicular polarization these mJ

levels in J" = 2 that have their populations most strongly disturbed by the pump laser are also those that

weight most heavily in the absorption of the probe laser. From Figure 5.12 we see that the opposite is true

for the case of parallel polarization. The levels most strongly disturbed by the pump laser (m = + 2) are

not sampled at all by the probe.

The relative distribution of mj population disturbances created by a polarized laser and the relative

weights by which this disturbance is sampled by a polarized probe laser affects both the intensity of the

double resonance signal and its time evolution. Chevalier and DeMartino [CHEVALIER87] have given

simple analytical expressions for the intensity ratio of the double resonance signal for parallel and

perpendicular polarizations. They also tabulate these ratios for all possible pump and probe combinations
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for J < 4. For the example we are considering here, a Q(2) pump and a P(2) probe, the ratio of the double

resonance intensity for perpendicular to parallel polarization is 4.5.

Figure 5.15
Time-resolved double resonance signals for the 2v3 Q(2) E pump and the V3 P(2) E probe with parallel

and perpendicular polarization of the pump and probe lasers.

In Figure 5.15 we show the double resonance signals obtained for the parallel and perpendicular

polarizations. The signals were recorded sequentially and no adjustments were made to the experimental

apparatus other than rotating the polarization of the pump laser. The intensity of the double resonance

signal for the parallel case is approximately the expected factor of 4.5 smaller than that for the

perpendicular case. It is also clear that the decay rate for the parallel polarization signal is much slower

than the perpendicular. From single exponential fits to these decays, the parallel case is found to be 35%

slower than the perpendicular. The actual rates obtained from pt plots are tabulated in Table 5.5.

This large difference in decay rates indicates the importance of elastic reorientation collisions. The total

rate for population from all mj levels within the same J must be the same in a bulb experiment. For the

perpendicular polarization case any collision event, either inelastic or elastic, takes population out of the

levels being probed. The much smaller rate for the parallel polarization case results from population in
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the mj levels not probed flowing into and repopulating these levels. The observed time dependent signal

for the parallel case is actually more like 4-level double resonance.

To see this effect more fully, we show in Figure 5.16 the parallel polarization signal multiplied by 4.5 to

put it on the same intensity scale as the perpendicular signal. On this adjusted scale, the amplitude of the

parallel signal actually increases with respect to the perpendicular as elastic reorientation transfers

population to the low mj levels. The difference between the two signals roughly illustrates the pure

reorientation signal. We cannot extract a precise value for the pure reorientation rate since there are

multiple collision processes contributing to these signals. A complete analysis of the state-to-state

rotational energy transfer such as that done for formaldehyde by Coy et. al. [COY92] would be necessary

for quantitative rates. However, from these preliminary experiments we can draw the important

qualitative conclusion that elastic reorientation is significant in CH4.

Figure 5.16
Time-resolved double resonance signals for the 2v3 Q(2) E pump and the v3 P(2) E probe. (a)

perpendicular polarization double resonance signal, (b) parallel polarization double resonance signal

multiplied by 4.5 so that it is on the same intensity scale as (a), (c) difference between perpendicular and

scaled parallel signals which is roughly the pure reorientation rate.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work

The CHD 3 energy transfer studies reported in Chapter 3 and in Appendix 2 were done to explore how a

symmetric top molecule with essentially no dipole moment behaves in the collision process. We can

compare the results of our CHD 3 experiments with two other quite different molecular systems, 13CD 4

and NH 3 , which nonetheless both have characteristics in common with CHD3. CHD3 and 1 3 CD4 are

isotopomers. They have similar intermolecular interactions. Both experience strong collisions. CHD 3 and

NH 3 both belong to the same symmetry class. They share common features in their energy level

structure.

One of the most notable features of the R.E.T. pathways in CHD 3 is the strong adherence to the

symmetric top propensity rule Ak = 3n, which holds even for the case when Ak 3n transitions are not

excluded by nuclear spin statistics. This propensity is clearly demonstrated by the TRIRDR signals shown

in Fig. 2 of Appendix 2. The pump transition in this case was the v3 QQ(12,7) "E". Consider the J' = 11

row of this figure. The fastest rates among the different K-stacks are definitely for those processes which

change K by an integer multiple of three. This propensity rule is very indicative of a symmetric top, and

it illustrates the similarity in energy transfer pathways between CHD 3 and NH3.

While the Ak selection rule is indicative of symmetric-top behavior, the distribution of rates is more like

that of 13 CD 4. The CHD 3 rotational relaxation processes show considerable rates to a wide distribution

of final states. The dipole-like processes AJ = 0, +1, Ak = 0 are the dominant rates but there are also

significant contributions from higher AJ and AK terms. While this broad distribution of rates to final

rotational states is reminiscent of what was observed for 13 CD4, there are no unique pathways discerned

for CHD 3. The distribution of rates is very uniform.

From these observations we are lead to the conclusion that CHD 3, in its rotational relaxation pathways is

much more like a symmetric-top molecule such as NH3 , than like a spherical top such as 1 3 CD4. These

results for CHD3 reemphasize that spherical top molecules have very unique rotational energy transfer

pathways and that the uniqueness of these pathways arises from the energy level structure of spherical

tops. Clearly there is a need for more experimental data on these molecules. The preliminary experiments

on CH4 reported here are a good starting point.

From these preliminary experiments we have observed that the strongest propensity rule for rotational

energy transfer at low J is a conservation of parity. From the experiments in the v3 +v4 vibrational state
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we observed a propensity to stay within the same v4 Coriolis manifold. This is the same as the (R-J) = 0

propensity rule that was observed in the 1 3CD 4 experiments.

For the ground rotational state we have been able to obtain quantitative measurements of the important

state-to-state R.E.T. rates at very low J. These rates indicate that there is a "lumpiness" to the state-to-

state rates at low J which is due to the sparsity of levels. This observation is in qualitative agreement with

the scattering calculations presented by Nesbitt et. al. [NESBITT94] for Ar-CH4 scattering.

In the CHD 3 experiments described here, we changed the symmetry of the methane molecule by making

a substitution of the hydrogen isotope. Another potentially interesting way of examining the effect of a

change in symmetry from Td to C3v would be to study rotational energy transfer in a spherical top

molecule in a local mode state which has C3v symmetry. Zhu and coworkers [ZHU90A, ZHU90B] have

analyzed the local mode (3000), (4000), and (5000) Si-H stretching overtones of silane. Their spectra

show that the rotational structure for these local mode vibrational states in a spherical top molecule is

exactly analogous to that of a parallel band in a symmetric top, including the expected stronger

transitions for K = 3n features. For the CHD3 experiments we had the case of a symmetric top molecule

with similarities to a spherical top. For these local mode states of SiH 4, we have a spherical top molecule

which is behaving like a symmetric top. It would be an interesting and insightful experiment to study

rotational energy transfer in these local mode states.
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State-to-state rotational energy-transfer measurements in the v2= 1 state
of ammonia by infrared-infrared double resonance

Bernd Abel, ') Stephen L. Coy, Jody J. Klaassen, and Jeffrey I. Steinfeld
Department of Chemistry and G. R. Harrison Spectroscopy Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139

(Received 5 February 1992; accepted 28 February 1992)

An infrared double-resonance laser spectroscopic technique is used to study state-resolved
rotational (R-R, R-T) energy transfer in ammonia ( NH3 ) (self-collisions and between
ammonia and foreign gases). NH3 molecules are prepared in selected rovibrational states of
the v2 = I level using coincidences between CO2 -laser lines and v2 fundamental transitions.
Measurements of both the total rate of depopulation by collisions, and the rates of transfer into
specific final rovibrational states (vJ,K) have been carried out using time-resolved tunable
diode laser absorption spectroscopy. For NH 3 -NH3 collisions, measurements of total
depopulation rates of selected J/K states in v2 = 1 and ground-state recovery rates are found to
be three and eight times larger, respectively, than the Lennard-Jones collision rate, in accord
with theoretical expectations for polar molecules. A kinetic master-equation analysis of time-
resolved level populations yields state-to-state rate constants and propensity rules for
NH3 -NH3 and NH3-Ar collisions. Individual rotational energy-transfer rates in v2 = I are
slower than in the vibrational ground state, but still comparable to the Lennard-Jones collision
frequency. Our experiments show that rotational energy transfer in v2 = I is not governed by
simple "dipolelike" selection rules. They show fast rotational energy transfer, which can be
related to long-range interaction potentials, but at the same time considerable amounts of

J = 2 and 3, AK = 0, and AJ = 14, AK = 3, transitions, which may be attributed to higher-
order terms in the multipole expansion of the intermolecular potential. No pronounced
symmetry-state correlation and no preferred pathways were found except the preference for
relaxation within a K stack and the expected separate relaxation of different nuclear-spin
species, which can be labeled by their K-quantum number. Rates of collision-induced
symmetry change (a+-s) in u2 = 1 are on the order of k, = 4,us ' torr - ', smaller than k, in
the ground state, but over an order of magnitude larger than that recently reported in the
literature. Depopulation rates for other collision partners (Ar, H2 , N2, and He) can be
understood in terms of the intermolecular potentials. Comparisons are made between the
relaxation rates measured in this work and infrared pressure-broadening coefficients reported
in the literature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ammonia mclecule has been the subject of numer-
ous investigations utilizing time-resolved spectroscopy to
elucidate energy-transfer and relaxation processes occurring
among the rotational and vibrational energy levels of this
molecule.' In the vibrational ground state of ammonia, each
rotational state is split by inversion doubling into a pair of
levels of opposite (a and s) parity, between which dipole-
allowed transitions occur in the 15-40 GHz region. This is a
convenient region for microwave spectroscopy, which has
been extensively utilized to study rotational relaxation in the
vibrational ground state of ammonia by microwave double-
resonance techniques.2 As the ammonia molecule is excited
in its v2 out-of-plane mode, the inversion splitting progres-
sively increases. The vibrational fundamental v2 -0 coin-
cides with several CO2 and N20 laser lines, affording a con-
venient excitation method for transient nutation3 and
time-resolved infrared-microwave double-resonance" ex-

'' Present address: Institut fiir physikalische Chemie, Tammannstrasse 6,
Gottingen, Germany.

periments on ammonia. The vibrational and rotational spec-
tra of ammonia are also of interest for remote-sensing mea-
surements, e.g., in terrestrial combustion systems' and the
atmospheres of the outer planets.9

In addition to the microwave double-resonance experi-
ments noted above,"2- a number of molecular-beam scatter-
ing measurements have been carried out on state-to-state
rotational energy-transfer processes in the vibrational
ground state of ammonia. Klaassen et a).'0 investigated ro-
tational- and symmetry-state-changing collisions in a molec-
ular-beam maser. Meyer, Buck, and co-workers" studied
rotationally inelastic scattering with H2 and He as collision
partners, but these experiments were carried out at relatively
high collision energies (0.075-0.01 eV, corresponding to
600800 cm - ! or an effective temperature of 800-1200 K).
Recently, Schliepen and ter Meulen'2 prepared the 0, state
ofortho-NH3 with a quadrupole field selector in a molecular
beam. They used resonantly enhanced multiphoton ioniza-
tion to obtain rotational excitation cross sections for colli-
sions with He and H2 .

In contrast to the vibrational ground state, data on the

8236 J. Chem. Phys. 96 (11), 1 June 1992 0021-9606/92/118236-15506.00 .1992 American Institut of Physics
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details of rotational energy transfer in the vibrational excited
states of ammonia are much less extensive. The time-re-
solved infrared double-resonance (TRIRDR) technique,
using a pulsed CO2 laser to pump rovibrational transitions
and a tunable infrared diode laser as a probe, has been em-
ployed in our laboratory' 3-' and elsewhere to obtain highly
detailed descriptions of state-to-state energy transfer among
rotational levels in excited vibrational states of small polya-
tomic molecules. Such experiments have not been carried
out on ammonia. Reid and co-workers'6' 7 used this tech-
nique to measure vibrational relaxation in the v = I and 2
levels of ammonia, but at high gas pressures at which rota-
tional relaxation was essentially complete on the time scale
of the measurements. Schwendeman and co-workersI('" )

carried out infrared double-resonance experiments on am-
monia using a sideband-modulated CO2 laser as a probe,
which did not have the tuning range necessary to probe a
large number of rotational levels. Their earlier microwave
measurements evaluated T2/T, in the ground state for a
large number of levels. 1$(b)-l(d) Veeken, Dam, and Reuss"9

carried out infrared double-resonance experiments (using a
color-center laser as a probe) on expansion-cooled am-
monia, obtaining overall population relaxation times and
symmetry-changing collision rates in the ground and excited
vibrational levels.

Resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI) spectroscopy has also been used 20 2' to follow re-
laxation in vibrationally excited levels of ammonia following
infrared pumping. Using this technique, Shultz and Wei20

reported a rate coefficient for collision-induced transfer be-
tween a and s levels in the vibrationally excited state,
k,, (v = I ) = 0.21X 106 s- ' torr-', about 50 times slower
than the "hard-sphere" collision rate. This is a quite unex-
pected result, since symmetry-changing collisions should be
a strongly dipole-allowed process, and indeed in the vibra-
tional ground state, k,, (vu = 0) has been found to contrib-
ute on the order of 50% to the line-broadening rates for low J
levelslI' 3(b)

- (
d)

' 1 9 where the line-broadening rates range be-
tween 110 and 160,us - ' torr - '. Furthermore, in recent "tri-
ple-resonance" experiments on the v2 = 2 level of am-
monia, 2 we found a lower limit for k,,(v2 =2) of 2
,us - ' torr - ', and it is expected that k, would be smaller in
v: = 2 than in v2 = 1, because of the larger inversion split-
ting in v2 = 2.

On the basis of the first Born approximation in scatter-
ing theory, rotational energy transfer in ammonia might be
expected to follow dipolelike propensity rules, i.e., AJ = 0,
± 1 and AK = 0, with change in parity. While this is a useful
approximation for ammonia colliding with polar molecules,
deviations from this behavior have been well documented in
the earlier microwave double resonance work.2 '7 '223

Since no systematic study of rotationally inelastic pro-
cesses in the vibrationally excited state of ammonia is avail-
able, and in order to resolve some of the discrepancies noted
above, we undertook a series of time-resolved infrared dou-
ble-resonance experiments on ammonia, in which we deter-
mined state-to-state rotational energy-transfer thermal rate
coefficients and propensity rules in the excited u2 = I state,
including the symmetry-changing (a4-s) process. These re-

sults are presented here, along with comparisons of our re-
sults with other work reported in the literature. In particu-
lar, the measured inelastic collision rates are compared with
self- and hydrogen-pressure-broadening coefficients for the
ammonia v2 -0 band,""2 7 which are of particular impor-
tance to remote-sensing measurements of the outer planets, 9

and with theoretical models.

II. EXPERIMENT
The IR-IR double-resonance setup has already been de-

scribed in recent publications."''22 Only those modifica-
tions which have been made in the present experiment will be
described here. Briefly, a pulsed line tunable CO2 laser is
used as the pump source, in conjunction with a tunable diode
laser probe. The pump laser is a grating tuned TE CO2 laser
(Laser Science, Inc. PRF-10SS) with a typical pulse energy
of 50 mi/pulse and a pulsewidth of 80-100 ns [full width at
half maximum (FWHM)]. The estimated bandwidth is
about 4 GHz. In order to avoid complications from long
afterpulses the laser was operated at low N2 partial pressure.
Unless otherwise noted the CO2 laser is set to the 10P(32)
(932.960 cm-') or the 9R(30) (1084.635 cm-') line,
which are coincident with the fundamental aQ(5,3) and
sR(5,0-3) transitions in ammonia. The mismatches be-
tween the two laser lines and the v, -0 transitions are 0.95
and 0.2 GHz, respectively, ensuring efficient near-resonant
pumping. For the transient absorption measurements of
population prepared in v2 = 1, we used a 10 pm PbSeTe
diode laser (Laser Photonics Analytics Division) operated
at 35-50 K at a current of 200-700 mA. The multimode
output of the 10 um diode was collimated with a 2 in. focal
length lens (f/l) and passed through a polarizer oriented
with its axis approximately orthogonal to the polarization
axis of the pump beam in order to prevent scattered pump
light perturbations to the diode. The pump-and-probe beam
polarizations were thus approximately perpendicular
throughout the double-resonance volume. The bandwidth of
the diode had previously been determined to be approxi-
mately 0.0004 cm' by least-squares fitting of self-broad-
ened infrared absorption lines of ozone.2 '

The approximately collinear (within 1'-2') counterpro-
pagating cw diode laser beam and the CO2 laser pulse were
overlapped in a static stainless-steel cell. The two beams
were separated behind the cell using a grating. After the
separation the diode laser beam passed through a 0.5 m mon-
ochromator (Bausch & Lomb) which isolated the mode of
interest in the wavelength region between 950 and 1080
cm-'. The diode laser beam was then focused onto a
HgCdTe detector [Santa Barbara Research (SBR), = 50 ns
rise time]. A confocal Fabry-Perot etalon (Tec-Optics,
FSR: 0.010 05 cm ') was inserted into the beam path be-
hind the monochromator to provide a frequency reference,
calibrated against standard lines taken from Ref. 29. The
detector output was amplified with a SBR amplifier, moni-
tored, and averaged on a digital averaging oscilloscope (Le
Croy 9400A). Typically 500-1000 traces were averaged for
an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. The data were trans-
ferred to a microcomputer for further processing.
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FIG. 1. Rotational level structure of ammonia in the A, = I level; a and s
inversion levels are marked by dashed and solid lines, respectively.

The sample cell is a stainless-steel tube 2 m in length,
with an inside diameter of 3.5 cm, equipped with antireflec-
tion coated ZnSe windows. NH 3 (Matheson) pressures in
the cell between 3 and 50 mtorr were measured with a ca-
pacitance manometer (MKS Baratron, model 227A, 0-1
torr range). Gases used in the energy-transfer measurements
were research-grade materials obtained from Matheson or
Air Products.

III. SPECTROSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS
In order to obtain a detailed picture of rotational energy

transfer (R-R, R-T) in v2 = 1, it is necessary to prepare and
probe as many rovibrational levels as possible (see Fig. 1).

Using a line tunable CO, laser we are limited in the number
of levels that can be prepared. This limitation can partially
be overcome by using ammonia coincidences with other gas
laser transitions, e.g., N20 (Refs. 3-7) or isotopic CO2,,'
Stark-tuning the ammonia transitions into resonance," or
using isotopically substituted ammonia (e.g., '5NH 3 )32
Nevertheless, using just the well-known coincidences be-
tween the 9R(30) and 10OP(32) lines of the '2CO laser and
the aQ(5,3) and sR( 5,0-3) v2 -0 transitions in "NH3, we
have been able to prepare JK states having (a) different nu-
clear-spin species, (b) different parity (a,s) states, and (c)
different rotational (J,K) states in v2 = 1. These transitions
also play an important role in infrared multiple-photon exci-
tation of ammonia22' 3

3
- 36 and in the optically pumped am-

monia laser.37" °

Fortunately, the spectroscopy of the symmetric bend
vibration of NH, has been extensively studied in the past.
Rovibrational assignments and frequencies for u = 1, 2,
and 3 are available from studies of Urban et al.4,'" The
transition frequencies of the v2 -0 and 2v, - v2 bands have
been calculated using their assignments and assuming selec-
tion rules for parallel band transitions.

The 10m diode used in this work has a frequency range
between 940 and 1088 cm - ', which enabled us to probe the
s(J,0) and s(J,3) rovibrational states shown in Fig. I up to
J = 7. A summary of all pumped and probed levels, transi-
tions, and frequencies is given in Table I.

IV. RESULTS
The 10P(32) line of the CO2 laser at 932.960 cm - ' is

coincident with the v2 -0 aQ(5,3) transition in ammonia.

TABLE I. Pump and probe transitions in NH, v, -0 bend. For pump transitions, the offsets from line center
are also given.

CO, pump Frequency (cm') NH, transitions 6v(cm')

10P(32) 932.960 s( 5,3) -a(5,3) 0.032
[aQ(5,3) 1

9R(30) 1084.635 a(6,0) -s(5,0) 0.007
[sR(5,0) 
a(6,l)-s(5,l) 0.010
[sR(5,l)l
a(6,2) -s(5,2) 0.025
[sR(5,2)1

Probed levels Probe trantions v (cm- ')

Ground state
( v, - 0 transitions)
a(5,3) s(6,3)-a(5,3) [aR(5,3)l 1053.1304
s(5,1) a(5,1)-s(5,l) [sQ(5,1) 966.5324
V, = I

(2v, .-v, transitions)
s(5,3) 2a(6,3) -s(5,3) [ 2sR(5,3) 1058.8584
s(6,1) 2a(7,I)-s(6,1) [2sR(6,1)1 1070.9098
s(7,3) 2a(8,3)-s(7,3) [2R(7,3)l 1088.7434
s(6,3) 2a(7.3)-s(6,3) [2R(6,3)] 1074.0258
s(4,3) 2a(5,3) -s(4,3) [2sR(4,3)j 1043.1512
s(3,3) 2a(4,3) -s(3,3) [2sR(3,3) 1 1026.8147
s(5,0) 2a(6,0) -s(5,0) [2sR(5,0)l 1055.0956
s(3,0) 2a(4,0)-s(3,0) [2sR(3,0)1 1022.7527
s(l,0) 2a(2,0)-s(l,0) [2sR(1,0) 987.7378
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\IN

p (NH 3-coll. partner) / mtorr

FIG. 2. Plot of u2 = I s( 5,3) depopulation rates vs pressure for ammonia
self- and foreign-gas relaxation. Points are denoted as follows: .
NH,-NH,; +. NH,-N,; x, NH,-H 2; O, NH,-Ar.

Using this excitation wavelength only the s(5,3) level in
o2 = I is populated (see Table I); this pump frequency has
been used for most of the experiments described here. The
9R(30) line at 1084.635 cm-' is coincident with the
sR(J = 5; K = 0, 1, 2, and 3) transitions in ammonia result-
ing in a much less selective population of v2 = 1. Neverthe-
less, the 9R(30) line enabled us to carry out a direct mea-
surement of the transition rate between a and s levels ofJ = 6
andK= 1 in 2 = 1.

With use of the 10P(32) pump transition, the prepared s
levels could be probed directly with the diode laser. In addi-
tion to these three-level double-resonance (DR) signals, we
observed a large number offour-level DR signals, which are
also listed in Table I. Measured inverse relaxation times kr
(ps - ' torr- ') were converted to rate coefficients k,
(cm 3 s- ') and effective cross sections using the ideal-gas
law and the standard relationship

o.x = k,/(8kT/rp)', ( 1 )

where A is the collision reduced mass. Numerically, kr
(s - ' torr - ) is equal to 0.282a (A2) for NH3 -NH 3 at 293
K.

A. Total depopulation and ground-state recovery rates

Rates for removal of population from the s( 5,3 ) level in
v, = 1, summed over all final states, after CO, laser excita-
tion were determined by monitoring the absorption on the
2sR(5,3) (2v, -v 2 ) transition for a series of pressures. A
plot of the signal relaxation time r vs p gave a total depopula-
tion rate for the s(5,3) level of 34 4 ps - ' torr- '. A
ground-state recovery rate of 80 ± 25 us - ' torr - ' for the
a(5,3) level was determined by the salne procedure, moni-
toring the aR(5,3) transition of v, -0. Total depopulation
and ground-state recovery rates for both the upper and lower
states of the fundamental transition aQ(5,3) in ammonia
were determined. They enable us to compare the average
relaxation rates of the upper and lower levels with pressure-
broadening coefficients of this transition, as will be done in
the discussion. With use of the different collision partners,
depopulation rates of the s(5,3) in v,2 = I were determined
by a fit of a sum of two exponentials to the data. Although
the contribution of feedback from adjacent levels makes this
result somewhat ambiguous, the longer time constant in-
cludes diffusion and free-flight losses of the excited mole-
cules, while the shorter time constant more closely approxi-
mates the phenomenological depopulation rate which we
wish to extract from the data. A more detailed discussion of
this point occurs below. The depopulation results are shown
in Fig. 2. Table II gives a summary of measured ground-state
recovery and total v2 = I depopulation rates for NH, -NH,
collisions, and total v2 = 1 depopulation rates in the pres-
ence of foreign gas collision partners. These depopulation
measurements, like all the transients measured in this study,
were performed with pump-and-probe polarizations perpen-
dicular.

B. Symmetry changlng colllisions

For direct measurements of a-s transfer the [v,2 = 1,
a(6,1 )] state has been excited and probed via the sR(6,1 )
2v2 -v 2 transition. Figure 3 shows a transient absorption
signal measured for the s(6,1 ) level, along with the predic-
tion for the time variation of the population in this level from
the kinetic model described in the following section. Al-
though this measurement is not free from interferences of
other levels due to the population of the levels a(6,0),

TABLE II. Total depopulation rates for s(5,3), I2 and iround-state recovery rate for a(5.3).

kr (A 'torr') k, (cms ) (A )

Ground-state recovery [a(5,3)1
NH,-NH3 80 (20) 25 (6) X 10 '0 291 (75)

Total depopulation [v, - 1, s(5,3)
NH, -NH 1 34 (4) 10.7(1.3)xlO-

0
123(14) S.2

NH 3,-N2 16 (2) 5.0 (0.6) 65 (S)
NH,-H2 13.4 (2) 4.2 (0.6) 22 (3)
NH,-Ar 8.5 (2) 2.7 (0.6) 36 (8)
NH,-He 6 (3) 1.9 (0.9) 13.5 (7)
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s(6.1) I
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FIG. 3. Four-level DR signal showing rapid a-s panty-changing collisions
in ammonia ( 15.2 mtorr). The 9R(30) CO, laser line pumps the a(6,1)
level in vu: = 1. and the probed transition is sR(6.1), 2 2 -Vu. The solid
curve is the prediction of the kinetic model descnbed in the text. This should
be compared with Fig. 8 of Ref. 20.

a(6,1 ), and a(6,2), it provides a direct measurement of the
a-s transfer rate, which is estimated from the model to be 4

/us - ' torr- '.

C. State-to-state rotational energy transfer

In this section we examine rotational (R-R, R-T) ener-
gy transfer in v2 = 1. In this region Y-Yand V-T,R energy
transfer is slow and can be neglected. 16 The initially excited
levels are v2 = 1, s(5,3) and a(6,0). Measurements were
made at NH3 pressures between 5 and 50 mtorr. A complete
list of observed transitions has been given in Table I.

1. Nuclear-spin restrictions on collisional energy
transfer

Each rotational level in '4NH3 is associated with a char-
acteristic nuclear-spin wave function. The different nuclear-
spin species are labeled as A and E for the ortho and pars
species and can be distinguished by their Kquantum number
(K is an integer multiple of 3 for the A species, the other K
values are of E symmetry). Since the nuclear spins are not
effectively relaxed by collisions, the symmetry species can-
not interconvert under our experimental conditions except
via exchange collisions. The rigorous collision propensity
rule A-A and E-.E, all others forbidden, was checked by
preparing the s( 5,3) and probing the s(5,2) level of NH3.
From the small amplitude of the observed signal, we estimat-
ed an upper bound of k(A-E) <0.5 rs- ' torr ' for colli-
sional transfer between these levels with different nuclear-
spin wave functions. Resonant exchange between A and E
species has been reported for other systems,"444 and reso-
nant vibrational exchange transfering excitation between
NH3 spin species has been measured by Danagher and
Reid 6 to be 0.69 s -' torr- '. Their result is a total rate
obtained without rotational resolution, so our state-to-state
rate is, as expected, somewhat lower, and is sufficiently low
to neglect in the model.

2. Simple kinetic model for absorption time profiles
using a master-equation approach

In order to obtain quantitative estimates of the state-to-
state energy-transfer rates, we used a master-equation ap-
proach'" 8 which enables us to model population transfer
among a specified set of levels. If N is the array of level
populations and K is the matrix of rates connecting these
levels, the time evolution of N is given by

N = KN. (2)

Although the initial and final states are completely resolved
in our experiments, the complete state-to-state rate matrix K
can be obtained only by modeling the population changes in
the detected levels. This is an inherent problem of this type of
experiment, in which one is always summing over a number
of possible pathways connecting the initial and final
states. 3.49 The array of time-varying populations N (t) in
Eq. (2) can be obtained either by calculating the eigenvalues
of K or by integrating the set of coupled differential equa-
tions. In the latter case, the set of equations (2) which has to
be integrated can be written as

dN,/dt = ' kNi + kNi = 3 kN, (3)

where k is the rate of transfer of population from level to
level i, and the depopulation rate of level i, k,, is related to
the rates of transfer of population into the level by the con-
servation criterion:

k, =- k,. (4)
15i

Total depopulation rates of the directly pumped level (see
Sec. IV A) are in this sense eigenvalues of the rate matrix
K."4 '7 In the equation for the directly pumped level, a term
has been added to account for the time-dependent popula-
tion of this level by the CO2 laser:

dN/dt = k,N + al(t), (5)

where I(t) is the experimental pulse profile and a is a phe-
nomenological proportionality coefficient.

In order to reduce the number of energy levels and dif-
ferential equations which need to be considered, we used a
simplified model for rotational energy transfer in u, = I of
NH3. First, we expect the interconversion of nuclear-spin
species to be slow on the time scale of our experiments. In-
deed, Oka2 argues that the transition between ortho and para
species of ammonia should be strictly forbidden. Since we
have verified this experimentally (see the preceding sec-
tion), we assumed that the interconversion propensity rule
holds strictly, and included in the model only states of the
same nuclear-spin species as the initially pumped level.
States withl> 8 (K = 0, 3, and 6), and all states with K = 9,
were grouped together into four baths of states which were
not allowed to feed back into the system of levels in the nu-
merical model. These simplifications and assumptions re-
sulted in a condensed system with 30 equations in which
every pair of ,Kstates withJ< 9 and K < Icould be explicit-
ly taken into account. Eight of the s levels in the case of
aQ(5,3) excitation, three s levels in the case of sR (5,0) exci-
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tation, and one a-s transition (J = 6, K= 3) could be
probed directly, resulting in a large number of observables
compared to the parameters to be determined.

Using this model, we determined rate coefficients
k(a-s), k(AJ,K=O0) and k(J,K = -3) for
NH 3-NH3 and NH 3 -Ar collisions. Even though levels re-
sulting from K = + 3 changes were not directly moni-
tored, parameter values could be estimated for these chan-
nels in the context of the global model; they make a small but
non-negligible contribution to the total relaxation process.
The downward rates for the (/, AK = 0) processes were
represented by a simple exponential-gap scaling law, but
those for (J,AK = 3) processes could not be satisfactorily
scaled using either an exponential-gap or power-gap
law,' - 52 and were therefore fitted individually. The average
rate coefficient for the a-s symmetry changing process was
fitted independently. Upward rate coefficients were calcu-
lated by detailed balancing. The cutoff for J in our model
was IJ,,, I= 4, and that for OK was AK I = 3; these
seemed to be reasonable choices for a polar molecule which
might be supposed to follow "dipolelike" propensity rules.
We first tried to incorporate the a-.s propensity rule into the
model, but we were unable to reproduce the data satisfactori-
ly under this constraint. Ultimately, we allowed both sym-
metry-changing and symmetry-preserving collisions to take
place, with a variable ratio = k (a-a)/
k(a-s) = k(s*-~s)/k(a.-s).

The master equation was integrated numerically with a
FORTRAN program using a standard Runge-Kutta algo-
rithm with adaptive step size." The system response was

taken into account by convoluting the calculated signal with
an experimentally determined response function. Minor
losses due to vibrational relaxation and transport out of the
detection region have not been included in the model; their
effect may be noted in Fig. 4(f).

The parameter values which gave the best overall corre-
spondence with the measured curves for NH -NH, colli-
sions, as shown in Figs. 4(a)-(h), are given in Table III, and
those for NH 3, -Ar collisions [Figs. 5(a)-(c) 1, are given in
Table IV. In Tables III and IV we also show the sums of the
inelastic rate coefficients for two values of the ratio,8 defined
above, viz., B= 1.0 (symmetry-changing and symmetry-
preserving collisions equally likely) and i = 0.7. While it
was not possible to determine a precise value for B, it is
nevertheless clear from the fits that a substantial fraction of
the rotationally inelastic collisions in v2 = I must preserve
the (as) symmetry, in contradiction to a simple dipole-pro-
pensity model. The sums may be compared with the total
relaxation rates reported in Table II, 34 ± 4ss - ' torr - ' for
NH 3-NH 3 collisions, and 8.5 ±2 s- ' torr-' for
NH3 -Ar. Since these relaxation rates, which are eigenvalues
of the rate coefficient matrix K, are always expected to be
slightly smaller than the sum Sk,, [Eq. (4) ], as a result of
"feedback" from populated nearby levels, they furnish a
definite, albeit not very precise, lower bound on , of about
0.7 for NH3-NH3 and about 0.6 for NH 3-Ar.

Once a suitable set of energy-transfer parameters for the
aQ( 5,3) excitation had been determined, the set of rate coef-
ficients was used to model the experimental traces for
sR (5,0) excitation. The calculated curves match the experi-

TABLE III. Energy-trnsfer parameters for NH, -NH3 rotational energy transfer within 2 = I with the ini-
tial level: v2 = 1, s(5,3), at 298 K. The rates given are those for parity-changing collisions (change of inversion
level). The paity-conserving transitions are related by the parametr , which givae the ratio of parity-con-
serving to parity-chnging transitions and is estimated to be between 0.7 and 1.0.

AJ,AK kr (ai- tort
-

) k, (cm s ')

Directly observed, rates for panty-changing transitions
+ 3,0 0.25 0.08 X 10 '
+ 2,0 0.67 0.21
+ 1,0 3.87 1.22

0,0 4 1.26
- 1,o 5.71 1.79
- 2,0 2.21 0.69

+ 3, - 3 0.12 0.038X 10- '
+ 2, - 3 0.29 0.09
+ 1, - 3 0.69 0.22

0, - 3 1.5 0.47
- 1, - 3 1.1 0.35
- 2, - 3 0.90 0.28
- 3. - 3 0.78 0.24
- 4, - 3 0.70 0.22

Predicted by model, rates for parity-changing transitions
+ 1. + 3 0.80 0.26 x 10- '
+ 2, + 3 0.35 0.11
+ 3, + 3 0.15 0.05

1k, - 38.1 a' torr' (-I 1) 12.2 x 10
- ' °

33.9a- ' torr
-

(6 0.7)
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mental traces reasonably well without further adjustment
[Figs. 6(a)-(c)], thus providing additional validation of
the results obtained from the modeling.

From systematic variation of the rate coefficients, we
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FIG. 5. Three- and four-level DR signals in ammonia-argon mixtures. The
0R (32) CO2 laser line pumps the s(5,3) level in u - I. The levels probed
are (a) s( 53), 5 mtorr NH, + 56 mtorr Ar. showing total relaxation out of
pumped level; (b) s(3,0), 25 mtorr NH3 + 100 mtorr A (c) ( ,0), 16
mtorr NH3 + 307 mtorr Ar. The symbols (0) are experimental points; the
solid curve is the fit to the master-equation model described in the text.

TABLE IV. Energy-transfer parameters for NH-Ar rotational energy
transfer within u2 = I with the initial level: u, = 1, s(5,3), at 298 K. The
rates given are those for parity-changing collisions (change of inversion lev.
el ). The panty-conserving transitions are related by the parameter ,. which
gives the ratio of parity-conserving to parity-chaging transitions, and is
estimated to be between 0.7 and 1.0.

.iJAK kr (s-' torr ') k, (cm' s
-
')

directly observed, rates for parity-changing transitions
+ 3.0 0.15 0.47X 10"
+ 2,0 0.29 0.91
+ 10 1.07 3.37

0.0 1.18 3.72
- 1,0 1.5 4.73
- 2,0 0.75 2.36

+3 -3 0.04 0.13x 10-"
+ 2, - 3 0.08 0.24
+ 1, -3 0.18 0.57

0. -3 0.37 1.16
- 1, -3 0.29 0.91
- 2, - 3 0.24 0.75
- 3, - 3 0.21 0.65
- 4, - 3 0.19 0.59

predicted by model, rates for parity-changing transitions
+ 1, + 3 0.25 0.79
+ 2 + 3 0.12 0.38
+ 3 +3 0.06 0.18

1k, = 1.1s' torr
-

( 5 1.0) 35.1 x 10 -
9.8/-s' torr ' (= 0.7)

have estimated an overall error limit of 20% for the re-
sulting coefficients, which includes uncertainties due to the
simplified model, the cutoff for Aand AK, and losses due to
vibrational energy transfer and diffusion. The key finding is
that in order to reproduce the experimental data, nondipolar
energy-transfer processes must be included in the model.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, time-resolved infrared double resonance
has been used to obtain a large set of state-to-state rate coeffi-
cients for rotational energy transfer in excited NH3 vibra-
tional states. The state-resolved collisional relaxation of am-
monia rotational states in u, = presents some interesting
features, several of which will be considered in this section.
The connection of "propensity rules" for J, K, M, and parity-
changing collisions with the corresponding intermolecular
interaction potentials, and with collision broadening of the
v, = 1 -0 infrared transitions, will also be discussed.

A. Total depopulatIon rates and ground-tate recovery
rates

The total rotational relaxation and the ground-state re-
covery rates in NH, self-collisions are on the order of three
to eight times the corresponding Lennard-Jones collision
rates. This is comparable with results for CDF3 5, another
symmetric-top molecule, but much more efficient than rota-
tional relaxation in nonpolar molecules such as CHD 3 (Ref.
55) or spherical tops such as SF 6 (Ref. 56) and "CD 4 (Ref.
13). The mechanism of the interaction between an ammonia
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(which leads to a dispersion force) in a rare-gas atom while
in the NH, -NH3 collision the main intermolecular interac-
tion is caused by the long-range dipole-dipole force. Second
is the effect of rotational resonances between incoming and
outgoing channels in collision processes. Although rota-
tional resonances are reduced in v, = I NH3 colliding with
ground-state NH3 from the pervasive inversion-doublet res-
onance in ground-state-ground-state collisions, AJ reson-
ances, and rotational inelasiticity in the perturber are still
available to absorb energy, while in the NH 3-rare-gas case
the energy defect must be supplied or dissipated by the trans-
lational motion of the rare-gas atom. The cross sections
(averaged over thermal velocity distribution) for total de-

0 population in NH3 -Ar and NH,-He collisions reflect this
behavior. However, as will be discussed below, the state-to-
state propensity rules differ from those which would be pre-
dicted by a simple first-order dipolar interaction.

o
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FIG. 6. Four-level DR signals in ammonia. The 9R(30) CO2 laser line

pumps (mostly) the a(60) level in v, I. The eve probed are (a)
s( 1.0), 23 mtorr, (b) s(3,0), 33.6 mTor; and (c) s(3.3), 23 mtorr. The
symbols (O) are experimental points; the solid curve is the fit to the mater-
equation model described in the text using the kinetic prameters derived
from fitting the s( 5.3) data.

molecule and a rare-gas atom is expected to be quite different
from that between two polar NH3 molecules. First, in the
NH3-rare-gas collisions, the intermolecular interaction is
caused by an induced moment or a fluctuation moment

B. Choice of rotational energy transfer model and rate-
constant scallng

When using a kinetic model to determine rate coeffi-
cient parameters in a highly coupled system, it is especially
important to consider the possible model dependence of the
results.' 9" The initial picture of rotational energy transfer
in NH 3 was a very simple one. In addition to the rigorous
propensity rules based on spin statistics, which allow the
ortho (K = 3n) and para (K 3n ) levels to be treated sepa-
rately, inelastic processes in NH3 were expected to follow
dipolelike behavior, viz., J = 0,1 and AK = 0 with a-.s
being the only allowed channels.

Although these "dipolelike" propensity rules for colli-
sion-induced transitions are by no means as rigorous as opti-
cal selection rules, we expected to be able to model the ex-
perimental rotational energy-transfer data with a
combination of fast AJ = 0 and I, very slow AK = 3, and
very fast a.s transitions. However, we could not describe

the rotational energy transfer in NH3 with this model at all.
A drastic relaxation of the constraints on the propensity
rules resulted in a model which included a-.a and s.,-s,
AK> 1, and AJ> 1 transitions, with probabilities compara-
ble to those of the "dipolelike" transitions. In principle, any
level could be accessed by any other level within the nuclear-
spin constraint.

An examination of the details of some of the kinetic fits
will illustrate the validation of the model described above. If
we look at the signal fors( 1,0) [Fig. 4(a) ], we see an imme-
diate increase in population after the CO, laser pulse; after 2
#s, the population of the s(1,0) state has already reached
half of its maximum value. If we do not assume ridiculously
large cross sections for direct transitions from s(5,3) to
s(1,0) (many times larger than the Lennard-Jones cross sec-
tion), we have to allow for a considerable amount of
AK = 3n, AK,AJ transitions and perhapss sand a-a transi-
tions. The s-s and a-a transitions are even more evident from
the s(4,3) and the s(3,3) levels [Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) ]. The
rapid population of these levels cannot be explained by se-
quential a.-s and AJ = I transitions. If we allow explicitly
for a'-.a and so.s transitions the rate for the s(5,3) -s(4,3)
or s(6,3) and for s(5,3)-s(,O) are the AJ= I and the
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K = 3 transitions, respectively, in a first approximation.
The measurement for a(6,1)-s(6,1) has been taken as a
direct measure for the a.-,s transfer.

If we compare the traces for the population of the s( 5,3 )
and s(4,3) or s( 6,3) levels, we can see the relative difference
in the rates for lJ = I and AK = 3 processes. The differ-
ences in the features of the population of s(6,1 ) and the
a (6,1 ) (a - s transfer) are small. This means that the rate for
a - s transfer is of the same order of magnitude than that for
VA = I transfer.

A further verification of the model is obtained by using
the unadjusted parameters obtained from simulating the
aQ(5,3) excitation to predict the results of aR(S,0) excita-
tion. As Fig. 6 shows, quite satisfactory agreement is ob-
tained.

A fundamental problem in rotational energy-transfer
studies on polyatomic molecules is that the number N of
levels, and especially the number N(N - 1)/2 of collisional
rates that connect these levels, can be large. Not only would
it be difficult to measure all of these rates, it is especially
unrealistic to vary every constant individually in simulating
these systems. A more practical approach is to calculate the
whole rate coefficient matrix by an angular-momentum-
based scaling law with a set of basis rate constants. These can
be obtained from coupled states, infinite-order sudden, or
energy-corrected sudden approximation. s However, to
date, the intermolecular potential for the NH3 system has
not been characterized well enough to be able to implement
such an approach. Therefore it would be difficult to obtain
ab initio basis rate constants for this system.

Scaling laws can therefore seldom be used to fit data for
polyatomic molecules because there are so many basis rate
constants that the number of free parameters in the fit be-
comes too large. Fitting laws represent the rate constants by
simple functions which have a small number of adjustable
parameters. For scaling the -changing rate coefficients in
our model, we used a simple and widely used exponential-
gap law 52 (EGL) for downward transitions,

k, _j, = (2j + )ko exp[ -C(E, -E,)/k T]. (6)

The EGL has been given theoretical respectability by sur-
prisal theory59 and quantum-mechanical considerations, al-
though this of course does not constitute a proof of the law.
The EGL was found to work reasonably well for scaling the
J-changing rates in NH3-NH 3 and NH3 -Ar collisions.

C. Changes of J, AK=O, In NH,-NH, and NH-Ar
colllsions

NH,-NH3. The detailed kinetic analysis provided rate
constants and cross sections for J-changing collisions in
which AK = 0. Surprisingly, there are no simple dipolelike
propensity rules. Although the largest cross sections were
found for AJ = I transitions, there are also considerable
amounts of AJ = 2 and 3 transitions. The rates for these
processes could be scaled well by an EGL with C = 1.8 [ Fig.
7(a) ]. As expected, this is higher than for nonpolar mole-
cules such as methane" (C = 0.8) or silane60 (C = 0.05-
0.08), but it is sufficiently low that "higher-order" transi-
tions with AJ = 2,3,... play a non-negligible role in the rota-
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FIG. 7. Rate coeicients for J/chanling collisions in (a) NH,-NH, colli-
sions and (b) NH,-Ar collisions, as a function of AJ, with AK = 0 (open
circles) and 3 (solid circles). The dashed curve shows the EGL fit to the
AK 0 rates, with (a) C I.8 and (b) C 1.1; the dotted curve shows the
ECS fit to the AK - 3 rates, as described in the text. Note that the esti-
mated error on each rate parameter from the fit of the kinetic equation is
approximately 20%.

tional relaxation in the different K stacks. We want to point
out that the kinetic analysis unambiguously proves that
these transitions are not equivalent to sequential dipolelike
transitions with Al = .

The first state-to-state collision data in the ground state
of NH3 were obtained by Oka etal.,2 who performed micro-
wave-microwave (MWMWDR) and IR-microwave dou-
ble-resonance experiments yielding information on colli-
sion-induced transitions between two specific J, inversion
doublets. They found that the rotational relaxation of NH3
in the ground state is governed by dipolelike propensity
rules. Any "higher-order" transitions were found to be at
least an order of magnitude slower than A = 0 or I transi-
tions. In the v2 = I state, however, nondipolar transitions
make a significant contribution to the relaxation process.

NH3-Ar. In the case of NH 3-Ar collisions, the propen-
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sity rules are expected to be more complicated than in the
NH3-NH 3 case. Higher-order transitions with A> I are
expected. The absolute rate constants for AJ = I transitions
are considerably reduced compared to the self-relaxation in
NH3 and the individual rates follow the trend of the total
depopulation rates (see Fig. 7(b)]. An EGL parameter
C = 1.1, deduced from the kinetic model, shows that AJ> 1
transitions are relatively more probable than in the
NH3-NH3 case. The qualitative picture here is in good
agreement with the propensity rules derived by Oka from his
microwave double-resonance studies.2 In the recent experi-
ments of Schliepen and ter Meulen,' 2 they find large cross
sections for AJ> I transitions (up to AJ = 6) in the ground
state for NH 3-He at a collision energy of 54 meV. It is there-
fore quite reasonable that these transitions occur in the excit-
ed states of NH3 in collisions with argon as well.

D. Changes of J, A= 3, in NH3-NH 3 and NH3 -Ar
collialons

NH3-NH 3. From our kinetic model calculations we de-
rived rate constants and cross sections for A/ = 0, 1,...,4
with AK = 3 transitions for NH 3-NH, and NH3-Ar colli-
sions. The results are given in Table IV and Fig. 7(b). Direct
evidence for the presence of these transitions is the early
population of the s(5,0) and especially the s( 1,0) states of
NH 3. The rates for AJ-AK transitions decrease with in-
creasing AJ (or energy gap) but not as fast as the pure 1-
changing collision rates with AK = 0. They are always
smaller than the corresponding pure 1-changing rates. The
results indicate that in a J-changing collision with a large J
change it becomes more and more probable that K changes
as well. These results do not agree with previous results of
ground-state MWMWDR experiments in NH 3-NH3, in
which AK = 3 transitions are at least 1 order of magnitude
slower than A.J = 0 and 1. It is not entirely clear why this
should be different in u2 = 1. However, Kuze et aL.23 found
in steady-state IR-IR double-resonance experiments a ratio
of 2.5 between the rate for AJ = I and AK = 3 transitions.
This result agrees well with our observations. A possible ex-
planation for the discrepancy of these experiments and
Oka's might be that the effective rate for AK = 3 transitions
is nearly the same for the upper and the lower levels (whose
population difference is monitored in MWMWDR) of an
inversion doublet in the ground vibrational state if the a.-s
propensity rule does not hold for this process. The probabili-
ty of AK = 3 transitions seems to be larger at low tempera-
tures. Surprisingly, Veeken, Dam, and Reuss'9 found that
the J = 1, AK=0 (J, K=4,3- 3,3) relaxation in the
ortho species is not faster than the AK= 3 transition
(JK = 0,0-. 3,3) at low jet temperatures.

NH -Ar. Contrary to the self-relaxation results,
AK = 3 transitions have been expected and are observed for
NH 3-Ar(rare-gas) collisions. In our case we derived rate
constants and cross sections for AJ = 0, 1,...,4 transitions
with AK = 3 for NH3-Ar collisions. As with NH3-NH 3
collisions, the rates for J-&K transitions decrease with in-
creasing A/but not as much as the pure J-changing collision
rates with AK = 0.

The AK = 3 collisional energy transfer that we have ob-

served occurs with rates on the order of I us - ' Torr - '. cor-
responding to very small inelastic cross sections, on the or-
der of 3.5 A2. The energy-corrected sudden (ECS)
approximation"2 "6 '62 is applicable to systems in which the
ratio of the collision duration to the rotational dephasing
time is on the order of 1. For NH3 -NH3 transitions between
the 5,3 and 4,0 levels, this ratio is about 1, with the collision
duration calculated as described in Ref. 61.

Since the collisional parameters for AK = 3 are in an
appropriate range, the ECS approximation should be appli-
cable to these highly inelastic collisions. In this calculation,
for such short-range collisions, we assume a high-order in-
teraction with the potential having a high-n, r-" depend-
ence, and with the amplitudes spread over a wide range of
tensor basis rate ranks, L, with little variation as a function
of L. We estimated the collision duration from the observed
cross sections for the 5,3 to 4,0 levels, giving rT -0.1 ps, and
scaled the maximum of each curve to the AJ = 0 rate. As
shown for NH3-NH 3 in Fig. 7(a), and for NH3-Ar in Fig.
7(b), the ECS approximation correctly predicts the scaling
relationship between all of our observed 5,3 to J,0 rates. The
slow falloff with Jof the rates to J < 5 is qualitatively predict-
ed by the ECS scaling law. For the transitions to J> 5, the
ECS behavior is dominated by the detailed balance correc-
tion, and again qualitatively agrees with our experimental
data. All of our observed AK = 3 rates had been adjusted
independently in the fit (Sec. IV C 2), without reference to
the expected ECS behavior, so this result provides an unbi-
ased verification of its predictions."

E. Changes of parity in collisions
The effective rate of a.s transfer has been measured

directly for the transition s(6, 1) .-a(6, 1) after population of
a(6,1) with the 9R(30) line of the CO2 laser. The kinetic
model, with an average value of k,, = 4/is - ' torr - ', fits the
direct measurement very well, as can be seen from Fig. 3.
Small variations of symmetry changing rates as a function of
J and K have been neglected in the model.

Our value for k, of about 4 s - ' torr - ' is lower than in
the vibrational ground state [ 50-80 s- ' torr ' (Refs.
18(b)-18(d), and 19], but is more than an order of magni-
tude higher than that recently reported by Shultz and Wei.20

It is also higher than the a-.s transfer in v2 = 2 (approxi-
mately 2 ws'- torr- ),22 although, in that case, the a-,s
transfer is probably a sequence of a4-+s and AJ = I transi-
tions because the separations between the a and s levels is
higher than the ,K spacing. Looking at the trend of this
process in the v2 progression, it is unlikely that the previous-
ly reported 2" value of 0.2 us' ' torr ' can be correct.

Most striking, and against all dipolelike behavior, is the
fact that we did not find a propensity rule for a-.s processes
in rotationally inelastic collisions. We could model the rota-
tional energy transfer only if we relaxed this propensity rule.
From our kinetic model we derived a ratio B = k(a-a)/
k(a-.s) = k(s*-s)/k(a-s) > 0.7 for both self- and argon
collisions. This means that there is no specific (as) correla-
tion between states of opposite parity. In the case of am-
monia self-relaxation, this is in sharp contrast to the results
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inferred from the microwave double-resonance experi-
ments.2

F. Collision rate and pressure-broadening coefficient

The total depopulation rates of thes( 5,3) level in u, = 1
and the ground-state recovery rate in a(5,3) can be related
to measurements of the pressure-broadening coefficients y/p
in the ammonia v2 infrared band ' "2 using the generally
accepted relation63' 4

y/p(MHz/torr) = (/2ir)(k, + k, )/2;

that is, the broadening rate is the average of the inelastic
collision rates k, and k,, expressed in s- ' torr- ', in the
upper and lower levels of the spectroscopic transition. This
relation assumes no contribution from inelastic dephasing or
other non-state-changing processes.

For ammonia self-broadening, measurements227 on
rotational levels in the v2 fundamental comparable to those
studied in this work yield values of 13.4 [for the aR(0.0)
line"2 ] to 22 MHz/Torr, and 8-10 MHz/torr for the 2v, -v2
hot-band lines. Use of our measured values for ground-state
recovery and excited-state depopulation (Table II) in the
preceding relation would predict broadening coefficients of
about 9 MHz/torr, around 40% smaller than the experi-
mental values. We believe that the explanation of this differ-
ence most consistent with existing data is a significant elastic
contribution in the v2 = I and u2 = 2 levels to the
linewidths, but not in the ground state. Our observed
ground-state depopulation rate of 80,us - ' torr - ' is in close
agreement with the microwave T2/T, measurements of
Schwendeman et al.'8 'b'- l 'd' if a zero contribution from
adiabatic processes is assumed, and our phenomenological
rate is assumed to correspond to the rate of population trans-
fer out of the combined inversion doublet pair. Schwende-
man's measurements also indicate that, for high J levels, the
sum of adiabatic processes and processes leaving the inver-
sion doublet levels is less than 5 % of the linewidth. Since the
adiabatic contribution should depend only weakly on J, we
infer a small contribution to low J levels from adiabatic colli-
sions. Furthermore, a zero or very small adiabatic contribu-
tion in the ground state is in accord with Schwendeman's
Anderson theory and sudden approximation calcula-
tions."'b' Supporting Schwendeman's high J measure-
ments, the line-mixing measurements of Henck and Leh-
mann65 indicate that a large fraction of the linewidth for
both J = 4 and J = 8 is due to the sum of elastic and inver-
sion-doublet transitions. Even if k, in the linewidth expres-
sion is set to the microwave value of 18.4 MHz/Torr (which
would include any adiabatic contribution), the resulting val-
ues for y are lower than the observed linewidths. This indi-
cates that elastic processes make a significant contribution to
relaxation in u2 = 1 even though that contribution is negligi-
ble in v2 = 0. A similar situation occurs in the 2v 2-v2 hot
band, indicating adiabatic contributions in both 2v 2 and v2.

The triple-resonance measurements2 yielded only a lower
bound on the v2 = 2 relaxation rate, > 3 As - ' torr - '; if we
assume that the relaxation rate in v2 = 2 is the same as that
in v = , 34 s - ' torr - ', we can estimate an upper bound
for the inelastic contribution to the 2v 2 - v 2 broadening rate
of 5.4 MHz/torr.

For hydrogen-, 2s nitrogen-,4 and argon-broadening.,?
the coefficients are -3, 2.9-4.3, and 1.3-1.9 MHz/torr. re-
spectively, for transitions between levels with Jand K similar
to those studied in this work. While we were able to obtain
excited-state depopulation rates (see Table 11), we did not
obtain precise ground-state recovery rates for these gases as
collision partners. Ground-state recovery rates about twice
as large as the excited-state depopulation rates. as in am-
monia self-collisions, would allow the foreign-gas line-
broadening rates to be accounted for by the average of the
inelastic collision rates in the upper and lower spectroscopic
levels, in accordance with the standard model. '-'

A similar situation obtains for ozone, which has also
been studied in our laboratory.66 For that system, the self-
broadening coefficient is about 20% larger than that which
would be determined from upper- and lower-level relaxation
rates measured by TRIRDR spectroscopy, while foreign-gas
(nitrogen, oxygen) broadening can be accounted for in
terms of these rates. In the case of d, -methane, in which the
inelastic collision rates are smaller than for polar species
such as ozone or ammonia, the measured6 7 self- and argon-
Raman broadening coefficients are 30%-60% larger than
the averaged relaxation rate.

These results can be understood if we interpret the dis-
crepancies as contributions of elastic collision processes to
the pressure-broadening coefficient. Since the time-resolved
measurements probe the population difference of states. and
thus the inelastic part of the collision process. while mea-
surements in the frequency domain reflect the sum of all
elastic and inelastic processes, it may be expected that the
pressure-broadening coefficient will be greater than the cor-
responding inelastic collision rate whenever elastic processes
are non-negligible. Recognition of this point may influence
future theoretical calculations of pressure-broadening coef-
ficients, which often neglect the elastic, or nonstate-chang-
ing, processes. 68 Analysis of the temperature dependence of
the linewidths and relaxation rates would also be of interest,
particularly in connection with remote sensing of the atmo-
spheres of the outer planets.9

G. State-to-state rate constants and the intermolecular
interaction potential

The rotational energy transfer of ammonia in self-colli-
sions and collisions with rare-gas atoms, N, and H., has
been the subject of many experimental and theoretical inves-
tigations in the past. One principal goal of these studies is the
determination of the intermolecular potential of the collision
partners.' 1.69.70 It is obvious that this can only be done by the
measurement of state-to-state rate constants and cross sec-
tions. Knowing the state-to-state inelastic cross sections or
rate constants from experiment, it should be possible to con-
struct the intermolecular potential by fitting the calculated
cross sections to the experimental values. This "potential
modeling" based on theoretical calculations will provide in-
sight into the dynamics of the intermolecular collision pro-
cess.

A detailed evaluation of the potential-energy surface pa-
rameters of the two collision partners (NH 3 , Ar) is. in pnn-
ciple, possible" although not trivial for polyatomic collision
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partners. Even without a detailed treatment it is possible to
get a qualitative picture about the nature of the intermolecu-
lar forces by a careful examination of the cross sections for
different processes and propensities obtained. In the follow-
ing we try to explain the observed cross sections for AJ and
AK and parity-changing collisions in terms of contributions
of the different terms of the multipole expansion of the inter-
action potential.

One method for the description for the potential surface
is the Hartree-Fock dispersion model (HFD).' "'6970 In this
model the interaction energy is partitioned into a Hartree-
Fock energy contribution, obtained from accurate self-con-
sistent-field calculations and a correlation energy contribu-
tion, which is in turn approximated by a damped multipolar
dispersion expansion.'6970 In the following section we
want to discuss briefly which information can be obtained
from state-resolved bulk experiments that can serve as first
input data for the calculations mentioned above.

In our present investigations we extracted effective
state-to-state rotational energy-transfer (RET) rates which
can be converted into velocity-averaged cross sections (aver-
aged over the thermal relative-velocity distribution). While
the total depopulation cross sections are most sensitive to the
total range of interaction (isotropic part of the interaction
potential), the single state-to-state rates are sensitive to the
anisotropic part of the potential as well. Different AJ,AK
processes of NH3 in collisions with NH3 or Ar are correlat-
ed with different interaction forces and different "char-
acters" of the collision process. The character of the collision
process is sometimes expanded in an S matrix or tensor opa-
city decomposition which indicates the multipole nature of
the collision-induced transitions, as is done in recent work
on H2 CO.7 ' The multiplicity of pathways in NH3 v2 = 1
relaxation makes it impossible to apply that method quanti-
tatively.

In the following we want to examine the different cross
sections obtained in the experiments and to correlate the
cross sections and the multipole nature of the interaction
potential. Since dipole, quadrupole, octopole, or higher-or-
der multipole interactions have different ranges, and differ-
ent induced transitions in the first Born approximation, the
measurements of the different processes through observing
different levels in v2 = 1, probe different parts of the interac-
tion potential.

Oka 2'n pointed out that, for a dipolar absorber, colli-
sion-induced transitions following + - - and AJ = 0,1
(AK = 0) are expected in first order. The "selection rules"
AJ=0,1,2 and s(a)..s(a) and AJ=0,1,2,3, s-a,
AK = 0,3 hold for quadrupole and octopole transitions, re-
spectively. Expected propensities for a second-order dipole
transition would be AJ= 0,1,2 and s(a)*-.s(a), AK=0.
Generally, for an n-order process the "selection rule" would
be a(s)-(s) if n is even and a-s if n is odd and
AJ= 1,2,...n, AK = 0. Furthermore, according to Oka," '

a (2'-pole),-(2'-pole)2 interaction gives a(s)-.a(s) tran-
sitions for even n and se-a transitions for odd n in molecule
1. A (2-pole),-(2"-pole induced dipole)2 interaction

causes a(s).- a(s) for even n + m and sa transitions for
odd m + n.

We believe that the rather unsystematic parity selection
rule in NH3 -NH3 and NH3-Ar collisions obtained in our
experiments cannot be explained by any single interaction
mentioned above. In the case of NH3 -NH3 collisions the
leading term in the multipole expansion is certainly the di-
pole term. The cross sections obtained for s.-a and AJ = 0,1
are the largest. This was verified by a direct measurement of
the s(6,1) and s(5,1) levels for a(6,1) excitation (9R 30).
On the other hand, we derive from direct measurements of
the s(4,3) and s(6,3) with s(5,3) excitation (10P32) that
s-+s transitions in the case of AJ = I are fast as well. With-
out a fast tunneling process during the collision duration, 2

these transitions can be regarded as quadrupolar transitions
with probabilities, according to the cross sections we ob-
tained, on the same order as the dipolar transitions. Similar-
ly, for AJ = 2, AK = 0, transitions, the probability for
s(a)*-s(a) and s-.a transitions are almost the same. The
s(a).s(a) transitions correspond most closely to a high-
order dipole or a quadrupole transition (or the dispersion
interaction of r- 6) and the s-.a to an octopolar transition.
In case of AJ= 3, AK = 0, the different a(s).-.a(s) and
s+-.a transitions can be regarded as higher-order dipole, or
octopole or higher multipole interactions. These multipolar
arguments apply only to transitions in the same "K stack."
For AJ,AK transitions, octopolar interactions, a vibrational-
mixing-induced dipole7 2- 7 ' (AJ = 0,1 only), or the disper-
sion interaction of r - , are necessary to account for a change
of K by 3 and simultaneous change in J. In the case of
NH, -Ar collisions, similar arguments are possible in terms
of (2'-pole) -(2'-pole induced dipole) 2 interactions.

In summary, we want to point out that by probing dif-
ferent states in theK 0 (AK= - 3) and K = 3 (AK= 0)
"stacks" in v2 = I we are able to probe the short-range and
long-range parts of the interaction potential. We are of
course aware of the problems of converting the data obtained
into potential surface parameters, but it seems to be clear
that higher terms in the multipole expansion play a consider-
able role in the RET behavior of NH3 in collisions with other
molecules. Therefore one has to consider carefully where to
truncate the expansion terms in the interaction potential
expression in a calculation of NH3 RET cross sections.

Our conclusion is that the rotational relaxation of NH3
by NH3 and by Ar have significant contributions from
"hard" collisions. During a collision the molecules approach
suffciently close that the interaction is strong enough to
cause the nondipolar transitions that we unambiguously ob-
served. In these collisions, information about the initial state
(J,K parity) is almost completely lost.

This behavior in v = I is in contrast to the collision
behavior in the vibrational ground state where dipolar a-s
and Al = 1 transitions dominate rotational energy transfer.
In this case the collisions are "soft" collisions. Parity-chang-
ing s(a)-.a(s) transitions can be induced by the smallest
long-range perturbation due to the small energy gap of the
inversion doublets.

The information about the real "nature" of the collision
process between NH3 and NH3 (Ar) in v2 = I can at this
point only be qualitative; however, our results show that the
interactions in both NH3-NH3 and NH3-Ar collisions are
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not due to one single multipole or multipole-(induced mul-
tipole) interaction and that rotational energy transfer is not
governed by simple dipolar "selection rules." The obtained
cross sections are, in any case, a critical test and a benchmark
for any quantum-dynamical calculation.
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Assignments have been carried out for the 2 v3/(v3+ v6)/2v6 (triad)-ground state overtone bands and
the triad- v3/v6 hot-band system of CHD 3. A vibrational extrapolation method, using
correspondences between a spherical-tensor formalism and the more conventional description of
symmetric-rotor spectra, was used to facilitate the assignment and analysis of these bands. The
resulting assignments have been confirmed by time-resolved double-resonance measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The way that collisions affect the internal levels of atoms
and molecules is both of fundamental interest for our under-
standing of scattering theory and the intermolecular
potential,' and of considerable importance for numerous ap-
plications. The study of such collision processes at the state-
to-state level 2 requires as a prerequisite a detailed spectro-
scopic analysis of the molecule under study. This is
necessary for the precise assignment of pumped and probed
vib-rotational levels, and it is also essential for proper inter-
pretation of energy-transfer pathways and propensity rules.

Previous infrared double resonance investigations of en-
ergy transfer in the spherical top molecules 13CD 4 (Ref. 3)
and SiH 4 (Ref. 4) have shown that there is a high degree of
selectivity in which rotational states receive population from
an initially populated state. A recent theoretical proposal5 6

has linked these observations to a collisional energy transfer
propensity rule derived from the Harter-Patterson78 theory
of spectral clustering in spherical top molecules. Harter-
Patterson theory allows us to assign a cluster quantum num-
ber, kR, for those rotational states associated with deforma-
tions of the spherical rotor to a symmetriclike rotor. In this
case, the new propensity rule relates kn to the symmetric top
propensity rule, AK=mn, which allows collisional transi-
tions in which the angular momentum K changes by an in-
teger multiple (m) of the order of the symmetry axis (n). For
rotational states that are not involved in clusters, the propen-
sity rules may be more subtle and have to be investigated.

In order to explore the relationship of molecular symme-
try to energy transfer pathways, we have been carrying out
time-resolved infrared pump/probe double-resonance experi-

'Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Durham,
England, UK.

ments on CHD 3. CHD3 is an oblate symmetric-top molecule
(A=Bo=3.279 cm- ', Co=2.629 cm-i; K=+1)9 and its
energy level structure is that expected for such a molecule.
However, its permanent dipole moment 0=0.006 D,10' so
long-range dipole-dipole intermolecular interactions should
not dominate the energy transfer processes, as is the case for
many symmetric tops. Rather, short-range interactions, such
as those expected for spherical tops, should be of primary
importance. CHD3 should prove an important model system
for relating the energy transfer processes observed in spheri-
cal tops to those in the more well known symmetric tops.

Infrared double-resonance experiments on CHD 3 have
been reported previously by Menard-Bourcin and
Doyennette,' 2 using a grating-tuned CO2 laser as the probe.
They measured intermode V-V energy transfer, apparently
including exchange of excitation between the A and E sym-
metry species. However, the restriction to a relatively small
number of fixed-frequency probe lines in their experiments
did not permit energy transfer pathways to be completely
mapped out at the rotational state-to-state level. To accom-
plish this objective, we have carried out measurements on
this system using a tunable semiconductor diode probe laser,
similar to the experiments reported earlier on methane3 and
silane.4 The results of these experiments will be reported
separately.' 3

In order to interpret these measurements properly, we
must possess secure assignments for the excited-state (hot-
band) transitions which are probed following pulsed laser
excitation. While the spectroscopy of the CHD3 ground state
and fundamental bands is well known,9 ' 4- 17 that of the over-
tone region, as well as the hot band system associated with it,
is almost completely unknown.

The vibrational level structure of CHD3 is shown for
reference in Fig. 1. The polyad situated at about 2000 cm-t
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FIG. 1. Lowest vibrational polyads of CHD 3 (adapted from Ref. 23). The
symmetry species of the vibrational fundamentals are a(vv2,) or
e(v4,vs.v. Symmetry species of overtone and combination levels follow
the usual multiplication properties of the C3,, group, s shown in Table I [see
also J. Steinfeld, Molecules and Rediatn, 2nd ed., (M.I.T., Cambridge,
M s., 1985), p. 454].

with the other bands of the nonad. The 2v5(E) band has been
analyzed by Allen and Plyler,'2 but they were able to assign
only the AJ= AK transitions owing to the weakness of this
band. The C-H stretching mode (vl) overtones have also
been analyzed up to quite high excitation levels, : '" 22 but
these levels are not involved in the analysis described here.

The standard framework for the analysis of spherical-top
rovibrational spectra is the spherical tensor model developed
by Moret-Bailly, Champion, and their co-workers.? This
model has now been extended to lower-symmetry cases, spe-
cifically symmetric-top molecules whose equilibrium con-
figuration belongs to the C3, point group.2425 Application of
this formalism to a Fourier-transform spectrum of the 1000
cm-i region of CHD 3 recorded by Valentin (described in
greater detail below) enabled Roche 24 5 to reanalyze the
v3/v6 dyad with an agreement (nonweighted standard devia-
tion of observed-calculated wave numbers) of 0.000 21
cm- t. Note that the v5 mode was not included in this treat-
ment since, at least for the lower J values, interactions be-
tween v5 and the a3 or v6 mode induce only small perturba-
tions. In the present paper, the analysis is extended to the
2 3/(v 3+ v6)/2v6 overtone/combination band system and the
"triad-dyad" hot-band system associated with it.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the
next section, we describe the experimental spectra obtained
for CHD3 in the 1000 and 2000 cm- t regions, which form
the basis for the present analysis. Section III outlines the
tensorial formalism employed in the analysis of the spectra.
In Sec. IV, we report the analysis and assignment of these
bands. As mentioned above, the application of these results
to analysis of time-resolved infrared double-resonance ex-
periments is reported separately."3 Table I of Ref. 13 lists all
of the observed double-resonance transitions, which were of
considerable importance in verifying the assignments pre-
sented here.

involves a number of vibrational levels including the funda-
mentals v4 and Y2, the harmonics 2Y3, 2v 5, and 2 6 , and the
combination levels V3+Vs, Y3+a6, and v5+v 6 . These inter-
acting levels form an "octad" (or a "nonad," if the av level
is also included) having a vibrational degeneracy g,, = 18. It
is noteworthy that in searching the possible partner states
constituting a polyad, one has to take into consideration not
only the clustering of levels, as shown in energy diagrams,
but also the order of magnitude of the interaction coupling
terms. For instance, in CHD3, even though the u1 =1 and
u3=3 levels are predicted to lie close together (around 2993
and 3012 cm - ', respectively), the predominant coupling
term between these states is a second order purely vibrational
operator, the first rovibrational coupling term being of third
order. This interaction thus need not a priori be introduced
explicitly to account for the infrared absorption spectrum in
the region considered.

There are relatively few detailed studies in this region.
Jennings and Blasst s determined ground- and excited-state
spectroscopic constants from an analysis of the v2 band. Kat-
tenberg and Brodersen 19 studied the Y2 and v4 bands using an
isolated-band model, but noted the presence of interactions

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The experimental data employed in this analysis consist
of two sets of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra re-
corded under varying conditions.

A. 1000 cm-1 abrorptlon reglon

The spectrum in this region was recorded on the FTIR
spectrometer at the Laboratoire de Physique Moliculaire et
Applications in Paris. It consists of 2076 lines in the range
886-1350 cm-' at a resolution of 0.003 cm- '. The CHD3
sample (98.5% d3), obtained from Merck Sharpe and Dohme
of Canada via the Bureau des Isotopes Stables du CEA, was
at a pressure of 0.18 Torr at ambient temperature (298 K).
The effective path length was 5 m. This spectrum contained
both dyad (v3/v6,-ground state) and hot-band
({2va/(va+ v6)/2v 6 triad}i-dyad) absorption lines, in addition
to vs-ground state and associated hot-band features. The
dyad.-ground state spectra have been separately
analyzed;24 5 by subtracting the fundamental transitions
from the recorded spectrum, as described in Sec. IV B, the
hot-band features could be easily distinguished.
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B. 2000 cm-' absorption region

We had available four spectra in this region:

(i) A FTIR spectrum recorded on the BOMEM DA
3.002 at the NASA Ames Research Center over the range
1950-2150 cm-' at a resolution of 0.005 cm- '. The CHD 3
sample, obtained from Merck Sharpe and Dohme of Canada
and containing 98 atom % D, was at a pressure of 50 Torr in
a single-pass 10 cm cell, at ambient temperature (298 K).

(ii) A FTIR spectrum recorded on a BOMEM 8 spec-
trometer in Professor Y. Hamada's laboratory at the Univer-
sity of the Air (Tokyo, Japan), covering the range 1800-2300
cm- I at a resolution of 0.006 cm- . The CHD 3 sample, from
ICON Ser. Inc., 98 atom % D, was at a pressure of 6 Torr in
a multipass cell with an effective path length of 5.6 m, at
ambient temperature (298 K).

(iii) Two FTIR spectra taken on the BOMEM spectrom-
eter at NRCC Ottawa, covering the range 1850-2150 cm-'
at a resolution of 0.003 cm- l. Frequency calibration was
accomplished by measuring the positions of CO lines and
comparing with the absolute positions as given in the
HITRAN data base.26 The CHD 3 sample was also from
Merck Sharpe and Dohme of Canada. The conditions em-
ployed were

temperature= 103 K, pressure=0.332 Torr,
path length=24 m;

temperature=264 K, pressure=0.358 Torrn,
path length=48 m.

Survey spectra at these two temperatures, covering the
most highly congested region of the overtone bands, are
shown in Fig. 2. These spectra were the principal data base
for the analysis described below.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

We have recently proposed 24 a new formulation of the
rotation-vibration Hamiltonian adapted to symmetric top
molecules. As is the case with the so-called tetrahedral
formalism, '

3
27 this treatment makes extensive use of group

theory and tensorial algebra. It allows us, first, to construct
all operators, whether part of the Hamiltonian, dipole mo-
ment, or contact transformation operators, in a systematic

way. This consistency, resulting from the use of group
theory, naturally enables us to include all the interaction
terms thus permitted. In addition, we can use the power of
tensorial algebra (operators and wave functions are ex-
pressed as tensors) to calculate the matrix elements of all
Hamiltonian or dipolar terms quite generally, by using a
unique basic formula expressing the Wigner-Eckart theo-
rem. As we will see in the following discussion, the classifi-
cation of Hamiltonian terms is based, as far as possible, on
the polyad structure of the molecule under study.

A. The vibrational extrapolation

An important aspect of our approach is that a unique set
of transformed operators (Hamiltonians and transition mo-
ments) is used to describe the transitions between the three
polyads (ground state, dyad, and triad). For a given type of

operators {v}, the effective Hamiltonians H.),HHf('P2).
·.. (which correspond to the projections of the transformed

Hamiltonian H,, on the Hilbert spaces spanned by the vibra-
tional functions associated with the sets of interacting bands
P,,P2,P3,') involve the same unique set of spectroscopic
parameters. The so-called process of vibrational
extrapolation 327 - 29 is essentially based on this property. The
terminology used in this discussion is summarized in the
Appendix to this paper.

An example of the application of this method is provided
in the present study. Most of the "preponderant" Hamil-
tonian parameters are determined and then fixed to the values
previously determined when studying the fundamental
bands. The new parameters to be determined are then less
numerous and typically less correlated (which is helpful with
respect to the numerical process used to retrieve the spectro-
scopic parameters). This was especially valuable when as-
signing the 2v6(A ) band of CHD3 and when checking as-
signments in 2 3: the consistency between assignments
resulting from ground state combination differences and pre-
dictions resulting from the vibrational extrapolation was
tested before performing any fit.

B. Prediction of the 2v3,/(v3+v)/2v. bands

The transformed Hamiltonian corresponding to this com-
bination triad may be written as follows:

- v - 's ifL.K.1rK-y(L.K.v)+ v (L K.X)vyY2iT (L.KY)YY2+7 n L.K.yTO)TL.K.y)
33.33 · 33.33 66,66 66,66 36.36

+ i -af(L.K.,r)rl 2TfLL.K.t)1,2+ t :-nL.K.,)r 1y2-(L.K.,lz2
33.36 33.36 33.66 33,66 '

1)

where the first three sums involve the same operators momentum J of the molecule; L is the tensorial rank with
as IHl2.3,3* H(2 6̀), and I , 6) but with spectroscopic co- respect to SO(3). L takes the values f, f-2 ..... or 0 (de-

efficients i associated with a polyad treatment. The other pending on the parity of fl); K is the unsigned value of k, the
terms refer to interacting terms between the upper states of component of the spherical tensor in the familiar IJ,k) basis,

2P 3, 2v 6 and v3+ v6 . In Eq. (1) fl stands for the degree of the and y and yi (i = 1,2) designate the symmetry species in the
operator with respect to the components of the total angular C3 u group.
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FIG. 2. CHD 3 survey spectra recorded on the BOMEM spectrometer at NRC Ottawa. Top: temperature- 103 K pressure-0.332 Torr. path Icngth=24 m.
Bottom: temperature 264 K, pressure=.358 Torr, path length=48 m.

An effective Hamiltonian associated with the previ.
expression (1) is written as follows:

HTniad) _ (T'riad) + (Triad) + H(Tad)
-(G.S.} {uv3 /v6} {Trad)

where (Triad) stands for the {v3=2/(v3=v6 =l)/v 6
=

set of states. The spectroscopic parameters present
the expansions of HGs ) and H(Trd) ar the same as th
we previously determined 24

25 from the analyses
the ground state and 3 /v6 dyad of CHD 3.

ous As a first step, we expanded the Hamiltonian concerned
with the upper state of the 23, (v3+ 6), 2v6 triad to fourth

(2) order (see Table I). Among the lower-degree spectro-
scopic parameters involved, four are associated with the cen-

:2} ters of the 2 3, ( 3
+

6),2v 6(A and E) bands while the other
in two refer to purely vibrational interaction terms between 2 '3

ose and 2 v(A ) on the one hand and 3 + 6 and 2f on the other
of hand.

The effective Hamiltonian associated with the triad,
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TABLE . Fourth-order Hamiltonian of the 2/+ vJ/2v6 triad. This table presents the various rotational and
vibrational operators involved in our model. The vibrational operators are defined according to Ref. 23. a and
a* stand for the lementary annihilation and creation operators, while A and A * represent the coupling of a
number of a and a operators, respectively. The rotational operators are characterized by a set of superscripts
fl(K,L ,Y) where these have the same meaning as in formula (1) of this paper. Vibrational and rotational
operators presented in this model are coupled to form the rovibrational operators of the Hamiltonian.

Basic vibrational coupling Vibrational operators Associted rotational operators

Ground state
R'2(

0. A ', RZ(2.0.1', R
4(0

.O4 A,)
R(2.OA0) R4(4.OA,, R444.3A,),
R(o.o

04 ), R6(2.OA, R
6

4.OA,I)
R6I4. 3A), R6(6.OA',) R(66.

3
.A)

R
6 6.

6Al
'

Rs(O.OAI), RA(2.0 1)
RI(4.0A,) RI4.3.AO, R(6.0A, ,
Ra(6.3Ai) R(6.6A0 RS(.O.Ai

'3/ v6 dyad

v6 band
R

°
(

°
O.OA, R

2 (
0.0A,

)
R

2(2
,AI,

(a:(E) x a t + VCA(A ) R
4
(.OA , R4(2.oA,), R4(4.0.A)

+ 6.64(4,A 

(a 6- M x a 6(E)) (A 2) VE.E 2) RM
(

.OA
" )

, R3(.OA2), R(.0.,2),- 6.6 R(
3 3

A2)

R(2. .' R2.2E), R4(2..'
t
,

,(a(E)XaOE))( tVet6.6) R4.29)y Re4041), R*4,2.1
R44.4r)

(tAltX (At))(A,) + V41A (A,) R
°
(.OA,), R

(
'.OA'

)
, R(42.0A),

(a3 a3
3.3 R4(

4
.3AI)

i- v6 interaction
,,_(A)x())(E) 

i(
£(a; )xa6) V36 R3(.2. )
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TABLE . (Continued.)

Basic vibrational coupling Vibrational operators Associated rotational operators

2vi6(A) component

(Ax* ,'AXA(A"))*l) + 6 A6 A,,) RO.OA,, R,(OOA., R2.0A,),

2 v6(A,) -2,(E) Interaction

(A A6 66 + ,6666 R
2

.1. R
12 2

)

6 < x (E X Y~l[(E),(t} -Oi E RA- (. IE)
(A 66 A,'66 6666

2v 6(E) component

(A ()XA('))(A,) + V.vEA ) R(.OAI), R2(0.0,A,) R2(2.OAI)~66 ~66 I 66.66

(Ai (E) XA (E)(A2) _VE(A) R1(l-OA2)
6 6(As IE"xAb ) + ) R2·l E) R2 C-66.66

(A 666.6 ,

HC i
nad), involves 99 terms among which 40 are to be deter-

mined (not taking into account any ambiguity problem).
However, since some of the transformed Hamiltonian can not
be determined unequivocally from the experimental energy
levels alone, the fit of the same experimental data set to
equivalent theoretical models (related by a change of basis)
can lead to apparently inconsistent results. This phenomenon
has been explored, for the case of spherical-top Hamilto-
nians, in Refs. 28 and 30, but is even more important in the
case of symmetric-top molecules: undeterminable parameters
are even more numerous for a given order in the expansion
of the Hamiltonian. Possible manifestations of this problem
were encountered when studying the v3/v 6 dyad, in the form
of very strong correlations between some of the parameters.
These parameters are damped to obtain an artificial decorre-
lation that allows the fit to converge. When faced with this
problem, in the present study, we applied a similar expedient.
A lower order Hamiltonian, involving only six terms to be
determined (the lower-degree parameters mentioned above),
was tried first. Experience nevertheless showed that the
low-J values were not easily accessible from the spectrum.
Further assignments required a higher-order expansion,
which is consistent with the isolated-band models we also
used.

The values of only two parameters, corresponding to the
band centers of 2v3 and 2v(A ,), have been previously
estimated3t via force field calculations and correlated with
observed values mentioned in Ref. 19 (these values are, re-
spectively, 1988.9 and 2072.9 cm-'). As far as intensities are
concerned, we have only considered the lower-degree opera-
tors associated with the four bands involved in the upper
state of the 2t 3/(V3+V 6 )/2v6 triad of CHD 3, i.e., the dipole
moment was developed to first order. An expression for the
effective dipole moment is then

M(G.S. ,MS.,) =M T). (3)

The relative intensities of the four bands are not known, nor
are the four dipolar terms that represent them. As a first set of
dipole moment parameters, we have used (on the basis of
order-of-magnitude considerations) those involved in the
vl3/22,/(v2+ v4)/2v 4 pentad of 12CD 4. The v4 band of 12CD 4

being associated with the v3/v6 dyad of '2CHD 3 (in terms of
vibrational correspondence), the dipole moment parameters

of 2v4 were used to describe the intensities of the
2v3 /(v3+ 6)/2v 6 triad of CHD3. This is, of course, not very
realistic and these parameters need to be adjusted to values
properly describing the relative intensities of the combina-
tion triad bands.

C. Prdlctlon of the hot-bnd system
({v3"2/(V3 "v 1 )Ivs2}- {v" 1/v 1 })

At ambient temperature, the hot bands that are a priori
more intense are those arising from the lower excited states
of a molecule, that is, when considering CHD 3, those origi-
nating from the u3=1, U6 =1, and v5sl states. We pointed
out in Sec. I that the absorption region that is situated around
2000 cm-' involves numerous vibrational bands. We then
expect transitions belonging to numerous hot bands to appear
in the 1000 cm-' region, associated with "octad-v3/v6/v
difference bands."

The ones in which we are interested are those participat-
ing in the 23/(V3+6)/2v6-3/,v6 subsystem, the v5 mode
and its overtones being excluded for the reasons mentioned
previously. The intensity of these bands may be described, to
the first order of approximation, by the dipole moment terms
relating to the 3 and v6 fundamentals. This subsystem con-
sists of four hot bands, namely, 23-v3, v3+ v-v 3 ,
v3+v 6 -v6, and 2v6-v6 . The corresponding dipole moment
may then be written

M(v"3/6 Tnid) = M(t3/"6 Tad) +M( 3/ 6 Triad)
{O.S.}.{ v3/ 6) { 3/v6),{Tnad) (4)

where Triad stands for 23/(y3+ v6)/2n6.

As we limit ourselves to the first order of approximation,
we will consider only the first term in this sum. Under these
restrictions, the intensities of the above-mentioned hot bands
are described by the same operators and parameters as the
v3/v 6 dyad: we estimate them from extrapolation of the dyad
analysis. Specific operators are involved in each one of the
four hot band intensities, but take part in a higher order ex-
pansion of the dipole moment. We will not consider these,
the primary goal of this study being assignment of the 1000
and 2000 cm- spectra.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An early stage of our work was devoted to a quantitative
understanding of the 2v3/(v3+ v6)/2v6 polyad. First using vi-
brational extrapolation only, and then trying different values
of the anharmonicities, we obtained various predictions of
the spectrum which we attempted to match with the experi-
mental data.

This process was greatly facilitated by having spectra at
two different temperatures (103 and 264 K) displayed in Fig.
1. The lower state energy for a particular transition was cal-
culated from the ratio of the absorbances of the transition at
the two temperatures, viz.,

(AT. E (T, ' (-TPT [Q(T) 1
A T , TT 2 I n Q(T 2) 

(5)

In Eq. (5), A = -ln(%T/100) is the absorbance of the transi-
tion, E is the lower-state energy, kA is Boltzmann's constant,
I is the path length, P is the pressure, and Q is the statistical
partition coefficient. The subscripts T, and T2 refer to the
spectra recorded at the two temperatures given above. To
eliminate the combined effect of experimental uncertainties
in the pressure, path length, and temperature measurements,
we used assigned transitions in the OP branch of the CHD3
P2 fundamental s '" and the well-known values for the CHD 3
ground state25 to fit these parameters in Eq. (5). Ground-state
energies for strong, but not saturated, unblended lines were
calculated to an accuracy of several wavenumbers from these
intensity data.

Ground-state combination differences (G.S.C.D.) were
also calculated. The agreement between observed and calcu-
lated frequencies being on the order of 0.000 14 cm- 1 for the
ground state, we could limit the number of possible partners
by requiring them to match a combination difference with a
discrepancy not exceeding 10.0005 cm-'l. The comparison
between the intensities in the 103 and 264 K spectra pro-
vided an estimate of the corresponding ground state energy,
which confirmed or negated the assignments obtained using
the G.S.C.D.'s.

Transitions meeting both the ground-state energy and
G.S.C.D. criteria were considered reliable and included in
the fits. These were mainly transitions with lower state
Jr12, since transitions having J>12 are almost unobserv-
able in the low-temperature spectrum.

A. The overtone regIon (2vJ/(+v)/2v bend)

The first step in analyzing the overtone region was to
eliminate a number of lines present in this region which do
not belong to the 2,3/(Y3+ v6)/2 6 manifold; these are princi-
pally v2 and v4 transitions. The transitions are quite in-
tense. They mostly appear as saturated in both the 103 and
264 K spectra. The 1910-2150 cm- l region includes most of
the P branch, (although it is sometimes difficult to identify
transitions having JI15 in the 264 K spectrum), all of the Q
branch, and the R(0) transition that appears at 2149.1047
cm- . To identify these various 2 features, we carried out a
prediction of this band using an isolated band model together
with the tensorial translation of the parameters determined

by Jennings and Blass.' 82425 Most lines of v2 in the 103 and
264 K spectra were easily identified, despite the fact that a
few regions involving this band are obviously strongly per-
turbed.

Our purpose not being a full reanalysis of this band, we
only used our model to identify as many lines of v2 as pos-
sible so as to eliminate them from the overtone analysis.
Previous work 9 has attributed the above-mentioned pertur-
bations to interactions with 4 and the overtones of v3, v6,
and 5. We assumed, in the present study, that when consid-
ering the 2v3/( 3+ v6)/2v6 triad, the most important perturba-
tions were those arising from interactions within the triad,
interactions with other bands (such as v2) being weaker. We
therefore restricted our model to the triad, but a more com-
prehensive study should possibly involve interactions among
all the nonad levels.

The v4 band is also present in the 2000 cm-' region.
Nevertheless, a prediction of 4 as an isolated band, using
parameters determined by Kattenberg and Brodersen, '9 indi-
cates that no line with J<13 should appear in the wave num-
ber region studied here. Therefore, we would not expect to
see any v4 features in the low-temperature (103 K) spectrum.
No features attributable to 4 were identified in either of our
experimental spectra, and this band was not considered fur-
ther in the analysis.

Let us consider the several components of the triad in
turn.

(i) The 23 band. The 2 3 band was assigned up to a J
value of 12, but proved difficult to assign further because of
intensity limitations. In fact, this band is the least intense of
the four we studied. The P branch features are stronger while
the QQ branch is almost not seen, even for low J values and
in the low temperature spectrum. A prediction resulting from
the vibrational extrapolation of the 3/&6 dyad is quite con-
sistent with the experimental spectra, except for the low in-
tensity of the Q branch. This certainly means that additive
interactions, not incorporated in the vibrational extrapola-
tion, are responsible for that.

Nevertheless, this band does not seem to be highly per-
turbed in the sense of predicted transition frequencies. An
isolated band model allows us to obtain an r.m.s. agreement
of 0.063 cm-' between observed and calculated features (the
r.m.s. agreement is 0.048 cm- ' if transitions only up to
J=10 are included). The fit involved 129 lines from the 103
K spectrum and 123 lines from the 264 K spectrum.

(ii) The 3+v6 band The 1 = +1 Coriolis component of
this band was assigned up to J=12, including as many as
224 lines in the 103 K spectrum. The problem here was to
assign the other Coriolis component. A crude prediction, to-
gether with vibrational extrapolation, tells us that these sub-
bands are overlapping. It appears as if tht intensity of the
second component is also quite perturbed. We are thus able
to assign safely only a very few lines. This prevented us from
determining a realistic value for the internal Coriolis param-
eter of this band, or even to provide a realistic fit for these
data. During additional isolated band fits, we simply fixed
the internal Coriolis parameter to the value we determined
for the one of v6 when performing the analysis of the
fundamentals. 24Z Nevertheless, this did not make the task
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TABLE II. Parameter table for the 2 overtone band: Familiar notation.
Standard deviation (in parentheses) is in units of the last digit quoted. The
corresponding ground state parameters, given in Table 111 of Ref. 25, are not
repeated here.

Parameter Value (cm-')

%33 1991.295(22)
AC33 2.04(21)x 10

-2

AB33 -3.985(12)x 10-'
AD33 -2.56(18)x 10'

33 6.9947)x 10"

AD: 3 -3.38(54)x 10-'
AHJ,'3

J 8.92(7)x 10-7'

AH' x
K - 2.03(25) x 10

-

AH
J3X 2.35(42) x 10

- 6

-4.1 4.5)x 10
-
7

easier: parameter values oscillated as before because the la-
beling of the levels was not correct. As both Coriolis com-
ponents overlap, it is difficult to distinguish between the en-
ergy levels belonging to each component. If we arc not able
to perform this operation for low J values, the fit simply does
not converge as it should and oscillates, preventing us from
fitting this band properly. Because of this, we were unable to
introduce the interactions between the various bands of the
triad.

(iii) The 2v(A ') band Even if we could not use the full
model in the analysis, it nevertheless proved quite useful as
an aid in the assignments. For example, the distinctive pat-
terns of the 2 v( A') band were easily recognized from the
vibrational extrapolation of the v3 /v6 dyad. We combined this
process with the ground-state energies and the G.S.C.D.'s to
obtain 149 assignments in the 103 K spectrum and 253 in the
264 K spectrum, forJ values up to 13. A fit of these, using an
isolated band model, provided an r.m.s. agreement of 0.088
cm= ' between observed and calculated lines. The two vibra-
tional components of 2v6(AI and E) are the most intense
features of the overtone bands we studied.

(iv) The 21iE) band We were able to assign a substantial
number of lines both in the l= +2 and l = -2 Coriolis com-
ponents up to J 9. Almost all the energy levels can be iden-
tified, despite that fact that the 1= +2 component exhibits
stronger features than the Il=-2 component.

When these assignments were fit to an isolated band
model, the analysis showed that this band is strongly per-
turbed and that the perturbation increases with J. This is
illustrated by the r.m.s. (obs-calc), which is 0.020 cm- in-
cluding J up to 5, increases to 0.060 cm up to J =6, and to
0.140 cm - up to J=7. The fit was carried out up to J=9,
with an r.m.s. deviation of 0.176 cm- '. A full treatment of
this band will require interactions with neighboring levels. A
clear indication of this is the apparently large, positive value
of AB found for this band. If an approximate AB is calcu-
lated for the + v6 (1= + 1) band from the assignments given
in Table S-II,32 a large negative value of AB is found. This
relationship is a symptom of strong perpendicular Coriolis
interactions between these bands. Simple arguments predict
perpendicular Coriolis interactions between V3+ v and 2 £E)

TABLE Ill. Parameter table for the 2 ,v(, overtone band: Familiar notation.
Standard deviation (in parentheses) is in units of the last digit quoted. The
corresponding ground state parameters, given in Table Ill of Ref. 25, are not
repeated here.

Parameter Value (cm-')

'66e 2064.100(28)
AC 660 -7.12(27)x 10-2
AB16 8.8(1.4)x I0

-3

ADJ.6o 4.6(1.8)x 10
- s

1AD
J K

-1.89(63)x 10-
6

0

ADX o 5.76(63) X 10'

AHJ"J' 9.2(6.5)x 10
-
'

,HJ'J6 -8.2(3.1)x 0-7
AH, 5.43(58)x 10

-
6

AH6 -3.52(49) x 10-6

to be VI larger than the significant interaction observed in the
analysis of the v3 and v6 fundamentals. 6'17 Parallel Coriolis
interaction may also occur between these bands, but is ex-
pected to be smaller than the perpendicular interaction be-
cause it requires l=3 interactions induced by anharmonic
mixing.

(v) Results for the overtone levels. Tables S-I through
S-IV, which have been deposited with the Physics Auxiliary
Publication System,32 give assignment tables for the 2 3,

3+ v6, 2v6 ' t) , and 2 r bands, together with the frequency
differences (obs-calc) resulting from the preceding analysis.
Tables II through IV present the corresponding spectroscopic
parameters in their familiar notation. The fits presented in
Tables II through IV have been performed using isolated
band models. Although all calculations were realized in the
tensorial formalism, we only show the parameters in their
familiar form for reasons of simplicity. The translation of the
Hamiltonian and dipole-moment terms for the hot bands be-

TABLE TV. Parameter table for the 2a5) overtone band: Familiar notation.
Standard deviation (in parentheses) is in units of the last digit quoted. The
corresponding Igound state parameters, given in Table Ill of Ref. 25, are not
repeated here.

Parameter Value (cm- ')

,eV) 2068.26(10)
(CO,. -2.85(17)x 10

- i

AC, -1.26(18)x 10-'
Abm 6.106(44)x 10

-

r' 4.5(7.8)x 10
-O

qu -3.148(23)x 10-
iG 2.3(2.1)x 10

- )

x£. 3.7(3.4)x 10-'

ADJ 2.954(54)x 10-3

ADaO -7.95(41)x 10
-
'

AD,6, .18(57)x 10
-3

44.2z.IE t . -8.3(2.6)x 10
-5

Fixed to zero

The correspondence between familiar and tensorial parameters is not com-
plete. Nevertheless, the missing links affect only higher order terms, that
certainly would not be involved in the existing correspondence relations.
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tween tensorial and familiar notations is less straightforward
and is omitted here.

B. The hot-band region ({v 3=2/(v 3 =v=l)/v*=2}
-{v 3=ll/v=l})

We have assigned most of the &3 /v6 and va lines con-
tained in the 1000 cm- t spectrum described in Sec. II A.24'2
Nevertheless, a number of weaker features remained unas-
signed in this absorption region, and many of these are hot-
band features. As noted in the Introduction, assignment of
these features is crucial to interpretation of the double-
resonance experiments on this molecule.' 3

One problem encountered when assigning the hot-band
system was the threshold of the peakfinding routine used to
identify features and center frequencies in the 1000 cm-'
spectrum. For the analysis of the fundamentals, this thresh-
old was set rather high just in order to discriminate against
background features belonging to the hot bands. In order to
analyze the hot bands, we first eliminated the fundamental
transitions from the spectrum, and compared the predictions
of our models with the remaining features. For carrying out
the fits, we included only the stronger lines for which an
accurate center frequency had been established by the peak-
finding routine. The assignments were, in many cases, con-
firmed by the time-dependent behavior of the intensities as
seen in the double-resonance measurements, as well as by
the nuclear-spin alternation in the intensities. In general,
upper-level term values derived independently from the hot-
band and overtone line positions agreed to within 0.01 cm-' .

Table S-V3 2 contains our hot-band assignments for the
2v3 -v3 band. While most of the predicted frequencies match
well with features observed in the experimental spectum,
only a fraction of these correspond to measured line centers.
In the 2V3-a 3 assignment table (S-VI),32 most of the QQ and
a number of the QR features have been peakfound.

The 26-a6 hot band contains A, and E components.
Transitions calculated for the 2 Y)-v6 subband using the
vibrational extrapolation model presented in Sec. III also
were not numerous, and could not at first be clearly identified
with experimental features. In this case, the double-
resonance experiment provided the clue to the assignment.
We were able to identify a transition with an upper state
estimated energy of 2293.902 cm-l and a known lower state
8A,7(K=4,1=+1) belonging to v6. From the double-
resonance selectivity, we knew that the upper state had to be
of A symmetry and was characterized by a J value of 7, 8, or
9. A comparison with the previously assigned overtone
transitions showed that the transition could be none other

than 2 v(A1)', 8A 26(K 3,1 = 0) *-v6, 8A 17(K4J = +1),

that is, a transition of the PQ subband of 2 )-6. A sys-
tematic calculation of the rP, rQ, and PR lines of this sub-
band produced a number of predicted transitions, some of
which had been identified by the peakfinding routine. These
lines were not included in the fit, but are included in Table
S-VI 32 together with their assignments. We show in Fig. 3
the experimental region near 1028 cn' associated with
most of these assignments, that is, the PQ branch of
2vA') 

I 5

i

0
10276 1027 102Z.0

Wvefnumbsvf, cm
'

IO2.2

FIG. 3. Portion of CHD, spectrum recorded on the FTIR spectrometer at the
Laboratoirs de Physique Moleculaire et Applications (Paris), showmng the
PQ region of the 2VA "-V, hot band near 1028 cm-'. Features due to the
fundamental absorption bands have been subtracted before plotting. Vertical
strokes indicate identified hot-band transitions (see Table S-IV) (Ref. 32).
The starred transition at 1027.768 cm' is the 'Q4(8) line identified by ir
double-resonance.

Calculations were also carried out for the 20 5)s-v6 sub-
bands. One of these, which is predicted to occur at around
1033 cm- l, possesses quite weak features, and very few
were identified by the peak finding routine. However, visual
inspection of the spectrum recorded in this region provides
good qualitative correlation with the predicted features.

C. Concluslon

We have assigned approximately 800 lines belonging to
the 2v3/(+v3 - 6)/2v6 triad of CHD 3, and an additional 100
lines in the triad-v3/v6 hot-band system. The lack of identi-
fied features in the v3+v6(1=-1 component) prevented us
from making full use of the tensorial model presented in the
theoretical section. We were thus not able to introduce the
interaction parameters between the different bands in the fit.
We therefore limited the analysis to the determination of iso-
lated band parameters for the three completely assigned vi-
brational bands, namely, 2 3, 2v A O

), and 2f ). The meth-
ods of vibrational extrapolation, together with experimental
verifications resulting from time-resolved double-resonance
measurements on the system, provided the key to the assign-
ment and analysis of this quite congested and complicated
spectrum. Although it was not possible to determine all of
the tensorial parameters from the experimental data, the
model nevertheless is able to predict most line positions to
within ±0.1 cm- ' or less. This analysis provided the identi-
fications essential for proper interpretation of the results of
the double-resonance experiments, as reported in the com-
panion paper. This, in turn, permitted us to determine rota-
tional energy transfer rates and propensity rues for this sys-
tem.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix contains explanations of terms used
throughout this paper. In order to get more insight and details
concerning the underlying theoretical notions, we recom-
mend the reading of Refs. 23-25 and 27-29.

Transformed Hamiltonlan

Determining the contribution of the Hamiltonian terms
to the rotation-vibration energies usually deals with pertur-
bative methods. Among these methods, one now in common
use is that of the contact transformation, initiated by Van
Vleck.33 It allows us to introduce a new basis of functions
where the transformed Hamiltonian H is totally or partially
diagonal with respect to the vibrational quantum numbers
us, through the application of a unitary transformation to the
initial Hamiltonian H

=THT-', (Al)

where T=e' as (S is a Hermitian operator).
The T transformation being a unitary one, both the H

and H Hamiltonians are defined on the same rotation-
vibration wave function space and possess the same proper-
ties (reality, Hermiticity, and invariancy when reversing
time).

The transformed Hamiltonian H is then the sum of terms
related to the different vibrational polyads (that is to say, sets
of interacting states) of the molecule, the contributions cor-
responding to the interaction terms between these different
sets of vibrational states being assumed small enough to be
accounted for by perturbation. As the T unitary transforma-
tions modify the Hamiltonian eigenfunctions it is necessary
to apply a corresponding transformation to the dipole mo-
ment operator.

A problem arising from use of the contact transformation
is that the spectroscopic parameters involved in the trans-
formed Hamiltonian depend on the contact transformation
generators. Thus only the combinations of spectroscopic pa-
rameters that remain invariant under such transformations
can be retrieved. For a given molecule, the number of inde-
pendent combinations between spectroscopic parameters is a
characteristic of the polyad studied but is of course indepen-
dent of the formalism used to set up the Hamiltonian.

Effective Hamiltonlan

Once the contact transformations have been performed,
one obtains effective Hamiltonians by projecting the trans-
formed Hamiltonian H on the vibrational spaces under study.
The effective Hamiltonian related to a given vibrational set
of states (v) is defined by the relation,

*./= p( ")Hp( v), (A2)

where P<') is the projection operator on the Hilbert subspace
spanned by the vibrational functions of the (v) set of states.

These effective Hamiltonians are closely related to the
polyad structure of the molecule. If we consider the CHD3
molecule, its vibrational structure can be pictured by the par-
tially transformed Hamiltonian,

/H=HG s)+k(`3" +,s Triadt+' (A3)

If we build the two first effective Hamiltonians associ-
ated with H, we obtain

[.(GS ) =p(GS)jtp(GS.)= .GS.)
.,.-- --. )= . --Tn r d" G.S.

,(Triad) _ g Trnad).+ iad)
- -" I -- vTriad}

(A4)

An important fact is that all effective -."oS.) contain the
same set of spectroscopic parameters as well as all ."i/TMad}
and so on. This corresponds to the ground-state (respectively,
Triad) operators contribution to the various effective Hamil-
tonians. This property allows us to use the so-called vibra-
tional extrapolation scheme. 2 7-29
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An infrared double-resonance laser spectroscopic technique is used to study state-resolved rotational
energy transfer (RET), vibration-vibration (V-V) transfer, and symmetry-exchanging collisions in
asymmetrically deuterated methane (CHD3). The molecules are prepared in selected rovibrational
states of the {V3 , 6 } = 1 dyad using coincidences between CO, laser lines and dyad,-ground state
transitions. Measurements of both the total rate of depopulation by collisions and the rates of
transfer into specific rovibrational (,J,K) levels are carried out using time-resolved tunable diode
laser absorption spectroscopy. Total excited-state depopulation and ground-state recovery rates
range from 0.5 to 1.0 times the Lennard-Jones collision rate, consistent with relaxation due to
short-range forces. V-V (v6 -v3) processes contribute about 10% of the total relaxation rate, and
symmetry-changing (A-E) collisions occur at a rate another order of magnitude smaller, viz.
(0.17+0.02) s- 1 Torr-', corresponding to an effective cross section of 0.64 A2, around 10-2 oul.
The symmetry-exchanging collision efficiency for CHD 3 as well as for other systems reported
elsewhere (CD3CI,CH 3F) can be quantitatively estimated using a simple F6rster resonant exchange
mechanism. The state-to-state RET rates are modeled using a kinetic master equation. A strong
propensity rule, SK = ± 3x (integer), similar to that found for highly dipolar symmetric tops such
as ammonia, applies to CHD3 as well. We conclude that the flow of energy and angular momentum
in molecular relaxation is dominated by the internal level structure of the molecule, rather than by
specific details of the intermolecular potential.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a series of measurements on the spherical-top mol-
ecules methane (13CD 4)1 and silane,2 using the time-resolved
infrared double-resonance (TRIRDR) technique, we have es-
tablished the following propensity rules for collision-induced
rotational energy transfer (RET):3

ii) nuclear spin symmetry species do not interconvert on
the time scale of the experiments;

(ii) the vector difference A(J-R)=O, where R is the
pure rotational angular momentum and J is the total angular
momentum: in effect, the orientation of the vibrational angu-
lar momentum =J-R is conserved in the molecular frame
during the collision;

(iii) large changes in angular momentum (up to AJ=
+5) can occur in a single collision;

(iv) in addition to the nuclear-spin and Coriolis sublevel
propensity rules [(i) and (ii), respectively], RET is highly
selective with respect to the fine-structure designation C".
This latter selectivity has been eloquently explained by
Parson,' drawing on the Harter-Patterson theory of spectral
clustering. 5 The resulting propensity rule can be expressed as

r(S 4) is unchanged when AkR=0,4.-. (kR is the projec-
tion of the rotational angular momentum along one of the
symmetry axes of the molecule), so that F -FI and
F2.-F2, but F,4F2;

'Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Durham. En-
gland, U.K.

r(S 4) changes when AkR=2,6.-, which permits
F, - F 2 .

In order to explore the relationship of the molecular
symmetry to energy-transfer pathways, we have carried out
TRIRDR experiments in trideuteromethane, CHD 3. As noted
by Parson,4 clustered energy levels5 of tetrahedral molecules
such as 13CD 4 and silane behave effectively as do those of
symmetric tops during a collision, since the vibration-
rotation interaction distorts the molecule along or perpen-
dicular to one of its symmetry axes. In these levels, during
the very short duration of a molecular collision, the rota-
tional angular momentum is localized on one of the equiva-
lent symmetry axes, so that symmetric-top propensity rules
may be expected to apply to changes in that angular momen-
tum. CHD3 already possesses the symmetry (and thus the
level structure) assumed by tetrahedral molecules during a
collision; it is an oblate symmetric top (Ao=B0 =3.279 18
cm-', C0 =2.628 96 cm-'). 6 7 A permanent dipole moment
/o=0.006 D has been measured for CH3D,8 and Dubal
et aL9 have concluded on the basis of this and related work'0

that ie for CHD 3 should also be close to 0.006 D. The
CHD3-perturber intermolecular potential differs from the
CH4-(or CD4 -)perturber intermolecular potential primarily
from effects due to the shift in the center of mass, as dis-
cussed further below. CHD 3 thus represents an ideal test case
for separating the effects of molecular symmetry (level struc-
ture) from those of collision dynamics in inelastic scattering
processes.

Previous TRIRDR experiments on CHD3 (Ref. 11) used
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a c.w. CO2 laser to probe levels pumped by a pulsed CO2

laser. While such experiments are unable to interrogate spe-
cifically selected rovibrational levels, they did yield a V-V
relaxation rate between the 3 and v6 levels (approximately
"gas kinetic"), an apparent relaxation rate between A and E
symmetry levels [(2.3:0.2)x105 s-'Torr- , presumably
due to resonant V-V exchange collisions], and an overall
V-(T,R) relaxation rate [(1.16_0.35)x 103 s-' Ton-l']. Use
of a tunable diode laser probe, as in our previous experi-
ments on '3CD4 (Ref. 1) and silane,2 allows us to determine
state-to-state rotational energy transfer pathways and the de-
pendence of the inelastic collision rates on AJ and AK. We
are also able to identify excited-state absorptions to overtone
and combination levels from the {v3 ,v6} dyad. This aids in
the assignment of the hot-band and overtone spectra, as dis-
cussed below.

A further motivation for these studies is the wish to un-
derstand pressure broadening in terms of inelastic collision
rates. While much of the literature' 2 on pressure broadening
of infrared transitions in methane reports data for atmo-
spheric collision partners (air, N2 and/or 02), self-broadening
coefficients are available for several infrared 3 and Raman
bands of CH4,14 and CD4 .'5 The (J,C")-averaged infrared
and Raman broadening coefficients (j/p) for CH4 are both
around 0.075 cm- l atm - l, while those for CD4 are some-
what larger (approximately 0.085 cm-' atm-l). Pure rota-
tional self-broadening coefficients for CH3D

8 '6 are in the
range 0.06-0.07 cm-' atm- ', but for the v6-0 band 17 the
corresponding values are 0.078-0.088 cm-' atm- l (both at
295 K). There are no corresponding data available for CHD 3.
We have measured p for several transitions in the CHD3
y3-0 band; these are reported and compared with time-
domain relaxation measurements in Sec. IV C.

In the rest of this paper, we briefly describe the experi-
mental methods (Sec. II) and provide essential background
on aspects of the spectroscopy (Sec. III A) and kinetic mod-
eling (Sec. III B). Experimental results are presented in Sec.
IV, and discussed in Sec. V A brief preliminary account of
this work has appeared. 8

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Doubl-resonance measurements

The TRIRDR experiments were carried out using a
pulsed TEA CO2 pump laser and a tunable lead-salt semi-
conductor diode probe laser as in previous studies of silane2

and ammonia.t 9 The pump and probe beams are copropa-
gated through the 1.8 m long cell in order to obtain maxi-
mum overlap through the sample. Care must be taken, how-
ever, to prevent pump laser radiation from reaching either the
diode or the detector. This was accomplished by polarizing
the two beams perpendicular to each other and utilizing the
difference in reflectivity for s- and p-polarized light. A ZnSe
plate is placed in the probe beam plane at an angle of 75 °. At
this angle the transmission of the probe beam is high
(-96%). Approximately 60% of the pump beam, which is s
polarized with respect to the ZnSe plate, is reflected from the
plate. With 20-30 mJ of CO 2 laser pulse energy, the reflected
portion of the pump is sufficient to reach 60% saturation of

the CHD 3 transition. The pump and probe beams are sepa-
rated by a diffraction grating at the end of the cell. The probe
is sent through a monochromator, further isolating it from
any scattered pump radiation.

The pulsed laser used in these experiments was a Laser
Sciences Inc. PRF-150S which has a gain bandwidth of -1
GHz. In some instances, as discussed in the following sec-
tion, this would be sufficient to pump more than one line in
the CHD3 fundamental, thereby complicating interpretation
of the data. In order to alleviate this problem, a low-pressure
gain cell was introduced in the cavity. This reduced the laser
bandwidth sufficiently to eliminate the possibility of pump-
ing transitions detuned from the CO2 laser line by more than
a few hundred MHz.

CHD3 (98 atom % D) obtained from Merck Sharpe and
Dohme of Canada was used without further purification.
Sample pressures, generally in the range 5 to 500 mTorr,
were measured with a capacitance manometer (MKS Bara-
tron, model 227 A). Further experimental details will be
given elsewhere.2

B. Sef-broadening measurements

Self-broadening coefficients for several lines in the
CHD3 3-0 band were determined using the experimental
arrangement, diode laser sweep-integration technique,2' and
data reduction procedures previously employed for ozone
self-broadening measurements? The results are given below
in Sec. IV C.

Ill. ROVIBRATIONAL ENERGY LEVELS OF CD3H

In order to interpret the TRIRDR measurements, we
must possess secure assignments for the excited-state absorp-
tions (hot-band transitions) which are probed following
pulsed laser excitation. While the spectroscopy of the CHD 3
ground state6 ' 7 and vibrational fundamentals23 26 is well
known, that of the overtone region in the vicinity of 2000
cm', and of the hot band system associated with it, was
largely unknown when we began this work.

The vibrational level structure of CHD3 consists of the
(Y3,V6) dyad at 1000 cm'- , the 5 level near 1300 cm', and
a polyad situated around 2000 cm-' which includes the v,
and 2 fundamentals, the 2v3, 2 5, and 2v6 overtone levels,
and the v3+ vs , 3+ v6, and vs+ v6 combination levels. There
are relatively few detailed studies in the latter region., 7 29

and none of these furnished assignments for the interacting
2{v 3,v6} bands. The vibrational spectroscopy9 303 and
dynamics3 2 of highly excited C-H stretching mode (vl ) lev-
els have also been analyzed, but these levels are not pertinent
to the work described here.

Assignments for the 23'-0 overtone band were made
from a high-resolution Fourier transform (FTIR) spectrum of
CHD3 recorded at the National Research Council of Canada
in Ottawa. Frequencies for 2v3.- v3 hot-band transitions were
then calculated using known rovibrational energies for v = 1
levels252 6 and compared with an experimental FTIR spec-
trum of the 1000 cm-' region recorded by Valentin in Paris.
In most cases, the calculated line positions were sufficiently
accurate to give unambiguous identification of the hot-band
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TABLE I Pump and probe transitions In CHD,( .v,,}= I levels.

IA) CO, laser-CHD 3 absorption coincidences
CO. laser transitions Frequency (cm-l)

' CHD, level pumped b
&(cmn-)

I1R!22) 977.214 v,,RP(9,3 )A -0.011
IOR(24) 978.472 vQQ(12.7)E 0.0001

iVQQ( 11.5)E 0.033
1OR134) 984.383 3QQ( 12.9)A 0.002

%3QQ( 16.14)E -0.010

IB) CHD3 levels probed all in 2--v 3)
(i) Pump 3=l. J=12, K=9(A)

CHD, (obs-calc)e AE
transition v,, cm'd cm)d

cmx 10-' cm
- A AK

QR(3.0) 1009.8317 -0.8' -403.23 -9 -9
QR(3,3) 1009.9409 -1.9' -405.57 -9 -6
QR(4,0) 1015.0985 -1.1¢ -379.60 -8 -9
QR14,3) 1015.6864 -0.8 -382.41 -8 -6
QR(5.0) 1019.9388 -0.9

c -349.72 -7 -9
QR(5.3) 1020.8480 -1.0( -352.91 -7 -6
QR(6,0) 1024.3739 -0.7' -313.49 -6 -9
QR(6.3) 1025.4684 -0.5' -316.99 -6 -6
QR(6,6) 1027.3683 1.6f -325.64 -6 -3
QR(7.0) 1028.4618 -0.8' -270.88 -5 -9
QR(7,6) 1032.6163 - 1.1' -284.73 -5 -3
QR(8.0) 1032.2692 -0.7' -221.85 -4 -9
QR(8.6) 1036.3984 -0.5' -236.91 -4 -3
QR(9.3) 1037.0455 0.9' -170.51 -3 -6
QR(9,6) 1040.6021 -1.5' -182.35 -3 -3
QR(9,9) 1044.7155 -2.2' -198.28 -3 0
QR(10,0) 1039.2726 0.4' -104.45 -2 -9
QR(10,6) 1043.9536 -2.1' -121.15 -2 -3
QR(10,9) 1049.4076 -0.6' -139.54 -2 0
QR(11.3)

S 1043.6626 -0.3' -40.47 - I -6
QR(11,61 1047.0845 -1.6' -53.35 -1 -3
QR(11,9) 1052.8571 -2.4' -73.28 -1 0
QR(12,6) 1050.0734 -4.1' 21.00 0 -3
QR(12,9) 1055.7759 -1.6' 0.00 0 0
QR(12,12) 1061.9841 2.5' -23.67 0 +3
QR(13,9) 80.07 +1 0

(ii) Pump = 1, J=12, K=7 (E)
CHD, (obs-calc) 'J AE
transition v, (cm-l)d cm- 10 -3 cmi- & AK

QR(3,1) 1009.8767 -0.8' -418.28 -9 -6
QR(3,2) 1009.9686 -1.2 -419.11 -9 -5
QR(4,1) 1015.1829 5.7' -394.70 -8 -6
QR(4,2) 1015.4107 -1.0' -395.67 -S -5
QR(4,4) 1015.7613 -1.1' -398.97 -8 -3
QR(5,1) 1020.0498 -1.0' -364.85 -7 -6
QR(5,2) 1020.3697 -1.3' -365.93 -7 -5
QR(6,1) 1024.5003 -1.0' -328.66 -6 -6
QR(6,2) 1024.8731 -0.6' -329.84 -6 -5
QR(6,4) 1026.2266 -0.6 -334.32 -6 -3
QR(6,5) 1026.9976 -0.1' -337.34 -6 -2
QR(7,1) 1028.5950 -1.0' -286.07 -5 -6
QR(7,4) 1030.5245 -1.4' -292.21 -5 -3
QR(8,1 ) 1032.4035 -1.0 -237.06 -4 -6
QR(8.4) 1034.4012 -1.2 -243.58 -4 -3
QR(8,5) 1035.5640 -2.6' -247.32 -4 -2
QR(8,7) 1038.2214 -0.4' -256.36 -4 0
QR(8,8) 1038.9410 -2.0 -260.76 -4 +1
QR(9,1) 1035.9884 -0.8' -181.60 -3 -6
QR(9,4) 1037.9764 -0.8' -188.43 -3 -3
QR(9,5) 1039.1676 -1.0' -192.41 -3 -2
QR(9,7) 1042.2179 -0.8' -202.40 -3 0
QR(9,8) 1043.8175 -1.0d -207.96 -3 +1
QR(10,2) 1039.7845 -0.8' -121.12 -2 -5
QR(10,4) 1041.3364 -2.1' -126.78 -2 -3

TABLE 1. Continued.)

CHD3 (obs-calc)' AE
transition V,,k (cm )' cm x10

3 cm L AK

QR 10,7) 1045.6477 -3.1' -141.61 -2 0
QR(10.8) 1047.5357 -0.5' -147.85 -2 -1
QR( 1.4) 1044.5413 -1.2' -58.62 -1 -3
QR(11.5) 1045 6782 -4.6' -62.93 - I1 -2
QR(11.7) 1048.7636 2.4' -74.12 -1 0
QR11.8) 1050.7051 -2.7' -80.82 -I + 
QR(I1,10) 1054.9935 -1.4' -95.39 -1 +3
QR(11,11) 1056.2383 -5.3' -101.88 -1 +4
QR(12,7) 1051.6969 -1.9' 0.00 0 0
QR(12,8) 1053.6000 -5.5' -7.03 0 +1
QR(12,10) 1058.1985 2.0' -23.00 0 -3

'CO, transition frequencies from Ref. 33.
'CHD3 assignments from Ref. 25.
CCHD3 transition frequencies from an FTIR spectrum recorded by A. Valen-
tin (Refs. 35 and 37).

dSee Ref. 37.
The measured 2iv-Y3 transition frequencies were obtained from either the
Valentin FTIR spectrum (Refs. 35 and 37), designated by e. or from our
diode-laser absorption scans, designated by f. The experimental precision of
these data are 4x10- 4 cm- ' for e and 5X 10

- 3 for f.
'See footnote e.
QR(11,3) isA,-A 2 resolved. The component at 1043.6626 cm-' was used
in the energy transfer measurements. The amplitude of the double reso-
nance signal was multiplied by two to compensate for the reduction of
degeneracy due to resolution of A -A2.The other component of QR(11.3)
is at 1043.6729 cm- t

.
hQR(13,9) was identified by double resonance at 1058.460 cm-'.

transitions used in the TRIRDR experiments. Population in

the u6=1, J=8, K=4, 1=1 level pumped by the CO,

10R(22) laser line was monitored via a hot-band line at
1027.768 cm

-
' which has been identified as a PQ transition

to the U6=2 (A1 or A2 ,J=8, K=3, =0 level.

Table I gives a list of the CHD 3 levels pumped by the
CO 2 laser,

33
along with a list of the 23- v3 transitions

probed in the TRIRDR experiments. Both the v3 QQ (12,7)E
and the v3 QQ( 1 1,5)E transitions are pumped by the CO,

10R(24) laser transition. Even though the QQ(11,5)E tran-
sition is -0.03 cm-' off-resonance, enough population
would be moved by the broadband laser to cause difficulties

in interpreting state-to-state RET data.
2(

b) To alleviate this
problem, a low-pressure intracavity gain cell was employed
as described above. This narrowed the laser bandwidth suf-

ficiently to reduce direct pumping of the ( 3 =l, J=11,

K=5, E) level to an undetectable level. In the case of the
CO2 10OR(34) laser line, both the 3 QQ (12,9)A and the 3

QQ (16,14)E transitions are efficiently pumped. However,
the A and E levels are only slowly interconnected by colli-
sions on the time scale of the RET measurements [propensity
rule (i), noted in Sec. I; indeed, the slow relaxation between
nuclear-spin symmetry states was exploited in previous stud-
ies on silane,

2
in which independent measurements could be

made on A,E, and F symmetry levels, all pumped by the

same CO2 laser line]. The fastest process which can intercon-
vert the A and E symmetry species is a resonant V-V ex-

change process, which proceeds at a rate which is only 1% or
2% of the total relaxation rate." Therefore, no attempt was
made to narrow the 10R(34) laser output, since this slow
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TABLE II. Ground and excited-state total relaxation
collisions. (B) Excited-state depopulation.

rates in CHD 3. (A) Ground-state recovery in self-

Depopulated (pr) - ktf oeff
(A) level s '- Tor-' cm3 molecule s cm

(9.3) 8.4-1.0 2.59x 10-'
°

32x 101-'
(12,7) 8.7+-0.3 2.68 33
(16.14) 11.9=0.6 3.67 45
(12,9) 9.4=0.6 2.90 36

Collision (p) -i k, o, o '
(B) Pumped level partner s- ' Tor' cmJ molecule-' s cm2

cm2

v3(12,9) CHD3 12.7+0.04 3.9x10-'
0

48x10-' 6 54x10-1 6

He 7.7±0.2 2.4 13 28
Ar 8.1±0.1 2.5 36 47
H2 10.4'0.1 3.2 17 35
CH, 14.0±0.1 4.3 51 54
CHF, 13.9±0.1 4.3 66 64

,(12.7) CHD3 13.6-0.2 4.2 51 54
v(8,4,1 = 1) CHD, 13.3±1.0 4.1 50 54

H2 12.1±2.0 3.8 20 35
NH3 15.1±2.0 4.7 54

'See Ref. 40.

process would not interfere with measurement on the much
faster RET process.

A full analysis of the 2000 cm-' region of CHD3 has
been carried out using the spherical tensor model developed
by Moret-Bailly, Champion, and their co-workers,34 which
has recently been extended to lower-symmetry cases, specifi-
cally symmetric-top molecules whose equilibrium configura-
tion belongs to the C3, point group.7 35' The details of this
work are published elsewhere. 37

IV. RESULTS

A. Total depopulation rates

Total depopulation rates for individually pumped levels
were determined by measuring relaxation times of three-
level TRIRDR signals. A single exponential was fit to the
decaying portion of the signal. For measuring pround-state
recovery rates, we used r5-0 probe transitions in order to
avoid complications arising from population arriving in the
upper level of the probe transition; the vs level lies -300
cm- l higher than the pumped {v3/av dyad, and V-V transfer
into v5 is negligible. Since the Ps5 --0 band occurs near 1300
cm-t, a MgF2 filter was sufficient for separating the pump
and probe beams. The results of the measurements are given
in Table II, Part A.

Total depopulation rates for { 3/v6} dyad levels were
measured by following the decay of excited-state absorption
(3-level) signals arising from the directly pumped level, us-
ing the 23- 3 transitions listed in Table I(B) and the
2v6-v, transition identified in Sec. III A. These results are
given in Table II, Part B. The rates for both ground-state
recovery and excited-state depopulation show no strong de-
pendence on J,K and nuclear-spin symmetry species. While
there is also no significant variation in relaxation rate be-
tween the P3 and v6 levels, the rates appear to be larger in the
vibrationally excited state than in the ground state. Similar
behavior was noted3 9 in the experiments on 13CD4. It should

be noted, however, that ground-state recovery involves
equilibration among a large number of thermally populated
levels, while excited-state relaxation is essentially a pure de-
population process. The exponential decay parameter ob-
tained in the former case should therefore be regarded as the
lowest eigenvalue of the rate matrix, rather than a direct
relaxation rate.

The measured relaxation rates (inverse relaxation times)
have been converted to effective cross sections in Table II for
convenient comparison with Lennard-Jones cross sections, "°

using the standard relationship o=k/(8ksT/lrrAAs)' 2 . For
the monoatomic collision partners He and Ar, as well as for
H2, the rotationally inelastic cross sections are one-half to
-two-thirds Lennard-Jones, while for polyatomic collision
partners (CHD3, CH4 , CHF3) the cross section is very nearly
equal to the Lennard-Jones.40 In particular, highly dipolar
collision partners (CHF3, NH 3) are not markedly more effi-
cient than nonpolar species. This is consistent with RET due
to short-range forces, as discussed in Sec. V.

B. V-V Transfer and symmetry-changing excitation
transfer

Two possible types of vibrational exchange processes
were investigated for this system, viz., equilibration between
the v3 and v6 components of the dyad,

CHD3(u6 = 1)+ MCHD3( 3 = 1)+ M (1)

and a resonant vibrational exchange process which appears
to interconnect nuclear-spin symmetries,

CHD3(E)+ CHD3(A)= CHD3(E) +CHD* (A). (2)

In Eq. (2), the asterisk denotes vibrational excitation in the 3
mode.

The V-V exchange rate k for process (1) was mea-
sured by pumping the 6=1, J=8, K=4, =1 level (K-I
-3, thus A symmetry) and monitoring several (J,K) levels
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TABLE III. V-V transfer rates from =l , J=8, K=4, =1t Collision
partner is CHD, at 295 K.

Final level k, (s' Torr')

v, 1.9) 1.2 0.6
v1(8.3) 0.78:0.06
vl(4,O) 0.83:0.03

in 3= 1, also of A symmetry, by 2v3 - v3 transient absorp-
tion. The resulting signals were fit to the three-level model
(v3, v6 g.s.) used in previous analysest(bt 2 (' i of V-V relax-
ation by TRIRDR, which gives

n6 (t)=C 6 exp(- +t), (3)

n3(t) =C3[exp( - _t)- exp( - ,+t)], (4)

where

+= k36( + b) (5)

and

X _ =(ko6 +ko 3)/( 1 + k ) (6)

with

~= (6/g3)exp - (E6 - E3)lk T], (7)

where (g6/g3 )=2 and (E6-E3 )=31.3 cm .6The X. eigen-
values were determined from a range of CHD, pressures. and
the resulting values for k36 are given in Table III. The rates
are about an order of magnitude smaller than the pure RET
rate, and are essentially independent of the 3 rotational state
which is monitored. Similar results were found"'M for the

(v2,v4) V-V rates in 13CD.
The resonant vibrational exchange process (2) was de-

termined by monitoring an A-symmetry level (v 3 = 1, J = 11,
K=9) after pumping E-symmetry levels in v3=1 (=12,
K=7 plus a small amount of J=11, K=5) with the CO2
10P(24) line. The analysis was carried out in terms of a
three-level model similar to that used for V-V transfer, so
that equations of the form (3)-(6) are obtained with
Xk=kA_E(1+f) and =(gA/gE)exp(-E*/k9T).' The
value obtained for k,_E in self-collisions, (0.17±0.02)
Ps - Tort -l , is in reasonable agreement with Doyenette's
value, (0.23±0.02) /s-' Torrn- , and justifies the assertion
made in Sec. III A, and used below, that the A- and
E-symmetry levels pumped by the CO2 10R(34) line are
only weakly coupled by collisions and can be considered to
relax independently of each other.

C. Pressure broadening and inelatic collisions

Before turning to the state-to-state structure of the RET
rates, we consider the question raised earlier, namely,
whether the collision-broadening coefficient yp is wholly
accounted for by the RET rates in the upper and lower levels
of the spectroscopic transition. Since there were no other
measurements of infrared linewidths for CHD 3, we mea-
sured yp for several transitions in the v3-0 band as de-
scribed in Sec. II B. The results are given in Table IV, along
with values of -yp estimated from the generally accepted
relation 42

y/p( MHz/Torr) = ( 1/2 r)(k, + k,)/2. (8)

The inelastic collision contributions appear to underestimate
the broadening coefficient by about 30%-40%; even if one
takes into account that kt is a lower limit on the true ground-
state recovery rate, and sets kt=k in Eq. (8), the predicted
value of y/p is not larger than 2.1 MHz/Torr, still less than
the measured values. This can be understood if we interpret
the discrepancy as the contribution of elastic collisions to the
pressure broadened width. Our time resolved measurements
are sensitive only to population changes, whereas frequency
domain measurements are sensitive to both inelastic and
elastic collisions. Similar discrepancies have been noted in
previous studies of methane, 5 ammonia,19 and ozone,4 3 and
also in recent TRIRDR experiments on methane (CH,) car-
ried out in this laboratory.

D. State-to-state rotational energy transfer

Four-level TRIRDR signals were recorded for all acces-
sible 2i,3-3 transitions in CHD 3 following pumping either
A-symmetry (v3= 1,J= 12,K=9) or E-symmetry
(v3 =1,J=12,K=7) levels with the pulsed CO2 laser. In
the latter case, the intracavity gain cell was used in the laser
to suppress interference from the (J = 1 1,K= 5) level. A list
of probe transitions has been given in Table I.

The time-dependent absorption signals were fit using a
kinetic master equation model. The objective when modeling
the double resonance signals is to obtain a set of state-to-
state rotational energy transfer rates from the parent level
populated by the CO2 laser pump to all other rotational levels
that could be probed in the experiment. This set of rates
provides the most detailed information about those properties
of the molecule which most strongly affect the RET process.
This set of rates can be epitomized as a few propensity rules
which apply for CHD 3. By comparing these propensity rules
with those that we already know for spherical-top molecules

TABLE IV. Self-broadening and self-relaxation for CHD, rovibrational levels.

CHD, CHD3 L calulated
Measured p lower upper from Eq. (i)

Transition (MHzTorr) level level (s Torr)- MHzrTorr

V3QQ(18,15) 2.57-0.15 (93) v6(8,4) 8.4 13.3 1.73
30pP(4,3) 3.07-0.12 (12,7) v,(12,7) 8.7 13.4 1.76

(12.9) v'(12,9) 9.4 12.7 1.76
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possessing full tetrahedral symmetry, such as methane' and
silane,2 and for other symmetric tops such as ammonia, 19 we
can ascertain the roles and relative importance of intermo-
lecular forces and molecular symmetry in the energy transfer
process.

In order to obtain a set of state-to-state RET rates, we
need an appropriate model with which to reduce our experi-
mental measurements. Under the conditions of our experi-
ment, a particular level may obtain population in a single
collision directly from the parent level or by a sequence of
multiple collisions through a series of intermediate levels.
This leads to difficulties in obtaining rates for the direct pro-
cess of RET from the parent level to the probed level, since
two or more highly probable consecutive collisions can give
rise to the same sort of temporal behavior as a low probabil-
ity direct process. We deal with the ambiguities caused by
multiple collision processes by using a master equation
model. We let N be a column vector representing the popu-
lations of all the rotational levels included in the model and
K the matrix containing the individual state-to-state rates
that link these levels. The time evolution of N is given by

N=KN. (9)

The time evolution of the populations, N(t), can be found
either by calculating the eigenvaluesU of K, or as we do
here, by numerical solution of the set of coupled first order
differential equations

dN,
= kiN,+k ,N,. (10)

Here kij is the direct state-to-state rate from level j to level i.
The reverse rate for going from level i to level j, kji, is
related to kii by detailed balance,

kji=kij(gjgi)e-(Ei
-

f)
t r .

(11)

Here g, and g are the degeneracies of levels i and j, respec-
tively, and Ei and Ej are the energies of these levels. kii is
the total depopulation rate from level i which is related to the
ki's by

kii- , ki. (12)
(ioj)

Three additional modifications to this general description
of the master equation must be included to adequately model
the experimental data. First, a time dependent term must be
added to the pumped level to account for the population of
this level by the CO2 laser pulse

dN = I kjN,+al(t). (13)
dt (all j)

1(t) is the temporal profile of the CO2 laser pulse and a is an
adjustable parameter in the model used to scale the calcu-
lated N(t) to the experimentally measured curves. Second,
the relatively fast vibrational energy transfer between the
CHD3Y3 and v6 Coriolis-coupled vibrational modes must be
accounted for in the analysis of the RET rates. This V-V rate
has been measured in other experiments to be -1.0

s'- Torr - l (see Sec. IV B and Ref. 11), slightly less than
10% of the total depopulation rate. We model this process by

treating the v6 vibrational mode in a way analogous to that
employed by Coy et al.45 in their treatment of rotational re-
laxation in formaldehyde, namely, as a set of "basin" levels
among which reversible energy transfer may occur. By con-
trast. "bath" levels are those to which population flows irre-
versibly and does not return (to any appreciable extent) to
either basin or parent levels. The 6 level is thus treated as a
single additional level in the master equation to which all of
the rotational levels in v3 are connected by the same rate,
k 6_ = 1.4 As- Torr- , which is found from the measured
rate for k,-3_ 6 (0.8 as- 1 Tor- I) by detailed balance [Eq.

(11)]. The population that accumulates in v6 is allowed to
feed back into each rotational level of 3 at the latter rate.
The third modification is to include a small total loss rate,
klo,, to account for all the additional processes, such as V-T
relaxation and vibrational swap [Eq. (2)], which couple the
population of a particular level to the bath and also for the
overall loss due to beam flyout. This term is subtracted from
the diagonal elements, kii, of K so that the k,i are given by

ki,=- kii-k.
(ioj)

(14)

We have two independent sets of rotational energy transfer
measurements for CHD3, one for the A -type symmetry lev-
els and another for the E-type symmetry levels. As noted
earlier, these two different nuclear spin states do not inter-
convert efficiently by collisions. The fastest process which
can cause apparent interconversion, the vibrational swap pro-
cess [Eq. (2)], occurs on a much slower time scale than that
for rotational energy transfer. For the purposes of modeling
RET, we treat the A- and E-type symmetry species as sepa-
rate modifications of CHD 3. Master equation modeling of
the A -type symmetry species contains only levels of A-type
symmetry, having K values equal to 0, 3, 6, 9, -- . Similarly,
for the E-type levels, only E-symmetry species are consid-
ered, with K values equal to 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, - .

This segregation of rotational levels by symmetry spe-
cies helps reduce the number of coupled differential equa-
tions which must be included in the master equation analysis,
but still the number of levels is quite large. For both sets of
data we include all levels which are lower in energy than the
parent level and all levels that are less than -2kT greater
than the parent. J values up to and including J =13 were
retained for both sets; the value of J, was varied in some
runs but this had little effect on the calculated results. This
gives us 58 levels for the A symmetry set and 96 levels for
the E symmetry set. In the rate matrix K, there are
N(N-1)/2 independent state-to-state rates, the remainder
being determined by detailed balance [Eq. (11)]. Herein
arises one of the fundamental difficulties in studying rota-
tional energy transfer in polyatomics: The number of inde-
pendent parameters in the model greatly outnumbers the ex-
perimental measurements that can reasonably be made on the
system.

In order to circumvent this shortcoming, the experi-
menter is forced to assume some relationship between the
state-to-state rates. Empirical fitting laws based on the
change in energy or the change in angular momentum are
often used in modeling rotational energy transfer. But this is
precisely the question we want to address, namely, what type
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K=O K=3 K=6 K=9
FIG. 1. Experimentl TRIRDR signals and model simulations for A-symmetry levels K-0 3, 6, and 9 levels re shown forJ values between 6 and 13 (the
J-12, K-12 signal i sown in the upper left corner). The time scale is 0-16 s in all ca and the vertical Al/l scale is 0 to 0.09 absorbance units. except
for the parent -1 2K-9) signal for which the vertical scale is 0 to 1.5 absorbance units and theJ-ll,K 9(J--1, 9K-O) signal for which the vertical
scale is 0 to 0.18 absorbace units TheJ-3, 4, and 5 (K=0 and 3) signals are not displayed; they look very much like the correspondingJ6 and 7 signals.
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I X\ , j =

1_

12

'N

K=10 K= 11

K=7 K=8

7 FI

7 t 1

6 K

5 1 1

K=1 K=2

K=4 K=5

ob)

FIG. 2. Experimental TRIRDR signals and model simulations for E-symmetry levels. K=, 2 4, 5, 7, 8. 10, and 11 levels are shown, for values between
5 and 12. The time scale is 0-10 pi in all cases and the vertical Ail! scale is 0O to 0.05 absorbance units, except for the parent (J- 12, K=7) signal for which
the vertical scale is 0 to 0.75 absorbance units. The J=3 and 4 (K 1, 2 and 4) signals are not displayed; they look very much like the corresponding J-5

and 6 signals.

of propensity rules govern the RET process in CHD 3. By
adopting a fitting law a priori, we forfeit answering that
question because the fitting law itself necessarily dictates the
relationship between the state-to-state rates. Even so, it is
useful to begin with two simple scaling laws'2(t&)'

6 as starting
points for a more detailed analysis of the RET rates. Terms in
the rate matrix are then individually varied from these initial
values to obtain the best fit to the experimental data, as de-
scribed below.

A widely used form is the exponential gap law (EGL),47

kf_ i= (2J+ l )ko exp[ -C(Ef-Ei)lkT], (15)

where C is a fitting parameter and ko scales the overall mag-
nitude of the set of rates. Angular momentum based scaling
laws4 are generally based on the infinite-order sudden (IOS)
or energy-corrected sudden (ECS) approximations of inelas-
tic scattering theory.49 '0 Rather than use the full IOS or ECS
expressions, we have employed a simplified transferred an-
gular momentum power-gap law,51

(16),k= ko[ C a/(iA 1 2+ C)]

where C and C2 are fitting parameters and

i cI = {(Kf-Ki)2+[(J -K)l2 - (Ji2-K,)i2]2l/2 (17)

is the classical angular momentum transferred in the inelastic
collision.5 2 For both types of fitting laws, the rates for endo-
thermic processes are calculated from the appropriate expres-
sion and those for the exothermic processes are found by
detailed balance [Eq. (11)].

The setup of the master equation rate matrix K and the
numerical integration of the coupled differential equations
[Eq. (10)] were carried out using the MATLAB software pack-
age. The numerical integration routine used in MATLAB is
based on the automatic step size, fourth and fifth order
Runge-Kutta algorithm.

Using the simple two-parameter scaling laws described
above and a least squares minimization, we have determined
the best global agreement between the calculated transients
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TABLE V. State-to-state rotational energy transfer in CHD 3 self-collisions.
(A) Transfer from (,= 1,J

= 12. K=9, A ). (B) Transfer from (3
=

1,1=12,
K=7, El.

(A) Probe level

v3t12.12)

v( 13,9)
1'3(11,9)
v(310.9)

v(9,9)

3(12.6)
v(11.6)
%3(10.6)
v(9,6)

3(8,6)
v(7,6)
3(6,6)

iv(11,3)
13(9,3)

(6,3)
,3(5,3)
,3(4,3)
,(3.3)

v(10,0)

V(8.0)
,3(7,0)
13(6,0)
3(5,0)
(4,0)
(3,0)

(B) Probe level

(1210)

,3(11,7)
Y3(10,7)
v(9,7)
,3(8,7)

3(11,4)
13(10.4)
1(9,4)
&,(8,4)

(7,4)
13(6,4)
v3(4,4)

13(9,1)
V3(8,1)
v3(7,1)
v3(6,1)
3(5.1)

13(4.1)
3(3,1)

Rate
/s

- Ton-'

0.35(0.07)

1.20(0.13)
1.87(0.20)
0.40(0.13)
0.38(0.07)

0.73(0.10)
0.87(0.10)
0.73(0.07)
0.63(0.07)
0.57(0.10)
0.20(0.10)
0.25(0.07)

0.80(0.25)
0.47(0.10)
0.25(0.07)
0.19(0.03)
0.17(0.03)
0.10(0.05)

0.37(0.07)
0.37(0.07)
0.25(0.03)
0.29(0.03)
0.11(0.05)
0.16(0.05)
0.11(0.05)

Rate
uI-' Tofr-'

0.72(0.09)

1.14(0.15)
0.96(0.13)
0.34(0.09)
0.29(0.08)

1.43(0.15)
0.17(0.15)
0.24(0.10)
0.25(0.06)
0.10(0.03)
0.05(0.04)
0.12(0.08)

0.35(0.07)
0.32(0.10)
0.27(0.13)
0.20(0.18)
0.12(0.08)
0.08(0.06)
0.08(0.07)

cm -

-23.67

80.07
-73.28

-139.54
-198.28

21.00
-53.35

-121.15
- 182.35
-236.91
-284.73
-325.64

-40.47
-170.51
-316.99
-352.91
- 382.40
-405.57

- 104.45
-221.85
-270.88
-313.49
-349.72
-379.60
-403.23

AE

-23.00

-74.12
- 141.61
-202.40
-256.36

-58.62
-126.78
-188.43
-243.58
-292.21
-334.32
-398.97

- 181.60
-237.06
-286.07
-328.66
-364.85
-394.70
-418.28

aW AK

0 +3

+1 0
-1 0
-2 0
-3 0

0 -3
-1 -3
-2 -3
-3 -3
-4 -3
-5 -3
-6 -3

-I1 -6
-3 -6
-6 -6
-7 -6
-8 -6
-9 -6

-2 -9
-4 -9
-5 -9
-6 -9
-7 -9
-8 -9
-9 -9

.l AK

0 +3

-1 0
-2 0
-3 0
-4 0

-1 -3
-2 -3
-3 -3
-4 -3
-5 -3
-6 -3
-8 -3

-3 -6
-4 -6
-5 -6
-6 -6
-7 -6
-8 -6
-9 -6

20

0.5

0.0

I E 

FIG. 3. Rotationally inelastic rates (in units of /Ai-' Torr - ) for CHD
3(12.9) A -symmetry levels vs energy gap. The upper and lower bounds on

each rate coefficient are determined from a sensitivity analysis based on the
X goodness of fit as described in Sec. IV D. The solid curve is a fit to the
exponential energy-gap law, Eq. (15).

determined in the independent measurement of the total de-

population rate (Sec. IV A). This relationship between the k

and C parameters in Eqs. (15) and (16) reduces the global 
minimization to a simple one-dimensional minimization.

J minimization determines the best possible agreement
obtainable between experiment and a particular model calcu-

lation, but to describe the success or failure of a fit, it is
useful to define a quality of fit function which rates how well

a particular model comes to perfectly describing the experi-
mental data We define a quality of fit parameter Q as the
ratio of X; determined from drawing a smooth curve through
each experimental transient to X determined in the fit. A
value of Q - 1 implies that the model fits the data to within
the experimental noise. As the value of Q decreases, so does
the quality of the fit. A Q parameter greater than 0.1 indicates
a reasonable fit.

2.0

.5

0

:L
0.5

0.0

and the experimental measurements. was calculated as the
sum of the squares of the differences between the calculated
and measured population curves compared at 50 evenly
spaced time intervals between 0 and 15 ps. For two-
parameter scaling laws, the two parameters are not indepen-
dent of each other, but are constrained to values such that the
sum of all rates from the parent level is the same as that

1 1

FIG. 4. Rotationally inelastic rates (in units of 
- I

Torr-') for CHD3
v3(12,9) A-symmetry levels vs angular momentum change parameter II,1
defined in Eq. (17). The two largest rates correspond to the dipolar (AJ
'1, AKO) channels. The upper and lower bounds on each rate coefficient
am determined from t sensitivity analysis based on the X: goodness of fit, as
described in Sec. IV D. The solid curve is a fit to the angular momentum
power-gap law, Eq. (16).
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Ine rate at Xmi Is taken as tne most appropriate rate tor tne
process of going from the initially populated level to the
level being probed. The square root of the inverse of the
second derivative of 2 is used as a measure of the error
associated with that rate.

Because the experimental measurements presented here
show effects from multiple collisions, the direct rates deter-
mined by minimizing x between the parent and probed lev-
els of course depend on the structure of the entire rate matrix.
In the course of modeling the data, we have tried many dif-
ferent ways of setting up the rate matrix. For all reasonable

100 200
! E 

FIG. 5. Rotationally inelastic rates (in units o
3( 12,7) E-symmetry levels vs energy gap. The u

each rate coefficient are determined from a sensiti
x2

goodness of fit, as described in Sec. IV D. The
exponential energy-gap law, Eq. (15).

For the A -symmetry levels the best
[Eq. (15)] and angular momentum [E
give Q's of 0.05 to 0.08. Visual compar
and experimental curves show some qua
havior, particularly for remote levels. '
turn scaling law fares better with lev
However, neither scaling law provides
to the experimental measurements.

To determine a set of rates that be
we use the rate matrices determined b3
mization as a starting point. We assume
between the calculated and measured
dominantly from an incorrect rate in the
necting the initially pumped level to a
dividually vary the matrix elements bets
probed levels to find the minimum 

I aI

FIG. 6. Rotationally inelastic rates (in units 
v3(127) E-symmetry levels vs angular moment
defined in Eq. (17). The three largest rates corrm
-=1. AK=O) and (AJ=-l, AK-3). The u
each rate coefficient are determined from a sensit
X

2
goodness of fit, as described in Sec. IV D. Th

angular momentum power-gap law, Eq. (16).

300 400 ucsCriptuOnS o mtnc rate manx, nc rates wc rpunt ir inm

direct processes between the parent and probed levels fall
within the experimental error limits given here. These rates
represent the best set of values we can obtain from a limited

f psp Ton ) for CHDs number of measurements on a very complex physical sys-
pper and lower bounds on
ivity analysis based on the tem. The Q parameter for the final fit to the A-symmetry
solid curve is a fit to the levels presented here is 0.24, an improvement over the fits

using simple scaling laws by a factor of 4 or 5. The Q value
for the corresponding best fit to the set of E-symmetry levels
is 0.71.

fits to the energy gap A selection of experimental signals and model simula-
. (16)] scaling laws tions for A-symmetry levels is shown in Fig. 1, and those for

ison of the calculated the E-symmetry levels in Fig. 2. The set of fitted rates
alitatively correct be- (ki-kf) is given in Table V, along with the associated
he angular momen- changes in energy and angular momentum. In the case of the

'els near the parent. E-symmetry levels, an inspection of the time-dependent sig-
a truly acceptable fit nals in Fig. 2 shows a clear alternation of amplitudes and rise

times with the K quantum number of the final state reached
st describes the data, in the collision: E, levels [those with K(modulo 3)= 1, i.e.,

y the global X2 mini- K1,4,7,10] are populated much more efficiently than E2
that the discrepancy levels (K =2,5,8,11). Since the initially populated level is E ,

transients arises pre- this evidently reflects a propensity rule AK= - 3n (n inte-

matrix element con- ger) such as is found in symmetric tops possessing a three-
|probed level. We in- fold symmetry axis.? The E2 levels are receiving population,
ween the pumped and however, and nonzero rates connecting them with El levels
for the probed level. must be included in the master equation to obtain satisfactory

agreement between the model calculations and the experi-
mental data.

Several mecnamnsms were conslaered to account or tne
E-E 2 processes. A succession of V-V exchanges, in
which the v6 manifold acts as a basin of states,45 would trans-
fer population into the E2 levels, but agreement with experi-
mental data could be obtained only by using a value for the
effective V-V rate four times larger than that measured di-
rectly [Sec. IV B]; this was therefore considered unrealistic.
A "strong-collision" model, in which all final levels could
receive population from any initial level with a rate indepen-
dent of I and K, was also tested: moderately good agreement
between model calculations and experiment could be ob-
tained using a value of 0.048 ps- ' Torr- l for the strong-
coIlislon rate coemcient. Much better agreement, however,
resulted from recognizing53 that the AK= 3n propensity

of uS rTor-') for CHD, rule applies to the signed value of K, i.e., Ak= ' 3n where
urn change parameter 111, K= lk . This permits population to flow from k = I levels to
spond to the channels (l k= -2 levels, thus effectively coupling the Et and Ez mani-
nper and lower bounds on folds. The final set of rates, given in Table V(B), includesivity analysis based on the
e solid curve is a fit to the Ak=O, -3, and -6 [lk=+3 and +6 are found using de-

tailed balance, Eq. (11)] with A.l up to +8. The overall fit
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was improved by retaining small strong-collision terms, with
individual state-to-state rates set to a uniform value of 0.01
As - ' Torr-'. Summed over final states, this gives a total
E,-E 2 (Ak/3 non-integer) rate coefficient-0.6
/Pss- Torr-'. As discussed below, this can be accounted for
by an excitation-transfer process

CHD3*(v3= ,Ei)+CHD3(v3=0,E2)

-CHD( 3 = 0,E ) + CHD3*(v3 = 1 ,E2),

being responsible for the non-integer Ak/3 processes.

V. DISCUSSION

With state-to-state RET rate data for CHD3 now in our
possession, we may address the question raised at the outset,
namely, whether the inelastic processes are governed by the
intermolecular potential or by the details of the level struc-
ture intrinsic to the molecule. In addition, we can test the
various proposed energy-gap and angular-momentum scaling
laws'6 48

M to see which gives the best representation of the
data.

The data of Table V are plotted against energy gap AE
and angular-momentum change parameter IAll, defined in
Eq. (17), in Figs. 3 and S and Figs. 4 and 6, respectively. The
RET rates show a broad distribution over AE (up to 400
cm-' inelasticity) and angular momentum (J and AK up to
nine units occur with nonzero probability), reminiscent of the
rate distribution in 13CD4 and silane. The curves in Figs. 3-6
are fitted exponential energy-gap or angular momentum
power-gap laws [Eqs. (15) and (16), respectively]. These one
or two-parameter fits give good representations of the distri-
bution of state-to-state rates, at least for the larger changes in
energy or angular momentum, and do not differ significantly
between A -and E-symmetry levels. In addition, however, we
discern some distinctly faster rates, corresponding to the di-
polar channels AJ= 1, AK=0, superimposed on these dis-
tributions. The interaction potential between two CHD 3 mol-
ecules certainly does not possess a dominant dipole-dipole
term, so the appearance of these leading rates presumably
reflects a propensity rule dictated by the symmetric-top level
structure of the molecule.

In order to make a systematic comparison between RET
in "3CD4 and the lower-symmetry CHD3, we make use of the
correspondence between spherical- and symmetric-top sys-
tems recently developed in Refs. 35-37. The Y3 band of
CHD3 studied in this work is paut of an interacting 3/v6
dyad, which corresponds to the 4 mode of CD4 . The v4

= 1,
l=1 state of CD4 is split by Coriolis interaction into three
sublevels that can be characterized by a pure rotational an-
gular momentum R:J-L, I being the vibrational angular
momentum. These three Coriolis components are denoted
F+ (associated with R-J+ 1), F°(R -J), and
F-(R=J- 1). Although R is not a good quantum number, it
accounts reasonably well for the Coriolis structure of the v4
band of CD4 .

In order to extend the formal description of tetrahedral
molecules to those whose equilibrium configuration belongs
to C3, such as CHD3, we operate the reduction of the triply
degenerate energy levels of CD4 into the corresponding sin-

gly (A) and doubly (E) degenerate levels of CHD3 , and then
sort the symmetric top levels thus obtained according to in-
creasing energy. This was carried out forJ values between 2
and 13, thus obtaining the tetrahedral assignments corre-
sponding to the 3 levels of CHD3 listed in Tables I and V.
The following observations may be noted:

(i) The v3 band of CHD 3 corresponds almost exclusively
to the F- component of the v,4 band of CD4,. Thus all the fast
relaxation channels in CHD3 follow an F---F- propen-
sity rule, and the condition A(J-R)=O is satisfied automati-
cally by the spectroscopic structure of the molecule.

(ii) The J=12, K=7 (E) initial level in CHD 3 corre-
sponds to 12 E 2 (R =11) in tetrahedral notation, and relax-
ation from this level will be among the set of E levels. The
J=12, K=9(A) initial level in CHD 3 corresponds to
12F1 22(R = 11) in tetrahedral notation, and relaxation from
this level will also remain in the F-symmetry manifold. This
corresponds exactly to the AK= - 3n (n integer) propensity
rule described by Oka 53 for symmetric tops possessing a
threefold axis; the nuclear-spin-symmetry conservation rule
is thus also automatically satisfied, except for the effects of
resonant excitation-exchange collisions discussed below.

(iii) In addition to requiring that the symmetry species
and Coriolis coupling be preserved in a collision, experimen-
tal results for the spherical-top systems '2 revealed the pres-
ence of additional restrictions on state-changing collisions
expressed in the coupled parity/AkR propensity rule found by
Parson.4 In order to investigate whether this propensity rule
holds for the lower-symmetry species as well, we have cal-
culated Akti for each of the pumped and final states listed in
Table V. The cluster quantum number k,, was determined by
using the simple procedure described by Parson: ' ') the en-
ergy levels were first sorted by increasing energy. The pat-
terns thus obtained were then searched for on the "symmetry
wheels" published by Harter and Patterson," after intercon-
verting the parity subscripts. The m value associated with
kR(kt=R-m) was then read out (modulo 4) on the circum-
ference of the wheels.

The result of this analysis is that, while the RET pro-
cesses in CHD 3 corresponding to AkR-allowed channels in
the tetrahedral description all correspond to allowed pro-
cesses with reasonably fast rates (subject to energy-gap con-
straints), many allowed channels in CHD 3 do not satisfy the
AkR propensity rule. RET in spherically symmetric (viz., tet-
rahedral) molecules appears to be considerably more re-
stricted than that taking place in the lower-symmetry (C,,)

system.
We therefore conclude that the symmetry, or equiva-

lently the internal level structure of the target molecule, plays
a dominant role in establishing inelastic collision propensity
rules. The CHD3-perturber intermolecular potential differs
from the CH4-(or CD4-)perturber intermolecular potential
primarily from the effects due to the shift in the center of
mass. Although CHD 3 does have a permanent dipole moment
of 0.006 D, the dipole-dipole interaction energy in self-
collisions at a distance of 2 A is on the order of 0.02 cm-',
and thus is negligible. Effects of the center of mass shift may
be qualitatively evaluated by expanding an approximate
CH4/CHD3 potential in spherical harmonics about the two
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center of mass positions.5 6 Using a point-charge bond-dipole
approximation to the potential yields a multipole expansion
for CH,4 that begins with the octupole term. It is a general
property of multipole expansions that shifting the center of
mass makes no change in the values of the lowest order
nonzero multipole. The values of all higher order terms may
change, however.

When one of the C--H bonds is used as the symmetry
axis, the multipole expansion for CH4 contains nonzero
terms for multipole moments, QL, of order L =3 or higher
(excepting order 5) for M a multiple of 3. Using the S4 axis
for CH 4 reduces the number of nonzero terms, but does not
allow direct comparison with CHD3 . For CHD3 , the octu-
pole terms are identical to those of CH4 , but all higher order
terms differ significantly, including additional nonzero terms
for L =5. Nonetheless, only terms with M = 3n are nonzero.
The multipole expansions for CH4 and CHD3 indicate that
the basic selection rules should be essentially identical, since
the same terms (LaB3,M=3n) have nonzero values. Be-
cause the values of all terms beyond the octupole are signifi-
cantly different, individual state-to-state rates may vary sig-
nificantly.

Finally, we consider the small but nonzero rate (0.17
As- Torr- , corresponding to a cross section of 0.64 A2) for
transfer between the A- and E-symmetry manifolds, and the
comparably small rate (-0.6 mLs- Torr- ') for direct transfer
between El and E2 levels. Symmetry-changing state-transfer
processes have also been observed in other symmetric top
systems, such as CD3 CI (0.61 s- Torr t- , 3.9 A2)57 and
CH3F (6.6 ,s - I Torr- , 33 A2).5' Processes of this type,
which appear to violate either rigorous nuclear-spin symme-
try restrictions or strong propensity rules such as AK/3
=integer, are generally attributed to resonant exchange of the
vibrational excitation between molecules in different symme-
try states as a result of a Forster exchange process.5 9 We can
test the hypothesized mechanism for the exchange process
by calculating the cross sections using a simple model devel-
oped by Melton60 and Gordon and Chiu6

1 to describe excita-
tion transfer processes between ground-state and electroni-
cally excited NO molecules.6 2 The treatment is similar to that
given by Sharma and Brau63 for the specific case of near-
resonant V-V energy transfer, but Gordon and Chiu give a
simpler formulation60 6 1 than the full Sharma-Brau theory
which, as we shall see, is in tolerably good accord with ex-
periment.

If the excited and ground-state molecules interact via a
dipole-dipole potential,"

(18)

where p, and p/ are the dipole moments for the spectro-
scopic transition, then an approximate expression for the
resonant transfer cross-section is found 6 as

ea 2EE ar(b,) 2, (19)
E+E

where the critical impact parameter b* is obtained from the
condition

4
/J.-2 Ef

Plb)=9lttS"(b')4 ' E,+E '
(20)

In Eqs. (19) and (20), E, and Ef are the initial and final
kinetic energies of the collision pair, u. is the average thermal
velocity (8kT/7rL12) 2, and the scalar As ll(o,,)l for the
n -0 vibrational band. We assume that the resonant ex-
change occurs with nearly zero energy defect IE=Ef-E,
(or at any rate AEE,), so that Eqs. (19) and (20) simplify
to

a,,e= (b*)
2

and

8.1 x 10 3 [,,/Debye] 4 =0.5
P(b*)= v *[bA =0.s

We calculated a,, for CHD3, CD 3CI, and CH3F using the
preceding expressions. The required transition dipole mo-
ments are u3=0.023 D for CHD3,

6 5- 67 sa2=0.04 7 D for
CD3Cl, 676 s and 3.=0.283 D for CH3F. 69 The calculated re-
sults are Cr,,=0.26 A2 for CHD3 (experimental 0.64 A,. see
Sec. IV B), o = 1.8 A2 for CD 3CI (experimental 3.9 A-),5 7

and o,,=53 2 for CH3F (experimental 33 A2).58 This is
remarkably good agreement, over a range of 2 orders of
magnitude, for such an approximate model. It seems that the
cross section for resonant exchange can be readily calculated
from Eqs. (19) and (20), knowing only the magnitude of the
vibrational transition moment for the relevant mode.

There are few calculations of inelastic collision rates for
CHD3 in the literature. Bosanac7° has used a line-of-centers
model and a simplified hard-core potential to compute clas-
sical energy transfer for He-CH4, He-CH3 D, and He-CHD 3
systems at low relative kinetic energy (10 meV--120 K).
Total inelastic cross sections were estimated from the differ-
ential cross section plots in Bosanac's paper. The calculated
(J-= + I,4AK=0) cross section for CHD 3 -He, 7.8 A2. ac-
tually agrees rather well with our measured (12,9-11.9)
value (7.1 A2), and that for the (AJ= +3,AK= +3) channel
also agrees with the measured (12,9-9,6) value (calc. 2.4
A2; expt. 2.4 A2); but the computed inelastic cross
section 70(b) for (AJ=3, 1K=0), viz., 13.2 A2, is an order of
magnitude larger than our measured a(12,9-9,9)= 1.4 A:.
The close agreement of two pairs of calculated and measured
values, while largely fortuitous, does suggest that a hard-
core, short-range interaction is an appropriate description for
the potential function. Further calculations based on this
model, using a more realistic molecular geometry and poten-
tial function, may yield quantitative agreement with experi-
ment.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have undertaken this study of energy transfer pro-
cesses in CHD3 to examine the effect of a change in molecu-
lar symmetry on these processes. We wished to investigate
whether a lower-symmetry isotopomer of methane exhibited
the same highly selective energy transfer pathways that were
found in the spherically symmetric isotopomer. The answer
to this question offers a perspective on the relative impor-
tance of the internal structure of a molecule and its intermo-
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lecular potential on controlling energy-transfer propensity
rules. We have found that CHD 3 shows a selectivity in its
energy-transfer pathways which is quite distinct from that in
'3 CD4. Most notably, the symmetric-top propensity rule AK
= +3n (n integer) governs RET in CHD3, even when K

states differing by a non-integer multiple of three are not
excluded by nuclear-spin symmetry restrictions. The relax-
ation process is dominated by state-specific channels follow-
ing the dipolar propensity rule AJ = _ 1, AK=0, but there is
a significant contribution from AJ=-1, AK=-3 (indeed,
this is the largest single term for the E-symmetry levels). In
this specific regard, the behavior of CHD3 differs from dipo-
lar symmetric tops such as CH 3F,5? CH3C, T7 and ammonia,19

in which AK= -3 processes proceed an order of magnitude
more slowly than those with AK=0, and the latter account
for up to 50% of the total relaxation rate. The remaining
terms contributing to rotational relaxation in CHD3 result in
a very broad distribution of final states, which is indeed
reminiscent of what is seen in 13CD 4, except that in CHD3
the distribution is more uniform: there are no uniquely pre-
ferred final states other than those dictated by molecular
symmetry. In its rotational relaxation processes, CHD3 be-
haves much more like a symmetric-top molecule such as
NH3 than a spherical top molecule. It is the unique internal
structure of a spherical top that accounts for the unusual and
highly selective pathways observed, e.g., with 13CD 4, and
not simply the short-range forces which make up the inter-
molecular potential.
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Appendix Four

"Program for converting LeCroy "*.tra" files to ASCII files"

All of the time-resolved data presented in this thesis were taken on the LeCroy 9400A oscilloscope. The

MASP storage program provided by LeCroy was used to transfer these files to a PC. Unfortunately, the

MASP program does not provide the option of storing data files in an ASCII format. The ".tra" files

created by the MASP program are binary files which contain both the data and information about the

front panel setup of the oscilloscope written in a not easily interpreted format. The C code provided in

this Appendix will crunch through a ".tra" file to extract the oscilloscope trace which is then written as an

ASCII file with the same name as the ".tra" file but with the extension ".dat", and will also append to the

file DATALIST the file comments and information about the trace. Hopefully, this program will be of

use to future users of this oscilloscope.
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/* this program takes the signal stored by the Lecroy oscilliscope and

converts it into a ASCII file */

/* last modified 13 DEC 1991 */

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <dos.h>

#include <graph.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <float.h>

struct videoconfig config;

float

time_code[29]={O,0,0,0,.002,.005,.01,.02,.05,.l,.2,.5,1,2,5,10,

20,50,100,200,500,1000,2000,5000,10000,20000,50000,

100000,200000);

float gain_code[10]={5,10,20,50,100,200,500,1000,2000,5000};

float timeper_point_code[21]={.01,.02,.04,.08,.2,.4,.8,2.0,4.0,

8.0,20.0,40.0,80.0,200.0,400.0,800.0,

2000.0,4000.0,8000.0,20000.0,40000.0};

main()

{
FILE *fp, *fi;

char filename[15], fileroot[15];

char commentl[80];

char comment2[80];

char comment3[80];

char comment4[80];

char time_and_date[20];

int desc_offset, data_offset, time_offset;

int number_of_points;

float time_per_division, time_per_point, trig_delay, gain,

variable_gain, offset;

float data[5001];

long int xl,yl;

int i,j,x,y,z,m,n;

unsigned int high, low;

char ch, lett;

float mark,zeropoint;

extern struct config;
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void drawaxis(), tcls();

/* setup screen */

/* _setvideomode(_HRESBW);

_getvideoconfig(&config); */

/* open file */

printf("Enter filename sans extension\n");

scanf("%s",fileroot);

strcpy(filename,fileroot);

strcat(filename,".TRA");

fp = fopen(filename,"rb");

/* get offsets for desc, data, and time */

fseek(fp,884,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

if (x<O)

x = 256 + x;

ch=getc(fp);

y=ch;

y=25 6*y;

desc_offset = x + y;

fseek(fp,888,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

if (x<O)

x = 256 + x;

ch=getc(fp);

y=ch;

y=256*y;

data_offset = x + y;

fseek(fp,892,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

if (x<O)

x = 256 + x;

ch=getc(fp);

y=ch;

y=256*y;

time_offset = x + y;
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/* get time and date */

fseek(fp,864,0);

for (i=O;i<20;i++)

time_and_date[i]=getc(fp);

printf("time= %s\n",time_and_date);

/* get comments */

fseek(fp,84,0);

for (i=O;i<80;i++)

commentl[i]=getc(fp);

printf("commentl= %s\n",commentl);

fseek(fp,155,0);

for (i=O;i<80;i++)

comment2[i]=getc(fp);

printf("comment2= %s\n",comment2);

fseek(fp,226,0);

for (i=O;i<80;i++)

comment3[i]=getc(fp);

printf("comment3= %s\n",comment3);

fseek(fp,297,0);

for (i=O;i<80;i++)

comment4[i]=getc(fp);

printf("comment4= %s\n",comment4);

/* get vertical gain */

fseek(fp,desc_offset+8,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

gain = gain_code[x-22];

printf("mv/div = %f\n",gain);

/* get variable vertical gain */

fseek(fp,desc_offset+9,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

variable_gain =0.005*x+0.4;

printf("variable gain = %f\n",variable_gain);

/* get vertical offset */

fseek(fp,desc_offset+12,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

if (x<O)

x = 256 + x;

ch=getc(fp);
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y=ch;

if(y<O)

y = 256 + y;

offset =0.08*gain*(((x*256 + y)/2)-100);

printf("offset = %f\n",offset);

/* get time per division */

fseek(fp,desc_offset+17,O);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

time_per_division = time_code[x];

printf("time per division = %f\n",time_per_division);

/* get number of points */

fseek(fp,data_offset+6,O);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

if (x<O)

x = 256 + x;

ch=getc(fp);

y=ch;

if(y<0)

y = 256 + y;

number_of_points = (x*256 + y)/2;

printf("number of points = %d\n",number_of_points);

/* get time per point */

fseek(fp,desc_offset+18,0);

ch=getc(fp);

x=ch;

time_per_point = time_per_point_code[x-16];

x=.5+ (10*time_per_division/time_per_point)/number_ofpoints;

time_per_point=x*timeperpoint;

printf("time per point = %f\n",time_perpoint);

/* get trigger delay */

/* trig delay is a percent delay */

fseek(fp,desc_offset+29,O);

ch=getc(fp);

xl = ch;

if(xl<0)

xl=256+xl;

trig_delay=xl*0.02*timeper_division;

printf("trig delay = %f\n",trig_delay);
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/* get data */

fseek(fp,data_offset+8,0);

for(i=O;i<number_ofpoints;i++)

high = getc(fp);

low = getc(fp);

data[i]=(gain*((256*high+low-32768.0)/8192.0)-offset)

*variable_gain;

fclose(fp);

/* write information to .dat file */

strcpy(filename,fileroot);

strcat(filename,".dat");

fp=fopen(filename,"w");

for(i=O;i<number of_points;i++)

mark=i*time_per_point-trig_delay;

fprintf(fp,"%8.4f %11.5f\n",mark,data[i]);

fclose(fp);

/* write information to reference file */

fp=fopen("datalist","a");

fprintf(fp,"%s\n",fileroot);

fprintf(fp," %s\n",fileroot);

fprintf(fp," %s\n",commentl);

fprintf(fp," %s\n",comment2);

fprintf(fp," %s\n",comment3);

fprintf(fp," %s\n",comment4);

zeropoint=trigdelay*100+1;

fprintf(fp," zeropoint = %f\n",zeropoint);

fprintf(fp," number of points= %d\n",numberof_points);

fprintf(fp,"******************************************************\n");
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fprintf(fp, "\n");

fclose(fp);
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Appendix Five

"Timing circuit for synchronization of Continuum NY61-20 Nd:YAG laser and
Lambda Physik LPX-200 Excimer laser"

This appendix provides a description of the operation of a homemade triggering circuit which was built to

externally trigger the Continuum NY61-20 Nd:YAG laser and the Lambda Physik LPX-200 Excimer

laser at 20 Hz. This trigger box was also used to provide a 500 Hz synchronous square wave for use in

frequency modulating the Laser Photonics diode laser in sync with the NY61-20 YAG. This device is

basically a 10 MHz clock and three variable delay circuits. The front panel layout of the circuit is shown

in Figure A5.1

FLASHLAMP Q-SWITCH SCAN DELAY POS NEG

[ POS O Q[ POS NEG I oo
POWER 0 FAST

POWER 5 POS NEG FAST IRQ
O ~ ~ ~ ~ O FA0 RESET OSTO IRQ

2 AMP FUSE NEGO I RESET O HP 2 AMP FUSE EXCIMER O 500 HZ SYNC

Figure A5.1

Front panel of homebuilt trigger box

The circuit box provides four different output pulses: Flashlamp, Q-switch, Scan Delay, and IRQ. All of

these provide both positive and negative going TTL level pulses -7.5 ,usec long at a repetition rate of 20

Hz. The Flashlamp pulse begins the pulse sequence. As its name suggests, it is used to trigger the

NY61-20's flashlamp. Both the Q-switch and Excimer pulses can be delayed with respect to the

Flashlamp pulse through the frontpanel thumbwheel switches. These pulses can be adjusted in 0.1 gsec

increments up to 999.9 sec. The Q-switch pulse is used to trigger the NY61-20's Q-switch and the

Excimer pulse is used as an external trigger for the LPX-200. The Scan Delay feature was designed to

scan the time delay between the firing of the NY61-20 and the LPX-200. This feature is useful in time-

resolved energy transfer measurements. The final output pulse is the interrupt request, IRQ, which can be

used to trigger an A/D board for shot-to-shot measurements.
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Afterword

"Since Nature is an open.'book, for anyone to read who has the wit to understand,

it must be concluded that the slowness of scientific progress is at least partly, if

not wholly, explained by human stupidity."

William F. Meggers
National Bureau of Standards (Washington, D.C.)

Spectrochimica Acta, Vol. III, No. 1, p. 5, 1947.
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